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EDITORIAL AND COOPERATIVE NEWS
Editorial and Cooperative News
Well, here it finally is; the special double
issue of proceedings of the Cyberpunk
2020: Year of the Stainless Steel Rat
convention. Of course, it had to be done.
The Lunar New Year, starting on January
25, was Year of the Rat. More to the point,
it was a year of a metal rat, and of course, it
was the year that the cyberpunk roleplaying
game was set. So it had to be, "Year of the
Stainless Steel Rat"! Further, 2020 is
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preceded by the year that the early and definitive cyberpunk film, Blade Runner, is set. Which also led to a curious
personal experience with a Nexus 6 mobile 'phone.
Now as for our nominated mascot, the little stainless steel rat with wheels, it is quite an unknown quantity. It once
appeared on a German website for LaborFürNeueKunst (https://www.ambientart.de/) which requires no translation.
There was a 3DRobots page and, if one looks very carefully, an email addreess (ita3D@eunet.yu) can be discerned on
the piece. Which isn't great given that Yugoslavia is now but a memory (even if there are still a number of people who
identify as "Yugoslavs"). The point being, our rather beautiful stainless steel rat is by artist unknown. But it's a great
piece of work, and full credit is due to whomever the artist is.
Originally, as announced at Arcanacon 2020, the Cooperative was planning to hold the conference on July 4th, for
aesthetic reasons of course. The there was a certain global pandemic, which of course, threw everything apart. Our little
Cooperative (which really is quite small, even if a legally constituted body). As the year drew to a close it became
increasing obvious that the prospect of a facetoface convention was really improbable. Thus, as the year was drawing
to an end, I made the wild suggestion to the Cooperative's committee that we hold the convention between the
Christmas and New Year's break. Given that this is usually the time when a good portion of the population take leave at
least some members of the committee questioned my wisdom and sanity, even more than usual. However, they did
agree with the need and as long as I was prepared to give it a go, the event had official blessing.
Due to our location, the conference was very heavily biased towards an Australian perspective of cyberpunk, and
appropriately in its speaker's list. This is evident with the contribution of some local IT security experts, such as Daniel
Tosello, David Cake, Morgan Reed, and Adrian Smith. For cyberpunk culture, we also had Travis Johnson, with his
expertise in film, Josh Rombout with music. Technological contributions were provided by Adam Ford, an organiser of
many conferences himself, and Josh again. For politics, we had author Stephen Dedman, and Pirate Party activist, John
August. Mention must also be made of the setlist by DJ Jus Godden.
Of course, it wasn't only a local affair. There was a major stroke of good news with Walter Jon Williams agreeing to be
the keynote speaker. His contributions to cyberpunk literature and gaming made him perfect for a RPG club holding a
cyberpunk convention. I was also fortunate to know Dan Smith, who did the illustrations for Rolemaster Companion
VI, my first gaming publication, Tod Foley, who produced the excellent Cyberspace, and made contact with Jason
Scott who curates textfiles.com, which really is part of my own formative culture, and archive.org, which is so
incredibly important to me today.
I must also thank committee member Andrew Daborn who, whilst unable to attend the conference himself, did an
extraordinary job of finding international contacts such as Rick Wayne, Sarena Ulibarri, Francesco Verso, and PSC
Willis. Such writers have made impressive criticisms of traditional cyberpunk, partially as a form of retrofuturism, but
also for its endemic pessimism. The contemporary alternative, which addresses the possibility of a future that is not as
depressing and terrible as the cyberpunks made out, is solarpunk. It is not a utopia, flawed or otherwise, it is not
without its contradictions, and the force of narrative, but there is a certain positivity about solarpunk which suggests
that yes, we can actually avoid or even reverse, some of the possibilities of terrible environmental devastation etc. On a
personal note, I'm definitely a convert to this gospel. Making those positive aspects of the solarpunk future a practical
reality has become the singlemost important driving force in my life. At least I got something out of the conference,
eh?
In addition to the transcripts (largely automated, but with the presenters given the opportunity to update) of the
convention, this publication also had a number of cyberpunk RPG scenarios, articles etc, including those run at the
convention. After all, we are a gaming cooperative and it would madly inappropriate if we didn't incorporate a large
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portion of the publication to such activities. As a result we have Conan French's Cyperpunk RED scenario, set in
Australia, Andrew Daborn's Cyberspace scenario, set in Australia, Chrome City by Gene Korolew, also nominally
based in Australia. You get the point, but Karl Brown provided a GURPS Biotech setting which is not imagined as
being set in Australia, but with a pinch and a squeeze, could be there in the future. Paddy Hutchinson looks into the
larder, and as a segue towards the next issue of RPG Review, provides a couple of articles about cyberpunk and food,
and Jim Lawrie concludes with Cyberpunk 2020 in space. In addition there are our other relevant popular culture
contributions, and yours truly had penned their words on Blade Runner 2049, and Anthony Bell provides his comments
about the computer game, Cyberpunk 2077.
As mentioned, this conference and this publication was held under the aegis of the RPG Review Cooperative, Inc. As
this is our endofyear publication it also includes our finances and annual report, which probably gives some idea of
what a parttime, volunteer, nonprofessional outfit we really are. The numbers are boring, the report formal, but it will
tell you who we are: a bunch of enthusiastic amateurs, hacking their way through content, providing material that is raw
and from the trenches of the gaming and genre fiction world. We are consumers, producers, critics but with connections
that span well beyond what the dollar signs would indicate. Not the blood of the RPG industry (that would be money),
nor the skeleton (that would be the institutions), nor even the heart and brains (that must belong to the designers).
Maybe we're the spirit. Certainly, the spirit of cyberpunk has been within me for a very long time. Oh! And a
suggestion – go back to RPG Review Issue 10 (http://rpgreview.net/files/rpgreview_10.pdf) for plenty of old reviews!
Live free, chummers.
Lev Lafayette

Cooperative News
The RPG Review Cooperative held its founding meeting in December 2015, and was subsequently incorporated by the
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State of Victoria on January 7th, 2016. The following is a review of our fourth year of activities. All activities have
been in strict accordance with our objectives. The committee members for 2020 were Lev Lafayette (President),
Michael Cole (VicePresident), Andrew Daborn (Secretary), Liz Bowman (Treasurer), and Andrew McPherson, Karl
Brown, and Adrian Smith, and Pete Tracy (ordinary members).
In the past year, we have published four issues of the RPG Review journal (Issues 4548 inclusive), with a double issue
4950, the December 2020 and March 2021 edition (Issue coming soon. This constitutes 256 pages of gaming material.
All copies of the ISSN registered RPG Review journal have been submitted to the National Library of Australia. The
RPG Review website received 36,640 unique visitors in 2020, a decrease of 12%, with the top downloads for RPG
Review being Issue 41 receiving 1284 complete downloads, Issue 44 receiving 617, and Issue 17 receiving 564. These
are the PDF downloads only, rather than any views of HTML pages.
The Cooperative has also published (mostly) a monthly newsletter for members and potential members, 'Crux Australi'.
This newsletter has outlined the various RPG campaigns being run by members, which decreased from 38 to 30 this
year, although life members increased from 8 to 9. There are 182 subscribers to our newsletter, Crux Australi, which is
unchanged from last year. This is all quite indicative of the difficulties faced by all incorporated associations of our
nature with the effects of the global pandemic putting significant strain on facetoface activities, especially when based
in a city that endured significant movement restrictions.
For example, some of our usual activities (e.g., the visits to the Astor Cinema, our annual BBQ, hosting the RuneQuest
Glorantha Convention) were not carried out this year. We did attend Arcanacon and made significant contributions to
that event through our secondhand games stall and with Karl Brown speaking at a panel. Continuing with our other
services, the Cooperative revived its online store for members to sell their secondhand or new games to the public. We
also continue to provide various IT support mechanisms (github, mailman mailing lists etc) with hosting donated from
one of our members. Following the establishment of an RPG library for members in April 2016 we reached some 350
items by the end of that year, and by the end of 2020 we had a very substantial 847 items (750 games, 94 magazines, 3
fiction books), a small increase with a notable donation from Rodney Brown. For game authors, we also offer discount
ISBNs which we gain an advantage from bulk purchasing.
The single most important event for the Cooperative in 2020 however, had to be our organisation of Cyberpunk 2020:
Year of the Stainless Steel Rat, held online via Google Meet on December 27. The free event had approximately 90
registrations, although the actual turnout was around 50. We were very fortunate to have Walter Jon Williams as the
keynote speaker, along Tod Foley, Jason Scott, Dan "Smif" Smith, and Sarena Ulibarri providing notable international
contributions. A transcript of the conference, along with various cyberpunk scenarios, will make for the next double
issue of RPG Review, along with the second supplement for Papers & Paychecks, "Emails & Direct Deposits".
This has been a mixed year for the Cooperative. The volume our activities, reflected also in our membership levels and
the volume of our profit and loss statement, declined significantly with the onset of the coronavirus19 pandemic.
Whilst various game sessions transitioned to an online delivery, a medium that we have done well in, we did not take
up sufficient new initiatives to make up for the loss in facetoface meetings. Despite this, however, we did host a
successful and aestheticallyappropriate main conference event and the association's capital position has improved
significantly. It from these circumstances that we can prepare ourselves for 2021.
Financial Statement
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2020 Profit and Loss Statement
Income
Membership

238.68

Stock Sales

708.35

ISBN Sales

15

Stall Sales

1300.74 (Arcanacon member stall sales)

PDF Sales

190.70 (Coop owned and Members)

Subtotal 2438.47
Expenses
Publications

1903 (CowOrkers in the Scary Devil Monastery, 250 copies)

PDF Royalties

67.47 (paid out to members)

Administration

122.65 (Postage of CowOrkers to Noble Knight)

Stall Sales

1312 (Arcanacon member stall sales)

Reconcilation

10

Subtotal 3415.12
Loss

976.56

2020 Balance Sheet
Assets
Bank

5649.90

PDF Account

165.66 (DriveThruRPG and DMsGuild)

RPG Review

425

(Issues 40 and 44, c85 copies)

Library

8000

(Estimated value from 750 games, 94 magazines, 3 fiction books)

Stock

5000

(Estimated at 500 PnP and Cow's in stock)

Liabilities
Nil
Capital

19240.56

Notes: Bank balance includes RuneQuest Glorantha Con Trust of $3915.39
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WHAT WAS/IS CYBERPUNK?
By Walter Jon Williams

First I'd like to thank Lev and anyone who may have been
working behind the scenes for inviting me and for making
this thing happen.
I’d like to start with the first time I heard the word
cyberpunk, which was when I had completed my novel
Hardwired and I sent it to my editor. She said, “You
realize now they're going to call you a cyberpunk.” And I
said, "is that good?" and neither she nor anyone else
have come up with a satisfying answer to that question
then or in the years since.
But some of you were probably born well before
Hardwired was published, and so I thought I'd start with a
brief survey of where cyberpunk actually came from.
There was some effort in the mid 80s to claim that
cyberpunk had experienced a sort of virgin birth, and/or
leaped into existence as if from the head of Zeus with
absolutely no precedent whatever. But in fact cyberpunk
had plenty of roots within the science fiction genre and
within literary fiction as well, and it had a particular
relationship with what was called the New Wave science
fiction of the 1960s. These were a tide of young writers
who swept into the field in the 60s and included names like Joanna Russ, Ursula Le Guin, Michael Moorcock, Norman
Spinrad, James Tiptree AKA Alice Sheldon, Brian Aldis, Harlan Ellison, Judith Merrill and so on. It was subgenre that
featured literary innovation, new narrative stragegies, aesthetics, politics, and sexual politics, and there were drugs and
sex in these stories and sex and drugs outside them as well.
New Wave at the time in the 60s was incredibly controversial there were claims that these writers with their airy
fairy literary experimentation were ruining science fiction for everybody it was just ruined now, you couldn't even
write the real stuff any more.
Among these very experimenters was Samuel R Delany, who probably wasn't the first black science fiction writer,
though he seems to have been the first black science fiction writer that anybody knew about. He was also gay, although
in the Sixties this wasn’t generally known. And when I was a young reader Delany regularly blew my mind, especially
with his novel Nova, which won the Nebula Award in 1968. Nova was the first story I encountered to describe the man
machine interface, in which the human body and mind were wired not only to a computer but to an industrial plant or a
starship or whatever technological artifact needed human guidance.
Having read this book, the idea struck me in retrospect as obvious. Of course, you'd want this kind of direct interaction
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between yourself and the technology, and I included a manmachine interface in my first science fiction novel
Ambassador of Progress, which was in no other way a cyberpunk novel.
Delany was and is strongly interested in producing fiction that is intentionally transgressive, that strives to upend
conventional fiction, conventional morality, conventional sexuality, conventional legality etc. Because being a gay man
was illegal, he was not only unconventional and individual, but he was an outlaw, and he was in contact with other
outlaws. And so he wrote about criminals and drug use and sexuality with a familiarity that was unusual in the science
fiction world of the time.
So fifteen years later, a group of ambitious writers who had been turned on by the Sixties Wave began to discover a
voice of their own, and I found myself a part of this crowd, especially with my novel Hardwired which was, by the
way, my eighth novel. But it was the first to draw any attention and most readers and reviewers seemed to think it was a
first novel. I had written a number of stories and fragments that were precursors to Hardwired that sort of led up to
Hardwired, but they hadn't sold. So where I thought of Hardwired as being part of a continuity that stretched back for
years most viewers readers thought of it as a startling shift and a radical new direction and I should point out as an
aside that you can't trust publication dates when it comes to assembling a timeline here. There are all sorts of reasons
why publication can be delayed, including a refusal by publishers to view the work at all. An extreme example might
be KW Jeter, who wrote the protocyberpunk novel Dr. Adder in 1972. It wasn't published until twelve years later
because it was far too radical. It could only have been published in 1984 because other writers were sort of advancing
the cyberpunk genre and created an opening for Jeter, but it looked as if he was lagging behind the wave, whereas in
fact he had preceded it.. And incidentally he was also part of the very first wave of Steampunk, which sort of gathered
around Philip K Dick, and in the Bay Area and they began to publish around the same time in the 80s. But once again,
Jeter couldn't sell Steampunk on his own until some other people were successful with Steampunk first.
Hardwired was a really hard sell. It's hard to explain now how radical the ideas and the style were at the time. I had a
personal meeting with my editor in which I pitched this technological dystopia, and she very reluctantly agreed to look
at the proposal and then she, I suspect with equal reluctance, actually bought the book. When I turned it in she took a
look at the finished work and decided it wasn't for her, so she turned it over to a colleague. Fortunately that colleague
not only read it, but knew how to sell it. She was the one who told me I was going to be a cyberpunk, and so on we
went. Now, between the time when I sold Hardwired and the time of its publication cyberpunk became this huge
phenomenon and it was as controversial as the Sixties wave if not more. So now we were spoiling science fiction for
everybody by writing dystopias full of grunge and drugs and violence and despair and people doing rude things with
technology. (Today, by the way, it's women and people of color and LGBTQ people who are ruining science fiction,
which I view as a badge of honor. Of course what all of these groups actually did was broaden the audience, which
you’d think would be perceived as a good thing. But some people are just terrified of having to view something new
and radical, and that’s just their problem.)
So anyway, I was hesitant about being called a cyberpunk not because of the controversy, which I had nothing to do
with, but because of the consequence of there being very little cyberpunk around for people to point to and say "this is
cyberpunk". There wasn't that much of it around and so what existed was partly being sold on the basis of fashion. It
became fashionable to read and discuss this stuff. That was fine for me as far as it went I sold a lot of books on the
basis of fashion. But what I was worried about was what would happen when cyberpunk became unfashionable,
became last year's fashion. I wanted to write stuff that would stand the test of time, not tossed out like bellbottom pants
and earth shoes. (Some of you might be old enough to remember what those were.)
When I reissued the book in 2011, I went back and looked at the reviews from the Eighties and they were about equally
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divided between those who liked the book and those who hated it, and those who hated it really hated it. They hated the
book, they hated cyberpunk, and they hated me. And I didn't understand quite what I had done to earn all this vitriol
from perfect strangers who thought they knew me well enough to hate me, but apparently it was enough that I was just
standing there.
I also hadn't been used to people actually paying so much attention to my work. I had written seven previous novels,
remember, which attracted very little attention at all. But on the other hand, I was happy with the product. I was happy
with Hardwired. I'd written the hell out of that book and I sold the hell out of it and I fought like hell to get it seen by
people and at least they cared even if they didn't like it.
So let's look at what I'd actually done in this book. People have different views about whether science fiction should
actually try to predict the future or not. I’m inclined to be skeptical, I think SF is really about showing a broad range of
possibilities for what the future could be, but still I have to say that a lot of Hardwired seems to have found its way
from the pages into the real world.
The things that the reader was supposed to find shocking when I wrote the book in 198384 are now so commonplace
as to be part of the background hum. Unending multiplatform assaults, encouraging people to engage in heedless
consumerism – check,. Drugs widely advertised including on TV check. Governments in thrall to multinational
corporations – check. Balkanization of the former Soviet block – check. Widening gap between rich and poor – check.
Rising ocean levels – check. Entire populations unthinkingly devoted to celebrity and fashion – check. Vast
unregulated manipulation of securities markets by unscrupulous insiders  check. State controlled military being
replaced by mercenary forces check. Pharmaceutical companies making vast fortunes out of human misery – check.
And now here in 2020 I find another element of the book has worked its way into the present: Unstoppable pandemic 
check.
Now people sometimes ask me if I'll ever write something like Hardwired again, and I tell them I can't because too
much of it came true. If I wrote a book like Hardwired now, it wouldn't be science fiction, it'd be a Day After
Tomorrow sort of novel. Hardwired was my bestselling novel then, and it's still my bestselling science fiction novel
decades later. It's the novel with which I'm most identified and the title may well be carved on my tombstone.
Hardwired also managed a lateral shift into the world of gaming. A designer named Mike Pondsmith had read my
novel and it inspired him to design a game called Cyberpunk, later Cyberpunk 2020. Now inspired, by the way, means I
wasn't paid. Mike didn't license my book. If he'd licensed it, he would have had to pay me. But he used the experience
of reading the book to create his own world which is fine, by the way, that's what’s supposed to happen. I was
inspired by lots of writers over the years and I didn't send them all checks, other than buying their work. Now Mike
eventually did license Hardwired and I wrote the Hardwired sourcebook for him. It's still available if you look around.
But anyway, Mike then made a lateral transfer of his own into the computer gaming world. And now Hardwired has
inspired Cyberpunk Red and the just released Cyberpunk 2077 from CD Projekt Red, which is apparently a 300 million
dollar multiplatform fiasco.
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Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair!
Now by the time Hardwired appeared I'd finished a novel
that I'd actually started five or six years earlier called
Voice of the Whirlwind and I'd started another book titled
Angel Station and I would categorize both these works of
cyberpunk. But by the time Angel Station appeared the
scene began to shift a little bit; once cyberpunk was
shown to be a viable commercial genre other writers
flooded in. And some of them were very fine writers.
George Alec Effinger comes to mind, and Jack Womack,
both really talented. Some were not very fine writers, and
some were fine writers who were trying to write
something that was wrong for them let's just put that
way. So anyway there suddenly there were all these
people writing about drug deals who had clearly never
witnessed a drug deal. So all I can say is: People, do your
research! Okay?
Remember that we were all really ambitious and we
wanted to forge ahead and explore new frontiers. I wanted
to become a better writer and you can only become a
better writer by experimenting and doing something new. So what I did was to start painting the two great lessons of
cyberpunk onto a larger landscape.
And what, you ask, are the two great lessons of cyberpunk? Well, here they are. Feel free to take notes. One: the future
will be multicultural. It won't all be white guys in silver boots exploring the universe and solving technical problems.
It'll be full of diversity. Just like the universe itself.
And the second lesson is that the technology will be used differently by different elements of society. A grandmother
uses a computer to stay in touch with relatives through Facebook, a hacker will use it to steal stuff, and the folks at
Google are using theirs to develop military AI and in China? Be afraid.
And in this spirit of expansion and exploration, I wrote Days of Atonement. Which I think is the world's only gothic
western science fiction police procedural. And my editor told me never to write anything like that ever again, which
was okay with me because I only needed to write it once. And I wrote Aristoi, which employed those two great lessons
in visualizing quite the opposite of a dystopia. In Aristoi if your kid falls ill with a mysterious infection the head of state
will visit her in the hospital to collaborate with the doctors in creating a cure. So that's a pretty sweet future if you ask
me.
And then I wrote The Rift, which is a Black Lives Matter novel. Except that I wrote it 25 years ago, before Black Lives
Matter was a thing and the book failed so spectacularly that I couldn't sell another book for five years.
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I really need to work on my timing.
Now there was an alternative to what I did, which is to travel down a surefire commercial path and followed
Hardwired with Hardwired 2 and then Hardwired 3 and then Hardwired 4 and then Five and by the time Hardwired 6
came out, I wouldn't have had any sales or a career or any selfrespect either.
Sometimes I ask myself if I could sell a book like Hardwired now, and I don't think I could. I think it's too radical for
mainstream publication. Now publishers have taken a shellacking for a couple decades now and they've been buying
very conservatively. It's not about pioneering new trails in fiction. It's about appealing to the maximum number of
readers. So yes, I can selfpublish, but it's a hassle and I'd be competing against maybe two million absolutely crap
books.
So what is the future of cyberpunk? I think there are probably people at this event who have a better answer to that than
I, but I do notice that cyberpunk seems to be thriving at least in certain locations. Type “cyberpunk” into Amazon’s
search engine and you pull up a lot of books, the first fifty of which were written by people I never heard of. And many
of which are clearly not even remotely cyberpunk. Putting computers in your SF doesn’t make it cyberpunk. A word to
the wise here cyberpunk requires not only technology but a point of view concerning that technology and a point of
view expressed preferably with attitude.
Now there seems to be an awful lot in the modern world to generate attitude. Not to say outrage. One thing I haven't
mentioned here is how much cyberpunk was influenced by the politics of the 1980s. With the election of Ronald
Reagan the American nationstate underwent a radical shift. We had renewed a renewed cold war that funneled
hundreds of billions of dollars into programs like SDI, the 600ship navy, and the international space plane, all
programs that cost an enormous amount but never saw completion. And that resulted in enormous capital transfers from
the taxpayer to the treasury to politically connected companies. Who promised to produce all of this technology most of
which never existed, and under Reagan the seismic shift oligarchy really got underway.
I could see it. I could see that multinational corporations were essentially becoming independent of the nationstate and
that capital was starting to move from place to place independent of the labor that created the capital in the first place.
So that was the world I wrote in Hardwired. In Hardwired the middle classes have been annihilated and their wealth
absorbed, the government has been weakened by starvation, and the United States and the rest of the first world have
been reduced to Third World status. I saw that future coming and guess what? It's a lot closer now than it was then.
You are all being plundered. I don't know how to say it other than to say you were all losing your birthright. You were
all being viewed as data, data that can be used to generate money not for you, but for someone else. Your data is worth
about 20 grand a year to somebody, but you'll never see a penny of that.
And the smartphone that is sucking your data isn't even free! Right? You paid a thousand bucks for it, yeah? Yeah, you
did. So where's the outrage? Where's the attitude gone when the president of the United States issues commands to a
white supremacist mob on national television? A pandemic flourishes with most of its victims old people or minorities,
the world's climate has been flushed down the shithole in order to give extractive industries another generation of
profit. Populist tyrants erode civil liberties throughout the world, domestic policy whores here and in other countries
create conspiracy theories and distribute them online in order to distract whole populations from what's actually
happening.
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The first casualty of the 21st century was truth. Don't forget that. So if you're a cyberpunk, you need to get angry. You
need to analyze the forces of oppression, create Solutions and tear the whole fucking corrupt place down. So get the
fuck out there and do it.
Are there any fucking questions?
Lev Lafayette: All right. Thank you Walter for that fantastic inspiring conclusion. Just very quick note from Pat
Cadigan who was thinking about coming along but site time zones made it impossible to attend at this time.
"If I'm still awake at 11 pm, I'm not really conscious. I’m really sorry, I’d have enjoyed participating and I appreciate
your being willing to allow me to be audio only but medication + my advanced years = inactive at night. Sorry! I hope
your event is wonderful––Walter Jon is one of my favourite people and a helluva good writer. Tell him I said ‘Break a
leg  anybody’s.".
Walter Jon Williams: She is a delightful human being and an enormous talent. Whose leg do you want broken?
Lev Lafayette: Okay. Does anyone have a question for Walter? I'll start off and this is actually relating to the gaming
product the Hardwired sourcebook in that you had an alternative computing system to what was offered in Cyberpunk
2020. EBasic encouraging players to write their own algorithms during the game. Do you think that actually encourage
some people to become computer programmers? Was that your intent?
Walter Jon Williams: I have no idea, but yeah, you know, I hope so. I should point out that that section of rules was
created by Pati Nagle the writer, who was a computer programmer. She didn’t receive enough credit for it. I awarded
credit on the original manuscript, but when it was published my name was the only one on the cover and I really think
she should have had her name there, too.
But anyway, um yeah, what all always had a problem with this consensual hallucination thing. And that you got all
these preprogrammed, prepackaged programs that you can use to break into, you know multinational corporations and
such. And you know and and if you get it wrong, they can fry your brain. I just wanted something that was a little more
based in reality. And now I think if you look at it, it seems kind of clunky. You know clearly we've advanced past that
as an option.
Lev Lafayette: All right. Um, I've got a text question here from Jon Moyles on Metropolitan. "This was beyond
excellent. That is not a question. Are you planning to finish the series? Do you have anything you'd like to say about
it?"
Walter Jon Williams: Yes, the problem with that series was that my editor was fired and his entire science fiction line
was canceled. And because of that the books didn't sell all that well. So what I have to do is I have to find a publisher
who is willing to pick up two books that were believed to be unsuccessful on their original release and then commission
a third. And I have actually got some interest, but if necessary I'll selfpublish. And yes, I will conclude that series, if I
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don't die in the pandemic or the next pandemic or something.
Lev Lafayette: I've got a very very quick comment. You're referring to your detective western gothic Days of
Atonement. I don't know whether you're familiar with the Deadlands role playing game, which is one. So that's that's
something which can fit quite nicely nicely into that. Although I've got to say it's done not particularly subtle when it's
presentation year here you can have a subtle gothic horror and then you get to like stuff which is more of a monster
slasher film where can tend a little bit towards that other side, but you can certainly run it as a more of a gothic horror if
you wanted to,
Walter Jon Williams: Days of Atonement isn’t Gothic horror. I was talking about, you know, more of a Victorian
gothic sensibility.
Lev Lafayette: The standard you did have the conventional cyberware in Hardwired. people that implants and things
like that. Of course, the technologies that we have have somewhat different.
Walter Jon Williams: Well, yeah, there was the implant and stuff and chipping in and all of that. Which aside from
being cool, which is why I used, it is just a really terrific metaphor. For what happens between human beings and their
technology, right?
One issue that wasn’t considered at the time was what happens when there’s a computer in your head, and that gets
hacked?
Lev Lafayette: Okay, John August has a question "I'm puzzled and intrigued that people would criticize some form of
science fiction for ruining it. Somehow seen negative narratives of legitimacy. That's perhaps that's taste but further
let's science fiction be and you can read what you want. Why do you think it's all like some people were saying that,
that now science fiction was being ruined?"
Walter Jon Williams: I think probably because it threatens their worldview in some way. With the New Wave in the
60s one issue was that till that point science fiction had been the domain of engineers and autodidacts who were
essentially selfeducated, you know. They're that generation, you know a university education either wasn't available
and wasn't very common, and here come a bunch of guys who have got degrees in literature, and they're doing all this
literary stuff. That you know might well seem incomprehensible and threatening and scary, and it produced outrage by
people trying to protect what they really loved.
Lev Lafayette: One of those one of the members of the New Wave of course is Norman Spinrad. I was very fortunate
last year to meet meeting in Paris and ended up having a long a lot having a long lunch with him like talking books like
Bug Jack Barron, which really is in terms of an entertainment book and also for like the genetics and story is very
much within the cyberpunk genre and quite scary for an old book. Another one, which I must mention though of his is
Osama The Gun, a book that is challenging and could not find a publisher this one simply because of the title. I suspect
it was something that could not be published in the United States for a very very long time mainly because iit's a
somewhat sympathetic point of view to a terrorist. But certainly also falls into cyberpunk. So here you've got people
like Spinrad who's in the original New Wave and still publishing material now which quite fits in that broad genre. I
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mean, he's been effectively writing cyberpunk for 50 years.
Walter Jon Williams: Spinrad has been a genuine punk for seventy years now. He’s from a part of New York where
you don't mess with people. When I first met Spinrad, he was punching out a door. He was running the Nebula Awards
in San Francisco and he had a disagreement with the hotel manager over something. And you could tell he really
wanted to punch out the hotel manager, but he didn't want to get everyone thrown out of the hotel. So he just opened a
door next to the hotel manager and began punching it in order to reinforce his verbal points. I'd never seen the president
of the Science Fiction Writers of America do that before. But it's an interesting negotiation technique and perhaps more
people should try that.
Lev Lafayette: A time for all things. I'm coming up more questions I've got here in the chat. Thank you. David: "I
remember reading one of your stories and in Omni magazine when I was a teen in the 80s. What was that called? I want
to read it again."
Walter Jon Williams: It was called “Sarah Runs the Weasel” and it
became Hardwired. It was the genesis of Hardwired which started with a
novella. I wanted to write it and develop the story to find out if I could
write the novel. So I wrote the novella and I sold it to the top market for
science fiction in the world and that convinced me that I was probably on
the right track and I could do the novel. That novella is now Chapter 2 of
Hardwired.
Lev Lafayette: Okay, we also have Figment City. "Great. Talk Walter.
How do you feel about somebody like Elon Musk using the cyberpunk
aesthetic to sell cars? Where can the genre go if it's been so absorbed by the
culture that by the culture it was created to critique?"
Walter Jon Williams: Elon Musk is very much a creature of science fiction,
and a certain trend. There's a kind of visionary libertarian streak that runs
through science fiction, and Musk took those ideas and ran with them. He
and five other American billionaires and one highly leveraged Brit have
their own space programs.
Now, you know we in the US tend to approve of privately owned space programs, in part because they fulfill a lot of
science fiction dreams that we grew up with. But I wonder if we’d be so cool with the idea if it were five Chinese
billionaires who had each had their own space program, or five Russian oligarchs.
Which by the way there is, there’s one Russian oligarch who has crowned himself emperor of Mars.
Lev Lafayette: Yes, and we wonder what happened to the various treaties that the world's community has signed.
When the Hardwired model of the moon "try to annoy us with your treaties and we'll throw rocks at you from space". I
found that sort of Lunar War very evocative and all two plausible.
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Daniel Tosello: "What do you think about William Gibson's criticism or Cyberpunk 2077 as just GTA 5 with a skin."
Walter Jon Williams: I don't even know what that means, but I'm sure I'm sure he's correct. Well, I have sampled
cyberpunk 2077 and it is very 80s. You know, it's more playable now than it was two weeks ago also.
Lev Lafayette: We will be talking about the retropunk components as well. Okay, Michael Cole questions "In terms of
morality particularly with regards to gaming does cyberpunk have a clearly defined good and evil, does it all
automatically imply a required murkiness. Can we fit a D&Dstyle morality style or even a RuneQueststyle law versus
chaos to cyberpunk?"
Walter Jon Williams: I think it'd be tough to lay out quite such obvious and straightforward categories. I mean and in
in D&D you are rewarded in some ways for adhering to one particular ideology or so on the game rewards you not
right?
I think that the whole point of cyberpunk gaming is to enhance paranoia. Certainly, I did my best when I was running a
cyberpunk campaign to make sure that everybody was good and paranoid because it was the only way to survive. If
you're role playing something other than a violent dystopia, you know, certainly there are other considerations that
come into play but I was I was interviewed recently and I was asked a lot of questions about about this and I couldn't
remember that much of my cyberpunk campaigns because all of the paperwork and the rulebooks and stuff got
destroyed in a flood so I don't have anything to reference. So I was asking my friends who had been in the campaign.
And one of them said "well, what I remember is we couldn't win. We could lose, we could get killed. But we couldn't
ever have a happy ending. The happiest ending was that we got to survive this confrontation and maybe go on to the
next one."
Lev Lafayette: Fair enough. Um, Jason Scott. "So what you're saying is that you're more very disconnected from
Cyberpunk,2077 and more of an observer?"
Walter Jon Williams: I'm not connected with it in any way, other than I know Mike Pondsmith. I have purchased the
game, and there have been three upgrades so far which have made it a lot more playable. But it's not surprising me a
lot. I have to say.
Lev Lafayette: Travis asks "Walter, tell us about your scuba diving!"
Walter Jon Williams: Sure. Okay. Guess what? I'm a scuba diver, and and I have I have dived all over the world. And
I'm looking forward to diving once the pandemic is over. But I find that scuba diving is not only a wonderful hobby,
but it's a way of viewing alien creatures. Because if you look at life on Earth, all creatures that live on land have
bilateral symmetry. They have an even number of eyes. They have one mouth. They have an even number of limbs
and underwater none of that is true. You can have radial symmetry. You can have no symmetry at all. You have stuff
that looks like snot floating in the water, but it just happens to be snot that's alive, right, so I find it quite inspirational. I
mean if you if you dive a coral reef and I have dived the Great Barrier Reef in Australia everything you're looking at is
alive. You know the things that look like rocks aren't rocks. They're alive, they're animals and so on and it's a great
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place to visit.
Lev Lafayette: Oh, hope you can come down in the not too distant future. Whilst we'll still got a reef.
Simon Stroud: "We seem to sign over our future for a next model smartphone. And on this into Alexa is cyberpunk
still relevant or are we just a bunch of old white men thinking about a nonexistent future?"
Walter Jon Williams: Well, there was a lot that was packed into that question. Yeah, I think I think if you want the
latest, you pay for it in more wauys than one. And you know, I have a smartphone. Because I need to navigate in
foreign places, and that'll and that'll get me there. But I do not have Alexa, I never will have Alexa. I'm never going to
wire all of the components in my house together. I do not want a smart refrigerator. I do not want to toaster that talks
back to me and offers me advice on how best to butter my toast, so that the data can be sold on and I’ll be inundated
with ads for butter knives. I don't really need that.
Lev Lafayette: All right, maybe time for one more question. Jim Morrissey. "Can I ask regarding versions of the novel
Hardwired? Because of course there is now 30th Anniversary Edition. Was there a version with more in it?"
Walter Jon Williams: The novel has always been the novel. With each edition I improve it slightly. In this latest 30th
Anniversary Edition I added several essays explaining the origin of the book and the origin of some of the terminology
and so on. So, yes, and if you already have an ebook of Hardwired you can probably download the new version without
having to shell out any money. I hate to admit this but I think I think you can on most platforms. So you can get the
essays for free and the book is still the same book. And it's also available in paperback now which it hasn't been for a
long time. I got cheesed off because of the situation with the last paperback edition the publisher went under and the
copies got bought by somebody else and I haven't seen a single penny in royalties. If you buy the paperback of the 30th
Anniversary Edition, I might get some change.
I see the question about the fivepart serial is the five parts still available? I have removed it. Now Amazon keeps
insisting that it's still there. But you can't buy it. And I have been engaged in a lengthy conflict with Amazon about
thisand they say I have press this button and that thing will go away and I press that button lots of times and it didn't go
away. So I just had to put an announcement in the blurb that says this is the full novel, not part of a serial. And I wish I
hadn't had to do that, you know, but if they're Amazon and what can you do?
Lev Lafayette: Um, what are you working on at the moment?
Walter Jon Williams: I'm doing a couple thing, but the thing I want to tell you about is that I’m going through the
proofs of The Best of Walter Jon Williams, 200,000 words of short fiction coming out from Subterranean Press in one
massive illustrated hardback. And I haven't read some of these stories since they came out in like 1987 or whatever, and
I'm reading them. I’m kind of impressed with myself. I know you're not supposed to say that, because it seems
immodest. But modesty has never been one of my salient characteristics anyway, so I’m happy to report there's a lot of
really good fiction in that collection that I'd forgotten I wrote.
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HACKERS: THE IT SECURITY PANEL
By Adrian Smith, Daniel Tosello, Morgan Reed, and David Cake
Lev Lafayette: We are now moving into the second session for the day. We've got a panel here Adrian Smith, Daniel
Tosello, Morgan Reed, and David Cake talking about IT security issues, techniques, and protection. I'm just going to
fire up a few so like sample questions to each of the panelists. General format is I'll ask a question and if other members
of the panel would like to elaborate on that, and then afterwards we'll slot in a bit of time for Q&A at the end.
I'll start off with Adrian, if you could saw like also so like introduce yourself and give a bit of a bit of a bio of your
interest in this field. I have you down here for "penetration testing" which fits the practical side of what you're engaging
it. So, can you select start off by some of the common errors that you encounter on it security issues and what would be
a good way for people to protect themselves?
Adrian Smith: All right, I'm Adrian Smith a software developer from Perth. I've worked internationally in places like
Silicon Valley and London. I'm back in Perth now. So my perspective on this at the moment is I work at a a big
Australian company a multinational with officers around the world which is a massive target for hackers of all sorts and
and constantly under serious attack. Even even as a computer guy with an interest in security. I'm actually surprised that
how much real and serious attacks is going on every day. So that's nice. Is there some of the things I do every day to
ensure data security from personal experience? And I can talk about that including including penetration testing? And
as a software developer, being being aware of a number of things.
And we can go into more technical detail for those business panel questions, but what I say that hackers and attackers
are after is actually a range of things. There are those threats to IP, they're after personal data of employees and
contractors, they are after commercially sensitive data that they can use for market advantage and this might not be just
individuals. This might be other organizations or state sponsored. Those after fansom you know to deploy ransomware
and I think sometimes they're just there to cause damage whether that's reputational or just to just shut down systems
and cause chaos.
The message here, which relate to how we have to protect ourselves actually quite varied. There's there's a classic
hacks. Which is, you know, exploiting software and configuration weaknesses. But there's also social engineering.
where they will persuade or bribe someone and to get at information this what is called phishing attacks, were they
essentially trick someone into into giving them access and computer viruses. There's also physical intrusion, of spying
eavesdropping in a close range of WiFi, and Bluetooth scanning amongst other things and that could be on any of the
offices or sites and where we operate.
And there's network attacks, which can be outside and these range from lead us to text [EDIT?]. So distributed denial of
service attacks, man in the middle attacks, IP poisoning and so on. Some of the newer things data infiltration which can
be accidental by people being careless that where they're copying data so that data moving out of the system. Recently
we've seen a lot more malware, or attacks introduced in upstream and external dependencies and these can be things
like open source packages that we download and used to build software.
The recent SolarWind infection where actual common network or security products used by by many companies and
organizations including the US government was actually infected. So a tool that was used and this can affect effect
Services as well and we've even seen attacks in. Fake computer tips in vendor supplied Hardware, so to protect against
that you have to protect your whole supply chain.
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Lev Lafayette: I'd like to invite Dave take to make a few comments because he's in a similar field. David has been
involved in ICANN, Electronic Frontiers Australia, and also has worked in was it blue blue hat side of it security.
David, would you like to talk elaborate on what Adrian's already offered on this?
David Cake: Yes, so to just introduce myself. My name is David Cake. I've worked in all across the computer industry
for a long time and various capacities but often including security and so I've been dealing with the security incidents
for you know, well over 20 years of various kinds. And I've also been an activist for a long time most the chair of
Electronic Frontiers Australia, which is Australia's major digital rights group which means I've had to deal with a lot of
policy questions to do with computer security and other computing issues. I've also been involved at ICANN which is
the organization that runs the global domain name system including being part of a review team that reviewed security
for the global domain name system, so and looked at security issues from a very high level and reasonably ..
Lev Lafayette: Which of course was the target once upon a time. I remember the there was the there was an attack
there has been attacks on the global domain name system. Some of the actually made a serious attempt to bring down
the Internet; it as about 2002.
David Cake: I guess and they tried and they failed. And it's not even just they've been some serious security problems
with the protocol and things in the past, but I think my main thing is people have tried to just deals the distributed
denial of service attack on the domain name system. I think not really realizing how it works. Whenever you attack
only root servers each one of those reach of the main ones anyway is not actually it may have one IP number there, but
that doesn't mean it's a single server the most of them use. Most of them are actually hundreds of servers that use the
same DNS same IP number. So it's actually very difficult to destroy.
So last time I was able to just to be sure I got to run down . Whereas asked that question at a hacker conference, and
we've got to run down from Chapman is the dark tangent to at the same time was. at the time was the Chief Security
Officer of ICANN but is also the founder of Defcon and Black Hat, so is about as a big a name in the computer world
as you in the security world as you can get it he's presented it was just not really any chance that they came very close
because it is a hugely distributed robust system and they're rolling out new instances of service all the time and they
also do things like not all the different roots server operators run. None of them run the identical, the exact same,
software. So you'd have to simultaneously work out a way to bring down multiple different kinds of DNS and or run by
very smart people anyway, um, that was a bit of an aside.
I have been involved in and I can and also professionally and I've been working was working this computer security
field for a startup until recently. And I mostly work, as I said, on the blue team side, which means that rather than
penetration testing. I do I do the defense side and now I'd like to say I did I didn't actually do a presentation a few years
ago in computer crime and and so on for a conference about about crime fiction and I started that one with which which
was called living love leader cyberpunk about a comparison between the 80 that cyberpunk in the 1980s and the
present reality and well I said, "well, we don't have kacks in our brains and we don't have rogue eyes. And well in
theory, I guess we have fancy 3D computer environments. But not really much most everyone still stuck on, you know
screen much the same on descendants of the, you know Windows icon. And then going to sort of a user interfaces, but
we do have a networked world full of threats. We do have a world that's full of huge corporate powers, failing states,
criminal oligarchs and all those sort of things they're willing to do criminal things on the internet."
And we do have a professional tribe of criminals, as well as professionals. I mean it's defense. and I think most
professional cybercriminals are like most professional criminals really. They're not; it's not really except for an elite
few. It's not really a great way to to live your life, which is why a great number of them end up changing hats, as it
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were, and becoming professional penetration testers. so it certainly does keep us busy. I think the biggest thing though
is the way it's depicted in fiction as always dramatically different and they it's really interesting that people in the in the
field always want to come. There's much easier to get people into the field who want to be penetration testers want to
be Red Teamers because they see it a lot as you get to develop all the cool and criminal hacker skills without having to
become a criminal. And you know, it's all breaking into stuff, breaking into. and finding flaws. and there's certainly is
an element of it which keeps it fun. And also people are interested in forensics, for some reason which sort of baffles
me.
It's this again, there's more connected to the interesting
some crime side of things. But the real day, but
particularly defense. on the Blue Team side, which is the
you know, where there's probably the biggest demand.
Security can be very dull in practice as any job can be it
has its moments, but mostly it's time. Even Red Teaming
takes a long time. It's not like the very fast fancy things
you see in computers. It's mostly fairly mundane tools
that you try many many many things. But Blue Team
stuff, it's very bureaucratic, and that is the reality of
anything. So there is definitely a world that's absolutely
teaming with exciting computer attacks, it definitely isn't
as exciting as it appears in fiction. And that's probably
true of just about everything. I mean most stuff to do
with crime fighting, the law enforcement, and criminal
activity is actually a lot lower the memory and and yeah
cyberpunk playlists. So that's been pretty much my my
number one sort of takeaway and I'll guess I'll hand it
over to someone else.
Lev Lafayette: Well, I was actually thinking about
Morgan Reed. So Morgan works in open source
intelligence, recently participated in a tracelabs AFP
missing persons hackathon looking for intel on missing
persons. Does does that sort of commentary that David
and Adrian describes fit your your experience as well?
Morgan Reed: So I'm a jack of many trades and a master of few. My current day job is actually as you mentioned open
source intelligence. So basically we're looking for information out there on the internet, be that the internet proper or be
that the dark web, pertaining to our customers, our clients and the company and essentially trying to run that down and
figure out where it's coming from. So we sit sort of on the outside side of all of this. A lot of the open source
intelligence stuff is similar to the prelude to a penetration test or an attack. So we'll do a lot of footprinting on
companies footprinting on people to try and figure out, who they are and what they do and where they live, and all that
sort of stuff.
What we've been dealing primarily in the last three months is ransomware. Ransomware has become a huge business in
the last six months since the Maze ransomware gang decided to start trying to monetize the data they were stealing.
Everybody's getting on board. So you get these dump sites on the dark web where basically they say if you don’t pay
our ransom we will put all your information out online. So we've spent a lot of time in the last six months basically
trolling through those dumps looking for anything that is pertinent to our business, our customers, our employees and
trying to mitigate the impact of any leaks from other parts of our supply chain as a consequence of that. So, yeah, that
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sort of falls into the supply chain category, which Adrian mentioned earlier insofar as everything is so interconnected.
Now, you might have a ransomware attack on some third party which, you don't think about until it happens and then
you realize "oh, wait, hang on, they supply these people who supply us and where else has the data gone". So yeah,
supply chain attacks and ransomware is kind of where we're seeing the major activity these days. And open source is
basically about trying to find where that information has been dumped, what information is there and then, trying to
mitigate the threat that that presents.
From a personal perspective, most of what I deal with is the Internet of Things; building, breaking, fixing, modifying
etc. So that's another huge attack service these days and it's an attack surface that's in every home these days. So we're
seeing more and more things like botnets which target specifically commodity routers and things like that in people's
houses. This started out as a fairly innocent sort of thing with the Mirai botnet, which was basically, well the author
claimed it was a proof of concept to demonstrate just how vulnerable this space was. But since that initial foray, others
have come into that particular sector as well and now they're starting to do things like packaging other exploits. So you
use something like Mirai to penetrate a bunch of people's home routers. And then from there they'll use it as a jumping
off point to launch exploits against companies, other organizations, governments and so on. So, yeah, that's another
huge area of development in the last year or so. That's pretty much me for the moment. So I hand back to you Lev.
Lev Lafayette: Oh, so I'm going to say at
this stage that the Internet of Things is
certainly in an amazing vector. And of
course, there's the I'll just put the link in
there famous great fish tank hack where a
can say a casino found themselves under
some duress because they had a fish tank.
That was I believe it was a web enabled so
like temperature regulator and that provided
a vector to get in and then basically engaged
in an escalation and before they knew what
they were able to get some of the casinos
more serious data. Yeah to what the grade
do you think that? That they're you know
that there's go is it is like, you know these
attacks on the Internet of Things going to so
like, you know, escalate to what the degree of corporate computers actually site providing sufficient protections. Are
you seeing new types of attacks using against the Internet of Things?
Morgan Reed: Yeah, so it's going to become a huge thing because increasingly, everything is becoming connected.
Buildings are becoming connected, like the ventilation systems. In every hacker movie in the 80s where they connect
into the ventilation system and attack things in the building. That's all actually happening today. And a lot of these
systems aren't developed by companies who have any sort of security background. They've just taken their product line,
which is say an industrial control system for temperature regulation and the building and they've just basically bolted
on internet connection. They don't know about the security. They haven't done anything to handle security. So without
appropriate partitioning and appropriate structuring of networks and things like that to basically separate things
properly that becomes a huge avenue to access into companies and into other organizations.
So, you take somebody like Lendlease for instance. They've got thousands of buildings around Australia. If they were
to have a vulnerable industrial control system and one of those buildings, which was then connected to their central
offices which then connects to every other building. You can kind of see the flow. So, you start by penetrating say a
temperature controller. It has been done before. Yes, it was done in Mr. Robot but it's also been done in real life. So
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penetrating a temperature controller. It has been then parlayed into access into a core network which then gets you
access to all the information about that organization where their buildings are, who their clients are, and from there, you
can pivot into other areas and start pivoting into, finding where the other chinks in the armour are and, what you can do
to escalate that access and what you can do to get into something more interesting than Lendlease.
As far as protection goes the biggest problem with IoT stuff at least at a commodity level is abandonment. So I would
expect that 90% of the IoT things that work today will be no longer functional in six to twelve months because the
services they're running off get shut down or the vendor doesn't provide security updates for them. So they should be
taken offline. So this particularly ties into things like commodity routers because the general lifetime of a household
router is about twelve months. Then the company doesn't care anymore. They want you to buy a new one so they don't
release software updates anymore. So you're vulnerable and you probably don't know it until you get broken into so
that's the commodity level. Obviously it's less of an issue at the industrial and commercial level, but the problem is that
if the industrial and commercial level you still talking about companies that don't have security as part of their core
business, or don't have internet security as part of their core business more so, so there’s still that other facet of risk at
the commercial and Industrial level.
Lev Lafayette: Should be very interesting with automated vehicles.
David Cake: If I could just jump in there. That is one of the biggest issues with the the Internet of Things that is sort of
discussed at the high policy level is that you have to convince people who make gadgets who make objects that they are
to act like software vendors and to realize that they are a software vendor, and that's actually more important to their
customers than the hardware side of things and that so if you put out it if you put out a product you need to you need to
consider like when it's supported until you need to have a sort of continuous support cycle. You need to have a means
to contact your customers and update them. And of course, I mean cars are an example where well car manufacturers
already have a support cycle. They already know that you know, if you you can't sell a car without selling the parts
without giving your customers a way to to fix it and you can't sell a car without having some way to tell you if you're if
something is found to be terribly wrong you have to go to your customers and say "I'm sorry, but you're you know, if
you if you in these situations your car may explode, so we're going to have to fix that".
But getting that mentality to someone who makes a you know, a $50 temperature controller or whatever is going to is is
a really difficult challenge, but it had that's the only way you can sort of fix things. It's a very it's a very challenging but
also alluded to the really interesting thing in the terms of sort of side criminals and all of that sort of thing is is really as
a sort of mentioned or alluded to is not the you know the not even so much the the criminal criminal gangs or the but
the certainly not the sort of you know, there's a lot of people trying sort of small scale phishing attack or constant
phishing attacks and things like that, but the but the the big organizations are particularly the nation state actors.
Advanced penetration that's persistent threat.
Yes advanced persistent threats, which means that they take a long time. And they have a large number of specialists in
the team. and that day and not interested in in a particular score, you know, they looking for an ongoing mostly
intelligence. Not just they're not that this doesn't mean they're all espionage. Intelligence means often commercial
intelligence. and so they certainly absolutely target commercial companies and they go in they find any chink in the
armour. Once they found the chink they Will just try and expand it and that may mean that they bring it another part of
the team with completely different skills and they continually do it they if they if they may have got into your network,
but then they'll bring in someone who will also try and get into your printers or also try and target all your browsers. It
used to be they're being cases where entire government departments have been hit and essentially concluded that
throwing away most of their equipment buying it again was going to be cheaper than ensuring that that actually got rid
of the attackers. They're the sort of team that do things like the huge solar winds hack. We've just seen that was an
absolutely spectacular one, but they've been a lot; more boring versions.
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That's the reason why the government spending so much on computer security because they absolutely paranoid about
it getting into some of their really serious bits of the government. They've certainly got into things like certain state
premier and cabinet departments and things like that. And that's one of the to me that's one of the most interesting
things and the way that the dialogue that we're sort of seeing around. around Internet Security to a large extent has
become one that's about state security which is who tend to think about things in a very different way to the way people
who think about you know, the internet as a whole think about security? Okay, so that's just sort of a thing to think
about.
Morgan Reed: On the topic of the rise of nation state hackers, part of the challenge there is that; before there was
largescale national state hackers, you're talking about, individuals and smaller groups and the key difference there
aside from resourcing is that nation state actors can essentially operate with impunity, at the behest of their government.
So there is no risk to them of being imprisoned as a result of their actions. So that gives them a lot more freedom.
David Cake: And also the that sort of professionalism of
them in that they I mean these people work. These are not
lone geniuses, though. Most of these teams will find a
definitely find a use for a lone genius but they're
professionalized, they're organized, they keep refining their
work, and they work kind of nine to five. I mean when
you're looking at the attribution stuff. There's a lot of very
sophisticated. When you have a when you find a huge hack
of this kind one of the first things people will try and do is is
attribute it work out who what who it was that did it because
of course no one admits to it, and people have learned to
identify the sort of fingerprints of various groups.
particularly, and they and they get cute names and sign to
them. Particularly, I mean the Russian groups are known as
main two are known as Cozy Bear and Fancy Bear, for
example and all those are the most common names ipt 28
and 29, I think. But that is an unofficial way and it's too easy
to fake. So now you want to believe it but one of the ways
you can look at and see that the Russians are responsible is
because they work Russian work hours and they take
Russian public holidays off. Like they're they're completely
professional so and they you know, it's just a work day and
they a huge and they a huge team. So, you know, you can
teach any one, you know, you give them a book about this
"You're going to be our guy who hacks routers", "Here are
the scripts we worked out", "Here is the playbook, kids how to what to do".
Lev Lafayette: I might move to Daniel Tosello here, because Daniel has got what would be a fairly different
perspective on this. Daniel's very interested in the transport layer. He's worked in research for many years, currently a
DevOps engineer at University of Melbourne the High Performance Computing system and probably due culture is
basically a person being interested in it security.
Daniel Tosello: You well, um the truth of the matter that I think I mean this is going to be completely out of leftfield
for what we've been talking about so far, but I think the majority of us probably ended up getting into computer
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security. If not through just socially using computers with our families or with friends and stuff like that via fixing up
broken game systems or getting game networks to work in high school and stuff like that. I think a large amount of of
the culture of this is actually been fairly heavily influenced and I think probably that feeds into the cyberpunk thing
pretty heavily, too. That that is a bit of a dead end as far as conversation is concerned here though, I think. So yeah, as
Lev mentioned, I've previously worked on a lot of networky stuff. Although my focus personally isn't on the network
rather. It's on what happens around the network and I personally started off working on this kind of stuff when I was a
child when I was like probably eight or nine years old. My the first time I personally got onto a networked environment
which Well, it's it doesn't kind of a toss up there. It was a couple of years where a BBS systems were basically all that
you could use if you were going to be connecting to the internet. So we're looking at at BBS systems and stuff like that
and there were probably only about half a dozen in Melbourne that I'm aware of in the early nineties with you know,
some fairly big wellknown ones like Cafe Chrome, Manual Hijack, actually having multiple lines, but a lot of that
getting into the culture of hacking and particularly the the Red Team side of things back then all black hatting, as it was
known, was very much a matter of talking to friends, wordofmouth kind of stuff and then trying to if not impressed
people then finding some anything that you found particularly interesting zeroing in on it and then trying to find out as
much as you could about it. If not, because you found it interesting of its own accord so you could give it to someone
else. So they could do something with it.
But the the difference between then and now I think is that it like back then it was largely aimless. None of us had any
particular aim apart from talking to each other or looking at the technology for its own sake, learning. A large amount
of the activity today is financially and motivated and that's just not how it was back then. It that's something that has
been I think that was probably very obvious as far as the whole cyberpunk culture thing is concerned. Something that
was going to happen over the next couple of years that things that networks and things like that would be monetized in
in more interesting ways. But the fact that it is followed the cyberpunk path kind of so almost directly where the
technology was possible is interesting of it.
I think it's likely that when IPX networking was a thing back in the school campus it was a significant hurdle to getting
anything working and required a large amount of patience. The transition from IPX to IP provided us with a large
amount of convenience. But in retrospect and I think everybody's probably familiar with the experience of entering an
IP address and understanding what that is. Even if you don't necessarily understand deeply what they mean. They're
accessible you can help tell that this is an address. Those who are not familiar with IPX count yourself lucky; IPX had
some interesting features such as if the physical network did not have all of the end caps in the right locations the entire
network would cease to function. That was always good in you know when you weren't even the teacher. In a high
school computer lab when the majority of the other students thought that stealing the balls from the mice was a really
cool thing to do, but I think ultimately initially when I learned networking, primarily to make Warcraft 2 and Quake
work. For people who were not technically savvy and beyond that it kind of becomes a gateway, like a gateway drug. I
actually think that one of the important parts of learning in this particular sense is the we were really lucky in that.
"We" as in my age group.
I think Morgan will probably feel the same way in that when we started learning a lot of the technology was exposed in
ways that allowed us to get entry to it and one of the novel things about the conceptualization inside cyberpunk
generally about technology, is that a lot of them have copy protection systems built into them implicitly things like that.
Like if you look at the ROMs in Neuromancer, for example, they're single use items somehow that doesn't make sense
in a modern computing context. So the there's extra layers of complexity in there that a hidden from the user even in a
situation where the user is doing something clandestine, and that's kind of environment that was implied in the fiction, I
guess, but in the real world you could if you could open up the the system and understand how it worked then you
could change it, you could modify it. They were complicated but they were simple enough that you could get hooks in.
And now that's less the case. It's still possible. But you generally have to look into a commercially available. Look at a
user oriented API or something like that and you have to take it on faith that the system is operating as you intended to
internally in a lot of cases.
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So that leads us to a situation where it's possible for the kind of data distribution that we see in a cyberpunk kind of
dystopian network environment. Where people think they should have control over their individual information, their
credentials, and stuff like that yet that whole network is independent of their their intent, their movement, and it has a
life of its own. Effectively other people can interact with that information without them necessarily giving people
permission. Yeah, it's a it's very easy to end up in a dystopia. If you just let it go for a couple of decades.
Lev Lafayette: Right now that's a very good point. So we look we've had a look here at how we've seen a change in
security over the years. Daniel's given us a presentation of the early culture, which of course you can date back even
additional decades and a generation, when you get so like a back to the 1970s and 1960s even. There's a marvelous
book Hackers: Heroes of the Computer Revolution by Stephen Levy when they're talking about how the the Train Club
at MIT was a great foundation for where the hacker culture grew up from. But we now see that the scale has moved up
to things like the Internet of Things which of course is still on the transport layer. We've seen how the independent
groups or in loose associations of individuals can now be state actors and of course huge variants to these sort of
hacking and it security issues that you find in most cyberpunk novels, which is a an interesting comparison. It makes
you wonder how many of them actually have many of the authors, you know, well did their research to like refer back
to what Walter was saying earlier. Do we have any questions for any of the panelists on this on this topic? We have a
little bit of time to cover through here. fishing for questions Are looking looking looking looking at? other types
Daniel Tosello: I can probably do better than that because I'm going to share a couple of links in the chat. There is a
series of computerphile videos featuring Professor Brailsford who does a extremely good layout of exactly. In the chat
earlier we were talking about printer hacks. This is probably the original printer hack, but also it enabled some
interesting things in computing like the prevalence of PostScript and stuff like that. So give me a few minutes and I'll
just gather those up and dump them in the chat. They will do a better job of explaining it than I will and also it's a fairly
long story. If you want to tell the complete thing it ties in very interestingly with essentially University Administration
operations as well. So, yeah, it's it's a pretty interesting story.
Lev Lafayette: Tim Rice has a question. I came across something I can use this morning about how auditors focus on
compliance instead of security. A lot of quality control is based around around compliance. What RPG get hacking
right if any? I can think of one, Cryptomancer. which is actually a fantasy RPG, but also has got a hacking system built
in because they've got a basis of a true names component so they don't actually did get hacking passphrases correct.
David Cake: Of course, in theory, compliance and security are the same a leading to the same thing but in but in
practice they can be very different and I think partly it does come from the fact that the the sort of the Blue Team side
of things is considered a bit dull and is often has been to a large extent professionalized by the larger counting firms of
all which have a very healthy information security businesses. Also that sort of compliance side of things is their way
into to that so it'll be branding themselves as something much cooler. The compliance so I think in theory, of course, is
laying out it what they're going is what they're supposed to be doing is "Have you really looked at your security? Have
you gone through and actually thought about everything? Are there sure?" They are there just making sure there aren't
huge holes that you unaware of. The compliance people aren't even really supposed to be testing your security, just that
you've just tested, that you've actually thought about your security. But so often it does become a box ticking thing. It's
there for the purpose of checking that you can get your insurance or that your shareholders are happy in it. And it
becomes a very remote exercise. I've got a running joke about how you know the IP standards like ISO 27000 and one
may just mandate that you have a procedure, and very often the procedure might say "What do you do if you
experience a major data breach?", and if you've got a procedure, it's fine and the actual procedure might be say "What
happens if you get a major data breach? Well, we put our resumes on Seek and we begin stealing office supplies",
because that it's not their job to check that it's real but it has become an exercise in itself. Iif it's done well, it really
helps,, if it's done badly it really doesn't.
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Morgan Reed: There's also another side to that, compliance is slow. It takes a long time for regulations to catch up to
reality. There has been instances in the past where colleagues of mine have actually had to do what they consider
reducing security of a particular platform because the standard says "You must use these ciphers and these ciphers
only” as opposed to the better ciphers that they wanted to use. So there is also that side of it. Compliance being a
bureaucratic process by nature can frequently result in a less secure outcome in the end if you're not very careful about
it.
David Cake: And yeah, they stayed it's are very rigid, and I mean so torturously. The security standards for the
Australian government higher levels. No one is compliant because they demand, for example, that your cabling is all
your traffic. You know you're you're very secure and you're less secure traffic. Do not share a cable and the cables to
make sure that this is understood, use different colours and clearly visible at all times. So they're almost impossible to
comply within each you've got a building sort of built to that standard and yet and it actually technology prevents you
using vlanning.
It's an example of how the standard can often interfere with security and almost and in practice, no one really does the
follows that the standard. I mean, there's a few buildings in Canberra somewhere that are designed that way but any
new building built will just go "Oh, well, no, we're going to seek an exemption from that part because it's obviously
silly". But yeah, it's in. Inflexible and unreasonable compliance does actually often actually interfere with security and
is done fundamentally for reasons that aren't the same as just increasing security and so can be a real problem.
Morgan Reed: In a past life one of the customers we worked with demanded we actually clipped two pairs in the
ethernet cable on one of our connections in order to satisfy a requirement like that.
Adrian Smith: Certainly these sort of you know, ridiculously rigid standards and you know sort of focus on
compliance is often more of an exercise in our covering than providing any real security and actually reduces security
by sort of wasting time and focusing on on the wrong things. But I think it's right to understand it what it does in
security. Certainly one of the classic security mistakes is is rolling your own security or encryption thinking that will
more secure than following a standard. But it almost always goes wrong. What's the experience of the other panelists on
that?
Morgan Reed: In reverse engineering, ungodly amounts of things. I've never seen a good implementation where
somebody rolled their own crypto. I saw one that came close but it was only secure as a black box and the fact that I
could read the code allowed me to reverse it. Yeah, not a really great idea to go rolling your own crypto, and yes
standards can help with security provided they're wellwritten and they're written by people who understand how these
things apply in the real world.
Lev Lafayette: We will probably have to make this to last comment for this particular panel before we move on to the
the break. Thank you very much panelists. That was it's almost as if some people have entire conferences just on this
topic. How about that? And I'm pretty sure we could have actually kept going for probably the rest of the day.
However, we do have other things to discuss and the next thing that will be coming up is a discussion on on on culture
and we have a number of speakers on that as well. So another five minute break and we will come back just then.
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TECHNOLOGY : CYBERPUNK AND SOLARPUNK
By Adam Ford, Sarena Ulibarri, Josh Rombout
Lev Lafayette: We have gone way over time but this sort of thing does happen. We now have got a panel on
technology and a lot of this I think actually follows through from the last one where we talk about cyberpunk as
retrofuturism, but like trying to get those main components out of it looking at the technology side and the culture. So I
have we are speakers are going to be Adam Ford, Sarena Ulibarri, and Josh Rombout, talking on different facets on
this.
So I'll start off with Adam former board member of Humanity+, very good at organizing a number of conferences does
our various journalistic interviews and things like that and has a YouTube channel on TheRationalFuture. With a
particular interest in AI and transhumanism, I just want to talk ask you Adam. Where do you see that heading into the
future? What what's what's the trajectory that you see?
Adam Ford: Look the thing is there's so
many ways in which a future could happen,
so many like different directions you could
take. My YouTube channel Science,
Technology & the Future. I've interviewed
heaps of people somebody just mentioned
Cordeiro in the comments there and I've
interviewed him. I've interviewed a few
people who are trying to think would
aesthetically fit into the Cyberpunk genre
and that would be Stelarc, everybody has
heard of him, he's a Melbournian. He's
grown an ear on his arm, and has done all
sorts of weird and wonderful things using
technology as a canvas for his artform since
the what 70s or 60s even and there's Steve
Hayworth who pioneered some subdermal
implants. I've got to interview him at an
Extreme Futures festival in Los Angeles
years and years ago, with a number of
transhumanists and science fiction authors.
So what's the relationship to to
transhumanism, AI, and cyberpunk now?
Well, I think people are beginning to
integrate themselves with technology,
although not much of it is going subdermal. We're not quite at the technology level that we see in in the cyberpunk
films, but it may sort of ramp up pretty quickly. I think that.
What may suck is not everybody has a participatory role in the future. Ideally everybody gets to participate in the
future, a special longterm future. So what what kind of future should we expect sociologically, politically, and with
what kind of configurations. I think Lev gave a talk at a previous conference that I gave called Transhumanist
Configurations, or Social Formations in a Transhumanist World. That's definitely worth looking up. Do we want a
competitive or cooperative future or do we want both? Are we going to look to Darwinistic Natural Selection as an
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inspiration? A lot has been framed as cooperative by some but many see it as could competitive and it has also been
used as an inspiration for fascism in the past the survival of the fittest. I think that's quite a bit harsh. I certainly don't
want a future where it's just survival the fittest where we have a massive class divide, this class struggle turns into a
struggle, turns from a struggle into a more of a whimper where there's just so much capability given to those with
technological strategic advantage that any anything that an underclass can do to try and change their lot is just quelled. I
would not like to see that kind of future, and neither would I'd like to see a future that mirrors the ancestral environment
where it's likely your end will be a slow asphyxiation or being digested in somebody's belly.
Some people see it as just transhumanism plus plus but I think it also decentralizes the role of humans. Being the centre
is the most important thing in the world and they like it. They think will the role of being human will go the way of
geocentrism. Why is it that humans just have to always exist at the centre of everything important? Why is the rest of
sentience has to gravitate and orbit around just this human configuration the future. We maybe want to go beyond the
boundaries of what's considered normal, what's considered human, and take on all forms of both mental and physical
configurations.
The more the it's paid a single likes to say we can the the circle of mould consideration has expanded as we've become
more aware of other sentience in the world. We've become more scientifically aware and some would consider ethically
aware. Do they matter? Does their experience matter when we start to create new life? Life in the machine. will their
experience matter? In the future we'll experience that which is it not human. Some people want to go posthuman and
sort of a float around the galaxy as clouds of utility fog and all sorts of things.
Like maybe they'll be not considered human because they're not biological human and you know that but they should
still have some form of like stake in the future. So what's what is the cyberpunk you to Utopia? What's our Utopia?
What what what is and what are the real existing constraints that are The the laws of physics make possible. For our
Utopias, I mean a lot of us like to think about the future and what we believe should happen without actually thinking
about what constraints are really are. So what are the laws and regularities of physics that stop us from achieving some
of our bright and Brilliant like Utopias. So are we going to be floating cosmic clouds of quantum technicality utility fog
exploring fast visas of possible mind spaces searching for Goldilocks zones between Oneness and openness and Surfing
skins of black holes or whatever. So yeah look. It's fascinating. Sorry love everyone.
Lev Lafayette: That's probably very long way into the future. I will take the opportunity that we raise the question
about cyberpunk utopias back to Sarena Ulibarri. Sarena is a writer with more than fifty publications, editor, publisher,
and anthologist who lives in New Mexico, USA. Sarena, please tell us about solarpunk; is that our utopia?
Sarena Ulibarri: The answer is 'no; but so solarpunk, in a nutshell is optimistic science fiction with an
environmentalist focus. It's a movement of artists writers activists, real people doing this in real life as well. As you
know, various types of artists doing this in various media and it's also a, I don't know that it's a genre really, I think it's
more of like a mode. I think it's kind of a different mode of storytelling that can be applied to you know to like a
cyberpunk setting for example, and it definitely comes from cyberpunk.
So is it a Utopia? I don't believe in utopia. I think that anytime people are involved that means nothing can be perfect.
Everyone people will always find a way to screw things up. But solarpunk is an optimistic take on futuristic
technology, and it is environmentally focused, and takes the the tasty assumption the climate change is real, and that
we're going to have to deal with it and do something about it, and takes the approach that we will manage to mitigate
the worst effects of it, but we will probably still have to live with at least some of the environmental degradation that
we've created. So again, that's why I'm going to say no it's not a utopia because it doesn't assume what we fix
everything.
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Lev Lafayette: Though certainly more optimistic than cyberpunk in content.
Sarena Ulibarri: Yeah, the I mean the punk aspect is the same; the antiauthoritarianism the anticapitalism. All of that
punk aspect is the same but it just takes a
different focus. I think different sorts of
assumptions about what kind of future is
possible. There is kind of two approaches
just to solarpunk; one is a sort of blankslate
approach some major disaster, some
apocalypse. Then this solarpunk can be like
the postpost apocalypse; it's "what we're
rebuild after the slate has been white
planed". That's one approach and that's what
I see most in gaming actually when I see
solarpunk modes applied to gaining. It's
more often that the other approach is a
change of trajectory. It's saying, "we are
currently leading toward this very site".
We're from future, we're already in a kind of
a cyberpunk present really, but we're we're
really leaning toward kind of dystopian
future and what if we make some changes
and the changes are around both technology
and getting rid of fossil fuels, and switching
the sustainable energy sources, and also like
political changes and shortening the gap
between the extreme rich and the extreme
poor and things like. What if we make those
changes and go "what does that trajectory
look like?", so it's just trying to take a different view of what kind of future is possible and what kind of future we
might want to live in.
Lev Lafayette: I might for Rick to jump in at that point actually because Rick Wayne's written a really interesting little
essay which basically take up the challenge of the frontier levels of lawlessness as a common motif in cyberpunk and
the issue of corporate actions and the state. Because of course, you spoke about the combination of technological and
political changes. Well, we have seen how the State will go out of its way to protect it's a masters and its masters are
those who actually own the money; will find a whole range of people who will always talk about all the big great
dangers of big government. Well, if you look at compare expenditure governments actually carry out in the country
even like Australia, well this total government expenditures around 25% of the GDP. So the real masters in world, in
Australia at least, as we found out are of course the mining companies. So Rick, will the solarpunk come when there are
existing vested interests that have a large bag of cash.
Rick Wayne: I'm sorry, I'm having real Internet trouble here. Could you repeat the question?
Lev Lafayette: Well, I was saying whether to cite the solarpunk themes like optimism may be tempered by by an
existing corporategovernment nexus, that corporations basically direct the governments to reject these renewable
technologies and knock their political impetus on the head.
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Sarena Ulibarri: I'm not sure I quite understand the question, but you're asking about how the reality of renewable
energy technology might might not be so optimistic. That's certainly true in the United States; very much and
technology is neutral. It's it's all in how we use it and who has control of and how it's how it's applied that brings in the
ethical issues. In renewable technology there is a good metaphor for the sort of optimism that cyber or the solarpunks
are trying to turn to achieve, for a better future because it's decentralized. It has the potential to be extremely disruptive
to our current paradigm. And it's sustainable. It can it comes from nature. It comes from the sun. It comes from the
wind. It comes from the waves. So whatever actual technology helps us to wean off the fossil fuels and stop destroying
our environment, I don't really care which technology that is but just the the idea of the renewable technology that's
powered by nature is is sort of the the metaphor for solarpunk is trying to do; a balance of nature and technology, a
combination of nature and technology, not just the focus on the the artificial, the manmade environment, but a
combination ..
Adam Ford: I might as well just jump in and say that I didn't interview with somebody from the Future Institute about
the likelihood of creating something like a Dyson Sphere or a Dyson Swarm in the near term and it could be possibly
done before the end of this century, and it doesn't need to be complete to be useful. All this consists of it's a bunch of
solar reflectors that orbit around the sun and I guess redirect sunlight to specific collector whether that be on earth or in
orbit from Earth or on another planet. Now the amount of material needed isn't all that much. People seem to believe
that you need like a planet in order to create like a fair amount of solar collectors or solar. They're not really solar
collectors, like their mirrors really. Yet if we get really good at material science, we may only need a couple of small to
medium size asteroids or one large asteroid worth of material to do that and we can start by using some of the material
here on Earth. There's also transportation problems, but the thing is I just don't think it it's necessarily as far as people
may think doing something like that far away. Of course the amount if the amount of energy you could get from that
would fuel a whole lot of things. I mean, it's it's mindboggling how much energy the sun outputs for sure.
Sarena Ulibarri: That's fascinating. I'm all for a couple of asteroids and mining them for for the materials. That's really
cool the technology that's present in solarpunk, stories and artwork, and such it all exists already. It's just not
mainstream, it's not what feeds the world, but it could be. It's already here and what we try to do in the solarpunk genre
is shine it up and make it look cool and make people want to use it the way that cyberbunk looks so cool. The aesthetic
is important and so in solarpunk, we focus a lot on the aesthetic to try to It's trying to make it look cool and make
people want to want to use those kind of technologies.
Lev Lafayette: I'm alright raise a comment, the description of the Dyson swarm. Can you imagine that being
weaponized?
Adam Ford: Sure. Yeah, like with mentioned before any form of powerful technology can come, there's risks and
opportunities with things, that's true. The thing is I don't think is that there's an equal symmetry between potential
benefit and destruction with technology. Take for instance a grenade. I don't expect there to be an equal symmetry
between the amount of benefit that it can give you and kind of the amount of destruction it can bring so although
technology is framed as being a doubleedged sword, I think there's a lot of harm that could be brought by using
technologies like this. It's very good to be optimistic about using technology in the future. But if there's if one thing
goes wrong with an extremely powerful technology, it might be just be game over and there's just no moves left from
there. So I'm more cautious, I'd take more of a cautious approach to thinking about the future, and how to use the
technologies and I do an optimistic approach. I think I optimism should inform the stories about where we'd like to end
up but not necessarily the policy.
Lev Lafayette: I think you've got the right call it right there. Because, of course, yes, the technology continues to psych
expand and capability. But on our moral reasoning is something which like fluctuates along and so an average. You
were also were talking about personal changes bodily changes, and I'm really interested in sort like I'm getting a little
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conversation between Adam and Josh here because of course Joshua you're and RFID implant enthusiast and you've
already described technology.
Josh Rombout: I yeah, I have NFC chip in my hand.
Adam Ford: Nice. Yeah, it's fascinating. I love to be able to do that. I haven't actually had got any real serious
implants, but the only implant I ever did was like a hack of an earring when I was like 16 years old and now I've got
nothing but scar tissue because I didn't go I didn't go to a proper earring shop to do it. It was my mate with a with a with
a safety pin and a lighter.
Josh Rombout: The reason I wanted to get an NFC implant was my interest in transhumanism. I feel like my
contribution was sort of to help destigmatize and legitimise it being used as a useful kind of technology to maybe
make people a little less wary about experimenting a bit with making parts of what we already do better, including the
internal and the external. What I just do with it at the moment is something that's kind of really simple. If I want to get a
conversation started about my music and I want people to hear it. I just have a link that they can scan with their phone
via my hand and then they can hear my music instantaneously and it's a neat little marketing gimmick; it tends to make
people go "Oh that was really cool" and they then see it as less scary. Then they go "Where can I get one of those" and
it's fascinating. All you have to do is show them a practical application, a simple application, for a technology and
suddenly they're on board.
Adam Ford: Yeah, exactly. And like that's it's it's fun. I went to an Extreme Futures conference a stream Futures
Festival in Los Angeles that's when I did the interview with Steve Hayworth, but people were getting implants right
there and then that will getting magnets in the end of their fingers. But all these Technologies are rather inert and RFID
chip is really just an identifier. It doesn't actually do anything. Once we get technologies which are connected much like
the Internet of things to the internet that actually have an active effect on ourselves in the our environment. That's great
and all but they could be hacked right?
Josh Rombout: Absolutely. Obviously there’s all the usual stuff regarding having RFID and NFC chips hacked,
you’ve probably heard about most of it isn’t really possible. There are ways of reading the data from great distances,
yes, but because the technology is so inert it can't be hacked and so there is that kind of level of safety and you know, I
get excited talking about things like synchron and neuralink and that is a whole other level of penetration both from a
medical standpoint and from a hacking standpoint.
Adam Ford: So it may be the case that like with different types of interfaces. We integrate into the body and I call
them interfaces because they could all be could also be cast as attack walls, how we're going to keep the security up to
stop the malicious actors from hacking into our system and maybe even turning some into puppets and in a sense we
can always already do that like with meat how many people can be suggested by the right targeted advertising how how
effective look we don't know to the degree how effective our Cambridge analytic is at data harvesting was for Donald
Trump's election purposes, but look, I think it's going to be an art which is getting which is just become more refined
and more refined and I think about the the best of the psychologists research and and it will also the the most wellpaid
psychologists are probably working for social media companies now and look they've got all these theories
algorithmatized. So to speak running on supercomputers pointed at you and me and look how much headspace do I
have to fend off all this, you know, do I really want to have to compete with algorithms on supercomputers having their
sort of influencing albums pointed at me all the time. I don't know like I think it's really rather difficult. Maybe I need
to upgrade in order to compete.
Josh Rombout: Oh there’s a question here for me on the chat regarding how much it costs for an implant. I found it
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difficult to go to somewhere in Australia to do it. I know there are a couple of places but I was doing a tour in the UK
and I went there and it cost me what would be the equivalent of about 140 AUD and that's for implantation and for the
whole deal. What I loved about it? It just pulled on my heart strings. It's already kind of mass marketed and mass
produced. It looks like a product you could pull off the shelf at a chemist. We are that far into just doing this kind of
passive implanting that we're at that stage and it was amazing, other than the giant kind of horse needle that is required.
It looks a bit scary. It was totally painless and I find it to be very affordable and super cool.
Adam Ford: Does anybody know John Oxer who's in the hacker community in Melbourne? He also has an RFID
Chip. He might know about getting it done.
Lev Lafayette: John did it himself. Yeah, surgery on himself. And of course there is also in Sydney, Ludo Disco
Gamma Meow Meow planted opal chip for the public transport system there and bbasically just waves in front of the
ticketing machines. John Oxer does this sort of thing for the entrance to his house. He just wages his hand door and
that's the door opened. But the programmable aspect of going to be really interesting part and that's where I think when
actually lmake these modern have these implanted chips of various forms and can actually change their change their
content as they need to be but of course, I have a relatively simple extract in my imagination going to be too difficult.
So the hardware could be upgraded as well. The programmable components of check where I think is a very interesting
tiein between the transhuman and the AI and of course, of course the actual practice which is interesting, which is very
important.
Looks like we've lost Rick. That's okay. One of the questions I was going to ask because of course there isn't that the it
is the regulation of such technologies and the relationship between the state and the rules which govern behaviour.
Like the fossil all fuel industry. How does this affects personal technologies as well? You know, we have seen big
conflict ..
Adam Ford: Yeah, in some cases, I think the regulation is is wise and that's this my personal opinion and that it's very
difficult for people with limited headspace and time to do the research to know what safe and what isn't and so in terms
of personal technology that people are going to sort of eventually use inside their body or there's all sorts of infection
issues. There's all sorts of like maybe in the future that could be used as attack walls to for malicious actors to exploit in
terms of just high impact High capability technology all it takes if everybody has a like, you know unbridled access to
dangerous technology is one lunatic, you know to flick a switch and then it's both the endshow for everybody else. But
you know too much regulation and and bad regulation is counterproductive as well. You have to take both sides into
account. Yeah.
Lev Lafayette: Sarena. do you have any comments? On the regulation of personal technologies, transhuman
technologies. Does transhumanism get much of a guernsey and sort of where do you where do solarpunks see the
human body moving.
Sarena Ulibarri: Sure. So, yeah, I think that solarpunk in general is kind of on board with bodymod and in various
ways medic modification and things like that. What I was thinking of as I was listening you guys on this topic is about
maybe give a shout out to a book by a friend of mine called Implanted by Lauren Teffeau and it's a cyberpunk
solarpunk novel where everyone has brain implants and it's kind of like social media. So like you can direct message
almost like you can communicate with people just through your brain and you can set different like security levels and
privacy levels. Like you can be like intimately connected with a lover, you can feel their emotions too. Or you can be
kind of like just acquaintances of somewhere where you have to like accept their message or whatever. So it's it's a
really interesting take on on this this, you know brain implant idea. There's a whole group of people who are in
intentionally disconnected and then some who are disconnected because of economic reasons, I don't know exactly
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what to what to say about all that. But but just that that's a book that that really dives deep into that that issue in a really
fascinating way and it's also a solarpunk it's got environmental issues everyone lives in these dome cities to protect
them from the extreme weather outside. So it's got both aspects.
Lev Lafayette: Thinking along those lines. I can imagine a situation where you can have these excellent brain to brains
as technologically mediated devices for communication, and the first thing that comes along will be State authorities.
"we need something the equivalent of a Clipper chip to make sure that people secretly transmitting terrorist thoughts to
each other because they'll do it. Every opportunity they can take to find out what people are thinking that could possibly
be in a threat to the State, we want to get that information". A little bit like when they brought out the metadata options
in Australia. The AttorneyGeneral at the time though our hardly anybody's going to ask for these options, how many
other government departments going to ask this? Well, it turned out 140 government departments ask for the metadata
including things like the Lamb Board. They wanted to select know exactly what what sort of what sort of metadata that
people were transmitting their emails. So we can certainly say that is going to be a trajectory that will see in in the in
the future. So likely technological trajectories doesn't does anyone in our audience have any comments or questions
about this that we can pitch to our panelists?
Adam Ford: Just in the meantime, I had a an interesting conversation with some futurists friends of mine were
exploring identity in the future and there's good reason to believe that we're a very attached to our individualism, but
there are other organisms now biosphere which I'm more collaborative. And there could be it could be worth exploring
the state space of consciousness or binds that that inhabit somewhere between individualism or arm and openness that
where you know somewhere between the individual person and the hive, a friendly organism, except you get your alone
time as well. So it could be the case that we evolve into some kind of collective. Which will which will be interesting
but it could go, you know, either bad or good or somewhere in between probably a bit of both. But it's worth it's worth a
exploring possible futures where we're sort of we have these, you know naturalized telepathic bridges going on. There's
been some research into it through Siamese twins can joined at the head the Hogan sisters have a theoremic bridge
going on where they actually share experience, which is fascinating. So it's not like it's technologically impossible and I
think and it does seem to suggest that the brain is plastic enough to be able to accept this sort of thing happening. So as
an example, there are two sisters. They have two different tastes in sauces. One of them doesn't like tomato sauce. The
other one does, one of them eats it and the other one doesn't. Another example is where a block is in the field of view of
one sister, but not in the other the one who can't see it with her eyes reaches over to pick it up with her arms. So there's
something going on there, which is quite amazing. Just yeah just as a footnote.
Josh Rombout: Think it was last year or the year before Cornell University, they had a bioengineering lab where they
were doing synthetic DNA that could continuously and autonomously organize and assemble and restructure itself in
the process. They were similar to biological cells and tissues that grow with what the researchers are calling an
artificial metabolism. It's a little bit on the sort of biopunk end of things but to have a material that's in some ways more
like us biologically as opposed to mentally might help bridge the gap and I see a lot of that being part of where the
research goes.
Lev Lafayette: This really interesting stuff, of course occurring in those like, you know, transgenics and non
biosphere, but they were taken I both like great things of spider goat where they basically used a goat milk to like
produce spider silk and it was a small company called BioSteel. There's like a the product because they basically want
to make this lightweight material from spider silk en masse. They'll be able to like potentially hze great strength and
resilience like Kevlar if you've motorcycle gear or body armour,
Adam Ford: It's fascinating. There's all sorts of. There's a lot of functional like chimeras that exist now and like if we
walk into a supermarket, they're everywhere. I mean, there's fish DNA in our vegetables in order to help them keep for
longer. So it's not something that's going to happen in the future. It's already happened to some degree. And yeah, we
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can.
Lev Lafayette: Okay. Yeah, a lot of the stuff that as already is already there fish proteins from from fish in Antarctica
have got antifreeze proteins in their blood I used in ice creams as a sculpting agent, and to to protect wine sites. I refer
to Mike Kuiper's work down in the Antarctica doing just this right studying these fish that was hit by some ice but not
freezing. Also, I note Paul Fenwick several years ago gave a talk about future technologies. Paul emphasised the point
that it is easy to talk about technologies and future things that have already been tested and work and then just
extrapolate them to like say imagine the mass implementation. He was giving an example of a fleet of trucks. This was
about 2013, a fleet trucks that crossed Europe. Due to road rules they required one person in the first truck and the rest
of the trucks are basically part of a train that person was not actually necessary. They could have actually had a fully
automated fleet going across Europe and he was still saying well, we like this notion of selfdriving cars, but when you
talk about selfdriving trucks, which is more probable then you've got a really interesting technological and social
change if you had mass selfdriving trucks. That makes changes the American landscape for an example quite
significantly because there's all those little country towns there who's economy is based around trucks truck drivers. All
of those are going to disappear and it'll be in our lifetime. The the automated vehicle it's entire things a bit of a
continuum. We're already have somewhat automated vehicles in your standard car. Now, you know, if you've got if you
automatic transmission, improved control, you've got partially automatic, you've got partly a selfdriving car you start
bringing the reversing systems. Basically, it's just step by step gradually getting to a fully automated system and the
disruption is going to be enormous. What are you going to do before these people who depend on the current
technology?
Adam Ford: I don't know. It hinges, IT hinges on the factof the whether you believe that they're always be a new job
opening. For human labour, well, they're always be a role for human labour in the future. Well, they're always be a new
opening like when one closes will there be enough one another new opening for human to like fit a lot of people are
like suggest that there's it's not going to be the case as soon as cognitive labour is taken by the machines. And what
what we what we think of as you know, super intelligence in the future, maybe just the reason for our obsolescence in
the sense what kinds of social configurations do we need in order to? Give everybody a stake in the future where
everybody gets the dividends of continued technological growth distributed fairly amongst everybody at the moment. It
looks as though most of the dividends of technological growth are going to be captured by large. Corporations or small
amounts small groups of people who have access to leaders of power. What can we do?
Lev Lafayette: It's a yes interesting challenge because you technology does come into conflict with your social
relations effectively. In a very serious way what I think we can safely say that what can be automated will be
automated. Especially when it becomes more increasingly costeffective to do which may leave, for a time period,
some of the creative jobs. But of course, they've the challenge that , say the Arts today, means that you're not in a
competition with you your contemporaries. You actually have to compete the game's entire history of human culture
because it's all available online. Can we do it where we actually have some massive parts of humanity having little
employment prospects, no access to capital and a large a huge proportion of the massive human wealth being held by a
very small minority. Are we heading in that direction? That's probably something for us to ponder upon.
Sarena Ulibarri: But we can solve the Arts. We still love the Arts. I mean the AI, you know can do art and writing and
things like that, but they do not do it. Well, so at least we still have that. I wanted to say a couple of technologies that
I'm excited about one is vertical farming. And it's not perfect and it's got issues. But I think vertical farming could be a
huge disruptor to the agriculture in a good way. I mean, I have my tiny little aquaponics system behind me and it's
amazing and done on a huge on a big scale. I mean it's you know, it's already being done. But but done on a really big
scale could be a really incredible way to change our food system. And the other is communication with animals. We
were talking about your goats and the genetic modification, but that just communication with animals. I mean, they've
proven that like whale song is like a history that whales keep and that that there are other animals that use language.
There's a really fun tiktok account where this dog has like learned how to use these buttons to communicate and in a
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really like sophisticated way and it's a training issue right now, but you know by training dogs this way, to push a
button you know what they want to do or you know to ask questions and things that could eventually become an
implant type of thing or something that could be vocalized. I've written a couple stories in my anthologies have have
taken on this idea of animal communication and I
think it's more possible than a lot of people think
realize. So those are a couple technologies I'm
excited about..
Adam Ford: Has anybody read David Brin's Uplift
series? I mean..
Lev Lafayette: Yep. To follow the name of the
conference and point out the wonderful virtues and
intellectual capacity of the lowly rat; empathic
dreamers with forward planning. In fact, actually the
only other nonprimate species that we know of that
actually has that forward planning aspect. And I'd
probably argue from some tests that have greater
levels levels of empathy than human beings. But
anyway, that's for our own research and I can dig that
up and put it in the chat. Possibly time now for a five
minute break….
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POLITICS: ANARCHISM, LIBERTARIANISM,
CYPHERPUNKS
By Francesco Verso, PSC Willis, Stephen Dedman, John August
Lev Lafayette: I want to select really thank one person in particular for turning up. It's like a ridiculous hour in the
morning for Francesco Verso who will be joining us on this politics panel, which follows quite conveniently from this
technology panels, all entirely unintentional, but things are flowing quite nicely. Francesco Verso will be talking about
environmentalism in science fiction. We'll start off our new panel which will be our political panel, which basically has
tied in, I think what nicely, to the trajectory that that discussion in the technology was actually taking because of
course, once you start talking about the technology you start talking about the implementation and the implementation
of course involved and engages in to the politics. So we have speakers on this panel are going to be a fantastic versatile
PSC Willis. Is it is it pronounced PSC or I pronounce the letters PSC? Stephen Deadman and Donald
Psc Willis: You can call me Peter sure. That's fine.
Lev Lafayette: Okay. We'll do okay. We want to hear our first cab on the rank. Here is Francesco. I think it's a four am
in the morning in the Rome at the moment. Is that correct?
Francesco Verso: Yes indeed. Good morning, everybody. Thank you. It's sleepy but fine.
Lev Lafayette: Good morning. Oh, that's it's absolutely fantastic that you've woken up so early in the wee hours of the
morning for this Italian science fiction writer who translates science fiction from English into Italian, is a graduate in
environmental economics, author of five novels thirteen short stories eight translations, three theatre adoptions and start
of Far Future label, which is one a number of award environmental science fiction. Where are we heading?
Francesco Verso: Well, first of all, thank you. Thank you love for for the invitation. It's really a pleasure to be here
among fellow science fiction fans and to answer your question. I think the relationship between men and and and space
is a very old one and to bring it into the
science fiction. There are surely a lot of
examples from the past. But of course the
one of the most famous ones is Dune.
From that moment on the reader started to
realize the relationship and the deep
connection between the environment and
people and the society and how it affects
the life of a population. Of course. I mean
that we many many example before but
that created a huge awareness. So let's say
that over the years the environmental
movement has also, you know along with
that grow constantly. I just mentioned the
the Club of Rome that set some important
standards for the did the the growth of our
economy or the growth of our
environment or at least say the
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conservation of that so many fights have been down in many, also acts to raise the awareness of people and, of course,
it's not an easy case when you deal with the neverending view of the neverending growth of the economy brought up
by by capitalism, and lately, by post capitalism.
So these are forces that science fiction tries to tackle in in literature and I have lately come across these movement
called solarpunk which really tries to understand. What are the possible solutions from my single, from my personal
point of view? I see that without an environment we wouldn't exist. So the blindness, in certain way, of the cyberpunk
view of the future so environmentally damaged, so environmentally polluted, not considering the costs of the wastes the
cost of production, the cost of marketing stuff onto other countries for example, is one way of looking at the aggressive
way that economy has and capitalism has as a system of production as so the cyberpunk pointed the finger many many
times in the bleak and very green futures set mostly in the city where everything gets in and and just waste gets out of
the city. From this point of view, I think there is a big difference between the cyberpunk vision and the solarpunk vision
because the awareness of we have to do something think about all the movements that have been appearing over last
years. dealing with sometimes the protests. At any time those are kind of awareness. Think about Fridays for Future by
Greta Thunberg, think about the 99% movement, think about the Sunrise movement. It is a matter of restructuring the
architecture of our society in a way. Because as long as you privatize everything, as long as you don't allow a fair
development of technology you are stuck with a monopolies, which in a way is kind of contradictory to the free market,
but because in reality you have monopolism and so capitalism in this way tries to get everything from the hands of the
people, workers and farmers, of course. Some of it is, in a way, very contradictory and that's why I'm thinking that that
solarpunk as really the potential. I don't know how long it will go. I don't know how how deep it will affect reality and
society. I don't know if there will be really deep consequences. I hope so. I really hope so, but I'm embracing it with all
of my energy and time. But I think it has really potential because the technology that has been depicted by cyberpunk is
really mainstream today.
So if you want to go and talk about the future you really need to address other issues and, it might be strange, but these
technologies many of them affect the environment as Serena said before, for example vertical farming. But I'd like to
mention for example sustainable resources and the way we produce energy in a much better way. I'm thinking about
artificial photosynthesis. I'm thinking about geoengineering projects. All these things are a matter of science fiction
and it's really something that could change the picture bottom up. That is a real revolution; it's bottom up. So if you take
cyberpunk where the heroes in general are fighting for themselves, are fighting for basically to save themselves from
the the bad guys or the single enemy, which is often corporate, an antihero or is some kind of mafia guy or these kind
of scenarios and they basically want to just save themselves and from the single element that threatens them. In
solarpunk you have a community often or a person that finds for an ideal fight for something bigger than its own life.
So there is a change in this point in approach and meaning. In this pandemic we've seen this we cannot save ourselves
by ourselves. We need the community. We need we need we need and maybe even an international. But starting from a
community the concept of antifragility the compasses of resilience are trying to shape a difference scenario whether
you are a poor or rich these affects everybody. So this is a change in the awareness of the of at least of some of the
people that are trying to show there is a potentially these ideas of an alternative to the current state.
So I would like to point out that it's only us creating the future. So if we cannot imagine another future then we're
dealing with this one or we're dealing with the reality that some stronger force imposes on us. And of course, this is
important when it comes to generation that don't have a voice or speeches that don't have voice. So as long as we don't
protect them we will be left with the worst case scenario, I think, because the environment has no voice and it's up to us
to give it one so there is also movement of giving rights to you know, mountains and rivers and total parts of the land.
Think about the the Amazons which are threatened every single day. So there is a collective awareness that is rising
about the relationship. We need to take with the environment and I think solarpunk is one of the most interesting
figures at the moment, one of the most interesting movements, because it really tries to find the nextfix strategy. We
need the nextfix strategy and through the use of technology.
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Lev Lafayette: Because of course we're referring to so like, you know, you're starting referring to land issues. Which
are, of course, very much at the core of a crossover between the environment, the technology, and the politics. I can talk
to a wall over land issues. If you're like start looking at the environmental records that we are seeing in land use the
disappearance of wildlife, the extinctions, the expansion of desertification loss, the per capita loss of freshwater
supplies, and so forth. We are in a terrifying trajectory. We are looking at the absolute destruction of the natural world.
This is where actually want to jump to Stephen Dedman. Stephen Dedman is the author of several novels; "Foreign
Bodies", "The Art of Arrow Cutting" (a finalist for the Bram Stoker Award for Best First Horror Novel), "Shadows
Bite", and "Shadowrun: A Fistful of Data". His short fiction has appeared in many genre magazines, including The
Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction, Asimov's, and SF Age, as well anthologies as Little Deaths, The Year's Best
Fantasy and Horror, Dreaming Down Under, and Centaurus. There are two collections of his short works, "The Lady of
Circumstances" and "Never Seen By Waking Eyes". Stephen is also a game designer most notably for GURPS
Dinosaurs, GURPS Deadlands: Weird West, GURPS Space Atlas 4, and contributing to GURPS Martial Arts
Adventures, along with writing supplements for Aftermath (Asteroid Cybele: Lords of London, The Gauntlet) and
Villains and Vigilantes (The Great Iridium Con, PreEmptive Strike). Stephen will be talking about the power of
regionalism, the future being multicultural, and maybe globalists and the international community coming together.
You think that's going to happen?
Stephen Dedman: I hope so and I think it will, but it's like a lot of things in science fiction. It's going to take longer
than we expected and I think one of the reasons for this and something I've seen since the Cincinnati 1960s. is that
when something becomes possible and change becomes possible, people who hate the idea of change because they
think they're better off without things changing stop it. The the latest novel I wrote called What Rough Beast is
basically a solarpunk future, but it's from the perspective mostly of people living in a small country town that used to be
a major logging town. And they hate. What's happened? They hate green politics. The entire reason for their town
existing has basically been erased and even though they're financially better off, they're feeling just been everything
they've made as important taken away. What eventually solves this for them is a series of murders which turns the town
into a tourist attraction.
Lev Lafayette: That is really important
because I suspect that's the case with a
large number of climate change deniers.
They internally know that there's a truth in
global warming. They just do not want it
to be true. I don't want to it to be true
either! But it is. And it's interesting that it
gets turned around.
Stephen Dedman: Yes, the the amazing
thing from a political and technological
point of view about the 2016 US election
is you had someone using the internet
better than the other. It actually was
actually the conservative side. But they
used Twitter to basically try and undo any
good work from the window of the
previous eight years. Most of it was trying to fix the messroom and eight years before that. So I think that there going to
be this thing of one step forward one step back for as long as there are people who really want to just keep taking us
back there. Is this nostalgic? There's a streak in a lot of society or a voters in particular they say: "No, no things are
changing too fast. We're going to stop them and we're going to stop them by voting" even though that's not going to
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stop climate change. It's not going to stop automation. It's not going to stop casualisation the workforce. It's not going
to stop any of these things, but we can pretend it can, and if we pretend it can that gives us power again. And they come
to come to a shock.
Eventually it's a culture war, and I don't know, unfortunately, which side is going to win. We're going to be fighting a
war between education and barbarism. I think the the barbarians have a lot of ammunition on their side and they're
using it, they're throwing it. they're using technology, and going back. It was one of things that's inspired, among the
early adopters of the Internet, were the White Supremacist groups in America. They we're using the Internet back in the
days, before even with bulletin boards their emailing each other. So I thought "Right, fine. It's not the technology. It's
going to be what we do with it, and there are people who will do with it stuff that is horrific".
Lev Lafayette: It's an interesting conflict. Facing the technical change the technological tear loss that encourages a
smaller world. And a breaking down the borders with greater ease and yet at the same time there is this ...
Stephen Dedman: Yeah. We have Brexit.
Lev Lafayette: … group of people who want the benefits for them but not for other people. It's like at famous British
couple or living in Spain and they were sorted a so strongly proBrexit. And you go "Do you see the contradiction
here?" And of course, no, they don't.
And I say there'll be four I think these like descriptions like capacitive. between the conflict between barbarism and
education. But PSC Willis, graduate of Newcastle and Reading universities, currently living in Shanghai your first
published piece some "I Take Credit For Saving the World", you have a day job as a speech and language therapist.
We want to keep up here is the discussion. Well, we have a topic about the future sexualities, political rights,
technology, gender, sexuality relationships and so forth, particular in this context as well. Because of course we want to
see a world where people are judged by the content of their character rather than these expressions, but these questions
get polluted, religious, get politicised. Do you want like talk about some of those a lot of trajectories and contact with
some of these recent discussions?
Psc Willis: Sure. Um, so I think probably come at it from the angle of queerness and scifi and what the kind of
movement towards telling queer stories currently is. So as has already been mentioned queerness is not new in scifi.
It's always been there, you know in the 60s with James Tiptree and Samuel Delaney. So scifi has always been used to
this world of anything is possible in terms of marginalised people who want to explore the whatifs. What if the world
was more accepting? What if the world was only people like us? I think that kind of experimentation has always been
there.
In terms of how I currently see it. Interacting with sort of the genre tropes and the current political issues. I kind of feel
like we have two reactions when something bad is going on. One is to really heighten an exaggerate that and imagine
the worst case scenario possible and two is absolute escapism. I think a lot of scifi tends towards option one. It's the
overextension of current day problems into their worst case version in order to critique that and highlight the problems
with it. Things like allpervasive technology or corporations with too much power. But it's often issues where
accelerated growth is a source of mistrust, not technology becoming too invasive, things that are growing to rapidly for
people to be comfortable with it.
So we can end up with the opposite trajectory, where we have issues, where the problem is that people are not moving
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fast enough, and I think two issues where that really comes up our climate change and queer identities. Obviously, you
can have the "What if we don't at fast enough and it's disastrous?", but you can also have the "What if we did more
about it?", "What if we accelerated the progress on these issues?" So I think at the moment there is there's all the
climate change stuff, which is moving far too slowly for people's liking, and in the UK there is a massive consultation
around transgender rights and the Gender Recognition Act, and it's being seen as deeply frustrating because there's
constant consultation. "Oh, what are the public thinking about letting trans people have their rights that they say they
want and need?" and any public survey comes out generally massively in favour, and then it's just goes back to "Okay.
Well, we'll put it through another Think Tank and we're maybe not going to take those recommendations just yet" and it
kind of just goes through. Lipservice after lipservice exercise of people saying they are thinking about this but without
actually moving those rights forward.
So I kind of think that's where you get this trajectory of positive scifi and solar punk we can imagine that what if what
if they actually did do something and as human beings we do need escapism. I think that was that's kind of
fundamentally a thing. We look for in fiction or in our imaginations and for some people You know, they will hark
back to the good old days, but for queer people. There have never been a good old it there was no point in history where
everything been peaked to perfect for queer people. So if we want escapism into an idealised world, we have to make it
up and I think a lot of the things that other speakers have already touched on like Travis quoting Gibson about people
on the fringes, or about as Francesca said, it's all about people on the margins having to fight a system. That intersects
really well with queer identities, although I think one way in which queer narratives are evolving is that we're moving
away from issuebased, queer narratives, like the queer person who has to take on the systematic homophobia and their
entire narrative is about fighting systematic prejudice. There's a rich mine of possibility there, but there is also a
movement towards can we have people who you know are queer but that is not the main issue that they're coming to
terms with or fighting, "Can you not be gay and save the world at the same time?" So I think there is a real evolution
towards having queer protagonists who are fighting systems other than the ones that keep them down. So intersecting it
with environmental issues is a really kind of popular idea. I think that nestles neatly with cyberpunk because people are
naturally on the fringes and need a system to fight.
Lev Lafayette: Oh, yeah that. And clearly presented as well. You raise it really interesting selection of personal and
political issues. For goodness sakes just give people the social equality and body autonomy which others experience,
right? You're not and I'm not going to lose any of your rights by granting those same rights to other people. I often feel
perplexed on how we're going to get anywhere as a species if we can't even manage that how are we going to deal
things external to ourselves? If we can't manage to provide the same rights, equal rights, to all people. It's a very big
challenge, a lot of this comes down to that the cultural issues and I find often find on less savoury parts of the Internet
people comment about various trans rights issues I like to point out the technological changes that are likely. They're
going to really dislike the future because the technological changes are going to be greater and more significant and
they're going to find the whole body identity issues to be very uncomfortable indeed. I guess we do get that
conservative reaction as as a result. We mentioned in the chat about cognitive dissonance that I that they experience
because of this. I do like the notion that you start using these these characters and putting them in situations in addition
to that identity and in doing so externalises that perspective.
Lev Lafayette: You're there, John? John John August may have something more to contribute. John was president of
New South Wales humanist Society, a past candidate for the Secular Party contributor to 2SER and 2RSR community
radio stations, and currently involved in the Pirate Party. And a tutor in science and economics courses at the Workers'
Educational Association. And here he has his pirate hat on for digital rights. John, what has happened throughout and
what is happening to our digital rights? You got a great hat. I love the tricorn.
John August: There’s the right to repair but also the nature of copyright and patents and the fact that basically your
corporations are reaching in with their technology stopping us from copying stuff, stopping us from using our own
equipment in the way that we would like. So that is one of the things I focus on. You also have surveillance, the fact
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that you will go into a parking lot and while they will feed you with a ticket they will also check out your your license
plate. So they're basically logging a lot of information around it and we did hear earlier comments that corporations are
turning our information and our identity into money and buying and selling it to each other. So I think one of the things
that we did hear about from other people was that okay, we have the dangers of government and a lot of people in the
US are getting paranoid about the danger of the government. But I guess I from the Pirate Party we say "yes
government government intrusion and our privacy is an issue. But so too are corporations that are abusing the
situation".
I suppose I'm broadly thinking about patents and the fact that the promise of patents is that they protect the inventor in
the back shed. Their reality is that they're basically a tool of abuse by large corporations and at least in the US they've
changed from a bribe that you pay someone to do good. Now, if you go back about a hundred years ago in the UK, that
was the way the ruling class were talking about things. We give people a patent as a bribe to do the right thing and we
remove it as soon as we can. Now there's a lot of abuses in terms of property and how many people in the UK own land
and all these sorts of bad things, but they did articulate that well. In the US what is happening is you basically have this
mindless support for people who own an asset and the people who own an asset want to preserve the life of that asset,
but really the life of an asset, shall we say, for it to be socially useful it needs to diminish in value. If you have an asset
or you have a business you want the asset value to be preserved as much as possible. You want your business to be
preserved as possible. I think it was Francesco who was talking about some of the contradictions of capitalism that on
the one hand they're supposed to be a lot of people in the market or competing with each other keeping each other
honest and that's one ideal of the market. And in fact, it makes a bit of sense. And while I more go down the anarchic
side, I do think Marx was imagining that everyone would be in a cottage industry and when things moved into a
factories, you know, that was an unhealthy thing. So there is a contradiction with capitalism in the stories about
competition and their reality is about monopolies developing and I suppose trying to answer the questions that people
were put you know, there's a lot of abusive capitalism by corporations who tell one story and in fact want to abuse a
situation. Of course abuses are in the eye of the beholder, but that let's say I've gone on a few tangents started off with
digital rights, but I recognize there might be some other people who want to talk about these things as well. So anyway,
hope that was interesting.
Lev Lafayette: I'd like to feel like see so I can further some further development because it really ties into the politics,
that ties into the economics. it ties into the conflict between individual rights and who's the owner? There's the question
intellectual property in general, trademarks are huge that there's an entire media ecosystems designed around it. The
institutional part is really important. What you raised earlier I started trying to introduce this some reminder; that of
course, when copyrights were first introduced our for a fairly short period of time and their objective was to circulate
provide the author a temporary monopoly to make the investment of their time and effort worthwhile. That's a
Schumpterian rent model. Of course, once you've got an institution, it holds that copyright necessary and, what you are
bringing up John, they want to expand it. They want to make an absolute, right? Famously in United States they refer to
The Mickey Mouse Clause, because every time Mickey Mouse looks like might go into the public domain Disney's
rocks into Congress with the bag of money, and want to extend copyright protection even further. So I think now it's
something like corporate copyright is a hundred and twenty years, or something like that …
David Cake: Um, so yeah, lifetime plus 70 in the US, Europe and a few other things, but that's for individual copyright
for it becomes different for things like movies and things like that. The real issue for me is now it's going a bit beyond
the just the extension of copyright terms but we get entire media ecosystems like YouTube that are designed around the
ability to enforce copyright and say you get these ridiculous automated tools that deliberately just ignore your Fair Use
rights and so on and issue automated takedowns and essentially quite difficult to argue with require a lot of effort. On
behalf of people who have done often. In fact, they are wildly wrong and will claim copyright, but it's just too difficult
to argue with and then goes beyond that to the point where the companies that do it are now lobbying that we have to
design our whole regulatory system around them. I don't want to get too much into the details of what I do daytoday,
but in the moment, I'm involved in a huge process about privacy rights versus putting privacy back into the domain
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names system, which wasn't designed to have it in response to the European gdpr and you get a huge pushback from
people who say "No, we have to have all these take a lot of these privacy rights, they have to be weakened and a lot of
other rights, because we have to put content, put copyright enforcement in the core of all, as a core design principle of
all of our like regulatory systems", which is really it which is ridiculous, but it still happens.
I mean in particular we have the surveillance capitalism. It's essentially the argument is by by turning raw data into
marketable data that they have done the equivalent of the the equivalent of the theoretical improvement of the
commons of the land to make it private and that all this customer data is now their thing that they have a legal right to
protect, even though it's actually just them turning your personal data into into market data. Thus you get Google and
Facebook and so on essentially strict mining your privacy for profit but starting to get support as almost a legal crude
lobbying that there's almost a legal right for them to do that and to by turning your data into theirs, not yours, by doing
so so. We've moved on from the bare extension of copyright to the wholesale production of legal theories that about
taking your rights away makes it their property. I'll probably should stop there because another again I could talk about
this for an entire hour myself.
John August: Okay. I mean the Pirate Party, though unfortunately because of technical issues you can't see me in my
pretty hat  in any case the Pirate Party does emphasise the freedom of the individual. So we're leftlibertarians and
have a broader approach in backing Universal Basic Income and so on but I'm not trying to go on the about the Pirate
Party, but the point I'm trying to make is that we operate from laws enabling individual freedom. Now, you don't want
to get lunatic about that. You don't want to have a moat with alligators and a shotgun and this sort of thing at home,
which is getting a bit loopy. But basically we've gone from laws enabling the freedom of the individual to laws
pumping up the prerogatives of the corporation of them having assets and wanting to extend the life of the asset and
that sort of thing. I know Lev was talking about Schumpeterian rent and Ricardian rent. Basically Schumpeterian rent
gives the sort of shortterm benefits you get from innovation, while you've got the benefits of that innovation before the
innovation gets out and others use it. There's also quasi rent  and Ricardian rent is the rent that you get on property.
You know, I tend to think the problem with the rents on property is they don't recognise that land lets you build a
structure to keep out the elements. But but yeah, the thing about economic rent is you got to think about rent as being
this superprofit thing that is almost unethical but it depends on how you play out your economics but rent is like a
bonus that it's dubious to figure out whether you're really entitled to it. So that's the economic meaning of rent and
you've got to be clear on that but live I think I've worked through some of the issues a bit.
Lev Lafayette: Well, I think we can actually be into the interesting components about the economics of rent. It is
something actually can even ties way back into so from the start of this presentation with Francesco Verso's
presentation on environmentalism. We know an institution will not want to pay costs, their economic rationalist
perspective says "We do not want we want to pay, so I send our costs over to somebody else" and when you have these
institutional lobby groups, basically say we'll want to control as much land as we possibly can or other natural
resources, and we don't want to pay any costs incurred that we may have generated through pollutions and whatever,
and this is also replicated in the information knowledge space as well. We will also find this in the way that the
building of software patents where you've now basically got entire entire legal firms that are basically software patient
trolls who will go out and attack innovative designers in the software and say "You've got to give up your your research
or give us a big swag cash because we own this intellectual property for this idea, not even implementation, but the
very idea itself" and it does sort of come in conflict of what was seen as a principle in p;ace and that you patent things
because they are inventions whereas ideas such as all code is a discovery.
John August: Well Lev, I've collected a few more thoughts together. Now, one of the things about the Pirate Party is
that we say patents should only be used to protect something that's actually being legitimately sold in the marketplace.
So you can't have a patent for something that's sitting on the shelf. So it does push away this idea of patent trolls, but
equally lots of firms make not just the patent for the thing that they're selling but patents for all the things that other
people might conceive of selling so that's a bit of a dubious case there. Now, there was an earlier discussion about
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information and the way that Cambridge Analytica is working and there's some very spooky ideas out there that once
the computers have four hundred Facebook likes they can predict your behavior better than you can and that's really
spooky. But I think the thing that's a precursor for that is not so much cyberpunk, but going back to the writings of
Philip K Dick where he's talking about the nature of human identity. So I think if there's something here there's also
stuff in Philip K Dick about advertising and marketing in weird ways that are a precursor to what we have in the world
today. Also, a bit of a plug, I gave a roughly 50 minute talk on intellectual property to the Sydney Mechanic School of
Arts.
Lev Lafayette: So do we have any? Is there a coherent political movement or loose alliance of people that can
basically address things like the environmental concerns, the loss of the loss of individual freedoms, who can embrace
identity diversities and personal freedoms, and also provide our digital rights as well?
John August: I obviously promote the Pirate Party, but I will give a nod to the Reason party. I think the Reason party
aren't so strong on digital liberties or intellectual property, but I will give the Reason party a bit of a nod as far as
individual human rights, broadly speaking, because it would be wrong of me just to talk about the Pirate Party. I
suppose but I would say if you link up the Pirate Party with Electronic Frontiers Foundation, Digital Rights Watch, and
various others that's starting to cover this terrain and, strange to say, there's a lot of areas where I give a nod to the
Greens in terms of the environment on a lot of other areas, you might either label them as weak or basically naive and
not really understanding things, and at times there have been issues in digital rights where the Greens have actually
caved into the prevailing thrust. But you know, obviously I'm trying not to just promote the Pirate Party there as you
can see, but I'll leave it to others to comment if they want.
Psc Willis: So in terms of whether there is a
single kind of platform that can unite
everyone, I'm not a lot of common themes
regardless of what your personal priority
might be. For example, a lot of the there's
the sort of digital rights. There's the factor
between them seems to be this promotion.
Between all these different political priority,
but is each trying to advance the notion of
individual autonomy. And for example in so
in the queer community, there is a lot of
movement towards selfdetermination for
trans people equalising transition and it
being about selfidentifying and where we
see kind of transhumanism, and Lev made a
point about all the ways that future technology is going to enable exploration of those identities. Hopefully, yes, but it
depends who gatekeeps access to that technology and whether there is going to be a kind of rigorous government
process that you must prove you are trans enough to have access to transition technology, which is basically how the
current medical model for access to trans medication works. So there was also a huge history of people who are
marginalised in these ways coming together, to promote that kind of unifying, that unity, against the system. There
were fantastic examples in the 80s of the miners who were on strike in the UK joining together with the queer
movement who were trying to prevent section 28 which was homophobic legislation and these two completely
disparate groups of very working class people and the queer community actually both wanting to fight back against a
system that was oppressing both of them. So yeah, I think there is a unity in the ideals, and just different groups have a
different priority within that but definitely uniting works.
Stephen Dedman: The problem is that here I'm seeking some member of the Greens. It's as we do good as
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transactional. Yes, it's when you had the striking miners who did not actually come out well allied with the Greens.
Yes, allied with the the the queer community, yes, that's fantastic and a small thing happened in a smaller way
structures happened. First pride marches, but then one of the pervasive ideas in society. Is that right? If somebody else
gets rights, that means yours have just been lost? Which is complete nonsense, but enough voters believe it that it's
going to sway politics for I don't know how long, until we can get rid of this idea, and we're not going to get rid of this
idea as long as major political parties find it advantageous. Which obviously they do. When you have a reminder, the
best thing goes back to more deals first more votes in the Senate. And that's okay that's in a country that allows minor
political parties unlike the US which basically is stamped them out.
Francesco Verso: I think this is a very good conversation. I think the keywords here are inclusivity and exclusivity. So
I personally think that the periods of time when we see a growth in society and not in the GDP where the times where
we collaborate instead of compete against each other. So I see intellectual property as slowing down the process of
social growth in many ways and as long as we don't tackle these this topdown privilege we are being left again with
the where the worst case scenario. I mean, it's very slowly the if you think about the acceleration of technology in the
last 6070 years the acceleration of science and you see the deceleration of human rights, sometimes antiscientism. It's
really striking for me that with all these technologies you're doing nothing that competing with each other while we
could cooperate and improve the general experience of living on this planet in a much better way. So instead of
continuing to dig and dig and dig into the crust of the earth we should just lift our hands down lift our gaze outside and
look at the sun. Look at all the all the energy that is coming. This has been tried. These have been tried many times. It
was a particular moment in time when oil was about to be crushed by the sun, but the industry just refused that and I
think it's about time we try it again. Maybe the second second time will make it better. We will succeed against the
Seven Sisters and whoever is behind that.
Lev Lafayette: Okay do we have any further questions for our panelists? If not we will take the opportunity to have a
short break and we'll come back in five minutes for the gaming panel. Now I've got to say the gaming panel was only
going to have three people in the panel Tod, Daniel, and Fraser silent I've just received an email from Fraser that he's
going intermittent email problem. So given the fact that I know that there are a good number of gamers that we have
have thought present here today. There will be if like a nice introduction by Tod who was of course the first soul to be
our main speaker for this conference and we should certainly give him the opportunity to do so.
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CYBERCULTURE PANEL
By Travis Johnson, Josh Rombout, David Cake, Rick Wayne. Jason Scott, Dan Smith

Lev Lafayette: So we're going to have a culture panel looking at literature, film, music, and fashion, and we have a
good number of speakers. Lined up for is Jason Scott, a very key speaker and key component of this entire convention
and for the culture in general. Jason Scott's the curator of text files.com, a very well probably known, should be
extremely well known, collection of essays from BBSs from the 1980s and managed to get them all together and in
1990s, as well the creator of the 2005 documentary film "BBS: The Documentary" and 2010 film about interactive
fiction games "GET LAMP", wonderful title, and currently works at the Internet Archive. He's a regular speaker at
Defcon, PhreakNIC, Rubi Cons, H.O.P.E. Notacon and Toorcon, and also was a coservant for the internet celebrity
cat, Sockington.
We have Rick Wayne as well, author of a number of novels; "The Zero Signal" part of the Science Crimes series, the
sevenpart speculative thriller series, "The Minus Faction" (20142019), and the modern fantasy series "Fast of
Shadows". He is also the author of the essays "Cyberpunk and the State" and "Cyberpunk as Retrofuturism". Dave
Cake is also spoken about cyberpunk as retrofuturism as well gave a bit of a discussion on the academic program for
Worldcon in 2010. Josh Rombout is a composer, filmmaker and transhumanist from Melbourne Australia. As the mind
behind Cyberpunk band SIRUS, which is an enjoyed success with on the the DAC (Deutsche Alternative Charts) and
has feature in international installation works such as the corporate slave 2525 at the Tomorrow Art Museum Beijing in
2017.
Travis Johnson film critic often appears on
some finds himself on National Television
in that role and as a recently involved in the
Cyberpunk Film Festival in Sydney. Dan
Smith or "Smif" is prominent for his work
in the Steve Jackson Games GURPS series
of books in 1990, along with work with
Iron Crown Enterprises, Wizards of the
Coast, FASA, White, Hasbro, Nintendo,
Namo and others.
Let's start off about this notion about
retrofutures, Rick. Just like talk talk about,
what what makes something retrofuturist
and why cyberpunk is in that category?
Rick Wayne: To define retrofuturism
obviously we need to talk about futurism.
At the simplest level, futurism is an
anticipation of what's to come. Obviously
you have a hopeful continuum there from
guys like Ray Kurzweil and Peter
Diamandis who are doing actual sort of
prediction of what's going to happen to
stuff that Walter talks about at the
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beginning. Novelists like me, we're not really trying to predict what's going to happen as much as provide a sort of
context for a variety of things that could happen in the future. So retrofuturism is looking at past anticipations of what
was to come. One of the best examples I like; there's an old cartoon of Buck Rogers where he's flying around through
space with no helmet on. You know that was something in the audiences of 1930 wouldn't have necessarily picked up
that it was not possible. We can look at that today and have a nice chuckle but most of the time when authors are doing
when they're writing stories is not trying to predict the future as much as just tell something that's novel or interesting.
The retrofuturism is looking back at those past anticipations and and not necessarily to critique them as failed
predictions, but just to sort of reveal what they had to say about the culture that created them. That answer your
question.
David Cake: When cyberpunk started as a literary movement originally their members were simply The Movement
actually before it started. So it was founded by Bruce Sterling as a literary movement, but William Gibson of course
has big success with Neuromancer that everyone really cares about it. But Bruce always thought of it very much as a
literary movement and he had a fanzine that was very influential that talked about it. The Movement got its name
"cyberpunk" from editor Gardner Dozois; he got the word from a story by a Bruce Bethke that had almost nothing to do
with The Movement, but it became a distinct subgenre both selfidentified and as a marketing category within science
fiction. According to Bruce Sterling, he got a chance to make his explanation of how it all worked when he put together
the definitive cyberpunk anthology Mirrorshades and hhe said that the subpart movement had as a one of its goals to
increase the quality of speculation about the future engagement current technological trends. So science fiction would
no longer be about like 1950s technology like rockets and would start to be about what he thought was 80s
technologies, things that were much more intimate with the body and much more to do with communication. In
particular is a wellknown a story by William Gibson in his book Burning Chrome that was a called The Gernsback
Continuum, which was actually was a sort of kick at the groin of earlier SF futurism just talking about how SF had
become sort of frozen and its idea of what the future was.
But the real question is did cyberpunk do any better and looking back at it few years later we can look and go "Well,
no, not really. They've got some things right, but they they failed to predict mobile phones which was very lowtech
then they did predict rich immersive computer interfaces; we don't have that. We don't use these very rich VR
interfaces for anything much. They do get used occasionally, but not the daytoday stuff. They're like 1% of computing
that really cares about interfaces that go beyond. They predicted direct news or interfaces and they also go at other bits
of the world. They sort of predicted that just didn't work but they projected Japan would be this huge world power and
then, very shortly after the sort of peak period in the 80s Japan's economy fell over and couldn't get up. Japan did not
become a massive world power. A lot of the things that they thought Japan was going to make huge like investing
massive amounts of money in AI in the 80s and 90s turned out not to really be a good bet. Then you get stuff like "the
sky was the colour of a television tuned to a dead channel". But but of course the sky was the colour of a television
tuned to a dead channel by the 90s meant blue and now means black, both of which sort of makes sense in context that
give you the completely the wrong image.
Some things age really badly; there will it there was a widely influential thing called Beyond Cyberpunk that was
published as a hypercard stack, which is software that hasn't been updated since 1988. In 1998 Billy Idol had his
Cyberpunk album, which is promoted by a floppy disc. It wasn't even very hightech in the Cyberpunk 2020 game,
which of course is hugely influential. They talked about how in the what in the 2020 we'd have such crazy technology
as a being able to fit a traveling fax machine in a briefcase. You know mirrorshades was the was the iconic fashion
item. Now, we mostly associate them with either with cops or extreme sports, neither of which are is has much to do
with antiauthoritarian computerloving culture …
Travis Johnson [wearing mirrorshades]: I strenuously object!
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David Cake: .. and then the core concern were superrich media interfaces and computers were not something that
caught on. They turned out that simple ubiquitous connection everywhere was the thing. Cyberpunk was really
disconnected and it also became become really disconnected from the the subgenre. So other authors that had nothing
to do with The Movement, the had limited association with The Movement, becomes such a part of the the the subgenre
that we think that are not as connected as people if you do a straightforward look at the history from a literary point of
view. It's got a lot less to do with it. A lot of the authors that were big part of the subgenre like had not very much to do
with The Movement, particularly the Walter John Williams and George Alec Effinger. There are also there's a radical
WT Quick. Who is big at the time who I thought was terribly derivative even then but was a big seller now, there's a
good reasons why that that sort of happened.
Walter John Williams is a fantastic author, but he got his start writing naval fiction, you know about the Age of Sail
and and has written all sorts of excellent things since so while he writes some amazingly great cyberpunk books, you
can understand why he wasn't linked to that movement at all.
George Effinger was a great writer who wrote three books that people immediately said "Oh, this must be part of
cyberpunk", but he didn't. Then the opposite also happened which is a lot of the movement authors that you know were
in Mirrorshades and in Bruce's sort of gang and went on in other directions, such as John Shirley, Lewis Shiner went on
to write mainstream fiction. Meanwhile, the genre, the subgenre. was going was going gangbusters and the RPG people
loved it. We had Cyberpunk, Cyberspace, and Shadowrun all this sort of thing and a lot of this stuff isn't, when you
look at, it isn't even really cyberpunk. So when is cyberpunk not cyberpunk? Well when it's fantasy, so the Shadowrun
RPG was coming those commercials successful RPG that you know dealt with cyberpunk themes but it was also you
know a fantasy RPG at the same time. It's William Gibson meets JRR. Tolkien with elves and dwarves and dragons.
And those were probably deeper aspects of its game world a lot of which was said again weirdly anachronistic with the
economic dominance of Japan and so on.
When is cyberpunk not cyberpunk? When it's a metaphor is for another thing. The Matrix is a good example of a movie
that uses our cyberpunk tropes, but for mostly metaphorical purposes, it's not really. The cyberpunk fashion and plot
elements of in The Matrix are explicitly not real, which is set in a story that set in an eternal 1999. So The Matrix is
explicitly a dream about the past and is really interested if you if you sort of talk about that it. Well, more than that,
then it's actually about technological speculations. What we're left with cyberpunk is about the past now, it's the future
of the 1980s. It's a call to a chronic genre set in the future that never was. More specifically it's the looks and tropes of
that era that can fix up and put another settings and live subculture trends that reference cyberpunks is a cybergoth
fashion. I'm wearing my best cybergoth Tshirt to for the panel as a visual aesthetic. So cyberpunk is sort of become a
design aesthetic. That's that's what we got and it's a cyberpunk has come.
Lev Lafayette: Jason, you've got this extraordinary collection of material that came out at the time and was just
wondering if you could give a few words about that material, about the compilation, and whether this whether that
content thought matches now that retro this retrofuturism.
Jason Scott: Fantastic. So I also want to thank once again Melbourne for its excellent healthcare system that saved my
life three years ago when I had a heart attack there. It is extremely cheap to get a heart attack in in Australia, I'll tell
you. So anybody, if you feel something in your chest just hop on a plane get right to Melbourne and just complain
about chest pains and you will be fine.
Travis Johnson: Right. Y'all think you'll find the healthcare is better in Sydney, but that's just gonna start a whole
fucking argument. We don't have time to get into.
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Jason Scott: I love I love both of you equally; mom loves both of you. Just just for transparency, I was asked to be in
this thing I said, yes, and as far as I can determine that is the full extent of the conversation we've had about planning,
planning which is, we should plan an event. Where I come from, from the era of the bulletin board system, I was born
in 1970 and I had a particularly unpleasant divorce in my family when I was very young and during that time things got
really bad, but I walked away with it. Everybody walks away from a divorce with a different lesson and what nineyear
old Jason walked away from was the fundamental impermanence of life and the distrust of foundational life. So from
that point on whenever I encountered anything I cared about or had a positive reaction to I have found that I have in
some way fundamentally tried to get grab at least some sort of mirror of it something that represents it the parts that I
could easily grab, you know think of it as like extremely kind of like building an entire life around kleptomania. As the
years went on and I encountered bulletin board systems. This is one of the things that I did so I would see a bulletin
board system and I would say what an interesting special unique thing it is obviously going to die. So let me grab as
many copies of it as possible and put it on my floppy disks and I'll figure out what happens later so by the time I got to
my later teens and then in my early 20s, I had a huge stack of floppy disks and from that pile of floppy disks in my late
20s I suddenly decided that with the era of AltaVista, surely everything was on the Internet by now. And so I did
searches about bulletin board systems and found nothing and so feeding it back. I went to my collection of floppy disks
and put them up and that became textfiles.com. So textfiles.com is kind of built from that source. Once you kind of
highlight yourself as a person who collects things like that other people would come forward who it had similar or
tangential collections and those join textfiles.com. That process has been nothing but exponential in the years hence.
One thing we have definitely really gotten good at in the last 70 years is we have become incredibly good at collating,
searching, and interacting with information. Once anything comes into an informational matrix, that is to say, a digital
format. We have so much technology aimed towards transferring it, copying it, enough that people have now realized
the downsides of that. But here we are and after I started working on textfiles.com one of the things that really kind of
came out was that there had been in 1999 and 2000 there was no real collection of stories of the human side that was
falling in between the files. We were losing the kind of the ethnographic piece to the bulletin board system era. So that's
kind of what I started out on what ultimately became BBS: The Documentary which is up for free on YouTube. It is the
greatest five and a half hour movie about bulletin board systems you will ever see, and it was it was both a product but
it's now just out there and the entire purpose was just to tell those missing stories that led me into activism about the
preservation of communities. That got the attention of the Internet Archive and that was a match made in heaven. Many
people think I started the Internet Archive or that I run it. It was just that in 2011 they said "well, we better have you,
work for us, go!" and and my job description is literally to be me and get health insurance from them. So I focused
almost entirely on acquisition of ephemera and materials that are like all parts of different cultures.
So when I walk into a cyberpunk
conference what is important to me is less
like cyberpunk as a subject to me because
as we've seen it's a term that's very fluid and
has a lot of different people involved in it.
But what's important to me is that the
ephemera and the cultural aspects that have
been gained over the last few decades with
that term in any other related term including
terms that don't even know that they're
cyberpunk, yet is to ensure their longevity.
So that a person can go back to Japanese
toy manuals in the 1970s and see parts and
pieces of things that they can reuse or to
find recordings of club events or live
performances or spoken word podcasts that
have happened over the the decades and
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from that derive their own value, their own commentary, their own pieces. That is what I am focused on I am
continuing to focus on that. So I work for archive.org which is the wayback machine. That's the internet's memory and
for me that's that's a lot of what I think of so when people come to me and say something like "what retrofuture?" or
"what do I think about this aesthetic or that or or vapourwave?" The day I discovered vaporwave was the weird day.
That was when I discovered that I was dead because I was told that vaporwave was actually a distillation of cyberpunk
and which I had no idea what those were. Okay, so I just started quietly. putting dirt on myself and now there's just a
little gravestone that says, "Thanks. There you go".
Lev Lafayette: Thank you giving us a bit of a story about us. You're preserving the culture and the cultures of
continuing things. So even the fact that it is a few decades old, this is almost like this is almost like a bunch of hippies
meeting in 1980s like saying "yeah, you know, hippie continues". Well, we've got cyberpunk. It's got this content, this
continuity, a continuum, and is changing culture, which is where what I want to file a pair of questions to Travis and
and Josh, looking both in music and film, respectively. What is it? Do you find that makes a music style cyberpunk, a
film style cyberpunk? What sort of characteristics? What sort of medium?
Travis Johnson: If I may I'll just jump in quickly. I I get a panel on cyberpunk cinema at the Science Fiction Sydney
Film Festival this year when I was doing my due diligence and my research, I'd simply type the terms "Cyberpunk
Cinema" in a Google and the first thing that came up was an article I wrote three years ago with the release of Blade
Runner 2049. So I kind of went "Fuck, no one's actually talking about cyberpunk as a cinematic subgenre as an actual
something like that. We can define and describe so I better fucking do it". So my Christmas present to myself this year
was buy the domain cyberpunkcinema.com which no fucker had bought. That is the placeholder at the moment and
that's something I'm going to be working on going forward and when I figure out what that's going be done through the
first time.
Josh Rombout: I can probably answer the music side of things for me. It's always been that there's an approach to the
subject matter, and then there's the approach to the performance, and because cyberpunk is such a multifaceted genre
writing about cyberpunk when you're writing music is such an expansive thing. It's something that you could have a 13
hour conference about. But the approach to performance is something that so much more palliative and easier to sort of
take to grasp when we have, through the years. we've experimented with different ways of performing music.
I've always liked that phrase "the street finds
its own used for things". I've taken over
peripheral devices that were intended for
something else and either through hardware
or software found a way to control, or make
music. We had this P5 glove which was like
a manufactured in the early 2000s company
called Essential Realities. They did a lot of
the HMD displays for dentists and watch a
little virtual movie and that kind of thing.
They made this video game peripheral glove
thing and I basically was was mapped all the
tones to my fingers and was making music
with that and it kind of became a
performanceoriented device. and I've done
the same thing where I would try to it was like playing guitar, but I had a graphics tablet instead, and yes, you've got
XY but I was more interested in like the pressure sensitivity of it and showing people that you can make music with
technology intended for different purposes.
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I wanted to capture that feeling the way maybe someone like patagon might describe a future band and how they were
sort of outrageous and doing different outrageous things with hardware. That is what we have done, what I am excited
about, and which is still kind of in early stages at the moment; making music with the mind, using interfaces like some
of the open source EEG type sensor stuff that's currently available to try to convert that to MIDI information and other
kinds of information to make music, sitting there with that on your head because for me our brainmachineinterface
instrument is the most cyberpunk thing I can think of. There are a couple of different developers work by emotive news
. They're all making these kind of cheap readily accessible sensors, and we are in the early stages of it. If I was to say
that they work well at even doing what they're supposed to do. It's early stuff. But being on the frontier of that sort of
thing is is really interesting. I try to combine the music and the frontier technology and for me at least from a
performance that makes it slightly interesting.
Lev Lafayette: Well just what actually what what you brought up there was really interesting about the actual medium
being important. I would take it that you would probably also think that there is a an attitude an antiauthoritism as
well, which would be it'd be the punk side of the cyberpunk equation. And on fashion, a quick search around you'll find
an example a body modification by Naomi Wu who, quite famously, built herself glowinthedark breast implants
which basically change colour to the music frequency. This is the very visceral, very personal technology, and I just
want to travel here on this particular on this because you've got to list there on it essay of you know, core characteristics
of what make up cyberpunk films. For example Star Wars has got bionics will obviously isn't cyberpunk. So it's got
cyber without the punk you've got like twenty of other examples where the things are aren't combined on that level.
Max Headroom is an early example where it is. Recently, we see films like Black Mirrors Bandersnatch of where film
where can the film go in terms of interaction and narrative.
Travis Johnson: Well, well, well, what did that work? Like I was kind of outsider in there. I think and and this is me
like with my fucking critic hat on that when we're looking at cyberpunk cinematically. It's an aesthetic and not a set of
narrative tropes. I think, cinematically, cyberpunk is defined by the look and not necessarily the narrative, the plot, the
technology. As I said in that in that essay, it's like yeah the Supreme Court definition of porn. You're going to know it
when you see it. I think that is very much how we we need to approach cyberpunk in cinema. It's like yeah, you know it
when you see it. So Blade Runner is cyberpunk, Star Wars is not, Johnny Mnemonic is cyberpunk and and frankly that
film needs reappraisal. You motherfuckers should go out and watch that again because that's a good time. Henry
Rollins is a fucking street medic. It's great. The Six Million Dollar Man is not even though the main character is a
cyborg. It is about attitude the what I find interesting and you know, like because no one else is really writing about or
talking about cyberpunk as a cinematic genre I get to define this so basically whatever I say is the truth, it's fucking
awesome.
Cinema and television are very fucking expensive enterprise and as stuff gets more expensive it kind of automatically
becomes more conservative because you need to appeal to a very broad market base in order to get your money back.
So occasionally we get amazing fucking goals like Blade Runner 2049, which I'm still kind of fucking amazed anyone
let anyone make which of course died of fucking death the box office, but we can look at it. Now even three years later
and go like that's an amazing fucking film that is cyberpunk as fuck. It's incredible. But the flip side of that is a game
like Cyberpunk 2077, which is politically, sociologically, a piece of shit, right like that is a that is a dog shit fucking
commercialized version of cyberpunk.
So what you got to watch in terms of television and cinema is that they will commodify your rebellion and sell it back
to you and you've got to fucking keep an eye on that. That'll be very fucking wary if I can do a scout out to a great TV
series, which has been fucking buried a few years ago. There was a series which came out called Incorporated. Was
produced by fucking Matt Damon and Ben Affleck went for one season and it is one of the best cyberpunk series I've
ever fucking seen, it basically goes Max Headroom. We're all across the Cyberpunk 2020 role playing game, right? All
right. So this is like what if everyone was a corporate the corporate character class and it's incredible and it seems
something fucking buried it only ever came out on DVD not even fucking Bluray. I can't find it streaming anywhere. I
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think you can buy it on on Apple maybe but that's fucking it. But this is a perfect example, I think of people working in
the cyberpunk idiom kind of using the corporate oligarchies resources against them and kind of being punished for it
because like it died a bit.
We're actually being very very carefully conditioned to expect a high level of technical skill and Acumen and and
Sheen and Design. so, you know like the Mandalorian looks like a fucking billion bucks, right but really rebellious and
interesting and political cinema in television pretty much by default. Is not going to attract the kind of budget. That is
going to achieve the level of visual and technical sophistication that we've become accustomed to. So I think going
forward, you know, if you want to keep on cyberpunk cinema, so I'll come television you kind of go let go of that a
little bit and recognize that the really cool shit as as fucking Gibson once wrote the real interesting shit happens in
interstitial spaces. You got to keep an eye on what's happening on fringes on the edge where people are where not only
does the street find its own useful things. But cinema finds its own needs for things and that's where you're going to see
really interesting political angriest fucking rebellious and provocative sort of cyberpunk screenworks and not
necessarily the Matrix 4. I'm totally excited. I'm just saying beware of big budget tracking productions. That's all I'm
just saying that that massive Hollywood productions, oh not even. Hollywood's just a fucking like a label. We slept on
things now Hollywood doesn't exist anymore, but I'm just saying that big budget need to be profitable productions like
that. Tend to be inherently conservative in their aims. But Matrix 4 could fucking prove me wrong man, if there's ever a
film which is gonna split some fucking cool shit into the conversation on a budget scale like i's going be that one, right?
Jason Scott: I'll paraphrase a paraphrase one of my favorite people who said I had a premonition during Matrix 3 that
Matrix 4 wasn't going to be very good. But who knows what will happen?
Travis Johnson: Hey, man, I live in Hope and I go into every film hoping it's gonna blow my fucking mind. I never
approach cinema or television cinepolis. I always go in for hoping that I'm just going to get psychic software written.
Josh Rombout: Watching 2049, I was sitting there going. I think I may be witnessing the last great American piece of
Cinema.
Lev Lafayette: One panelist of seven hasn't
had a word in yet: Dan Smith, illustrator.
Now, this is a an interesting area because I
want to ask whether what are the main kind
of characteristics for this. What are the
elements of cyberpunk different to a subsets
in illustration. Is it retrofuturist? And what
what about the medium? Will there be a
movement away from ink on paper or
canvas, are we going digitized traditional
mediums or providing a ccontinuum?
Where does an illustrator find themselves in
both presenting cyberpunk? So I'll let Dan
jump in now.
Dan Smith: Okay, well my background if
you can bear with me. My involvement in
the roleplaying game industry with the
cyberpunk stuff was with Steve Jackson
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Games Cyberpunk, Cyberworld and Cybercthulhu. I did work on Shadowrun and the Cybermaster line for I.C.E..
Basically anything that comes across the table I'll do, For me as an artist, you know back in the day, of the 90s, and
doing that type of project, the major thing that I got from it was that cyberpunk, really was, the class struggle. It was a
class struggle between the corporates who had everything and then the people were rebelling against the corporate
society who had to do, with what they had, to compete or overcome them.
One of the the things about the time period
that when we were drawing, that Jeff
Laubenstein had touched upon, something
that we all instantly jumped on, because it
was the perfect metaphor for it. All the the
player characters would be of that lower
level. And so when they had headjacks, he
chose to use the cord from a phone as being
the visual representation of the nontech
level that everybody else is at to being their
their pathway, to you know, being online
and being in the virtual medium. So that's
what the retro part of it that we all glommed
onto and then expanded upon when we
would show cyberpunk, because of that class
struggle and today's thing, when you were
wondering about how we would put that out
visually and what we would do as artists.
Digital media would be more in line for what's going on here because back then we saw the internet as being something
along the lines of an abstract. A plan of existence. Whereas now we absolutely, because of Matrix and things like that,
we see it, you know, if we would go into that it would be an actual 3D realized world that we would be able to interact
in and the way we would see it in that manner. I think really any kind of a visualization of cyberpunk nowadays from
somebody, you know, has to be taking whatever we find technologically challenging, you know, as as player characters
and modifying those so that we are showing "the haves" that we "have nots" have access to their world it just in a more
clever manner and a more visually inspiring manner.
I've done some recent cyberpunk stuff, but my people really really want to see that retrovision of it, that lower class
struggle trying to beat "the haves". For me as an artist anything that that speaks of that is really what a cyberpunk visual
says to me, you know, no matter whether you go back to the 80s look, with with the grids and and all that stuff that they
call “outrun” now if it's something that is old that's been retrofitted, a steampunk kind of a thing. whatever it takes. but I
really think that that's where the interests visually lies in the the patchwork that the human mind can can modify to
make work for them under a dire circumstances, if that makes any sense at all.
Lev Lafayette: That makes a good sense actually. Thank you, Dan. I think we can talk in terms of the word, in those
two components. "Cyber" being the technology, "Punk" being the broader sense,. not necessarily just like the more
narrow subcultural musical style, but rather reflecting the ideas of the "have nots" and rebelliousness by using
technology again against "the haves", as you've called them. In the past week recently was a meme about cyberpunk
minus the punk probably should be described as "neonliberalism", it was quite an absolute term because you've often
do get a glorification of the technology and the aesthetic but without the without the attitude and without the social
conflict.
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Travis Johnson: I believe in groups of cyber prep, as in cyber preppies
Lev Lafayette: Yep, you're absolutely that's right. Lloyd Blankeship couldn't come unfortunately to this conference.
Actually, I was a play tester for GURPS Cyberpunk and I actually ran a session for Swancon XV, posted off my play
testers notes, and then they were promptly snaffled as part of Operation Sun Devil.
As a result I'm not credited as a playtester in the book, but Lloyd Blankenship has actually told me "Yes. I do recognize
your contributions. And if we ever do a second edition, I'll stick you back in there again, so that may yet happen."
Travis Johnson: If I may, Dan Smith huge fan man. Like I'm an old Shadowrun hack from like first edition onwards
and saw your work in GURPS as well and every single card of the Illuminati collectible card game from Steve Jackson
games, and I'm all of your talents. I just wanted to say that for the record because we'll probably never cross paths
again.
Dan Smith: That's very kind of you. Thank you so much. I do tend to the Twin Towers blowing up. But I do the
Pentagon blowing up. And and for those two I have locked my my spot in history. I've left my carbon imprint. So yeah.
Lev Lafayette: Ah, a question from a little while back. Hang on. I'm just trying to find it in the chat.
Jason Scott: I put I put guys like Dan Smith way ahead of me because Dan Smith makes the stuff that guys like me
curate. So he's bringing ideas into the world. I'm just trying to make them a little easier to find. I just want that clear. So
don't glorify me just because I have a cute society.
Dan Smith: I try to make it worth looking up for your curation. That doesn't work. What I hope to do is that when you
finally look at you go. Oh at least at least I got something out of it as opposed to what the hell.
Jason Scott: Yeah, so I saw that question. It was an interesting question because I was trying to figure out how to
describe what I'm doing so so here's the thing, right? The most fascinating aspect of what I'm doing which is in many
ways a continuation of what others have been doing for centuries is grabbing items from the world to ensure longevity
where they themselves by their own nature would not otherwise persist. There's a lot of things that will persist, right?
Acts of violence, declarations of country, institutions of certain stripe. Like they are built in a way that they have such
an effect that it would take years for them to disappear. But there's a whole variety of other work and some people will
look at it as like they'll use phrases like "underrepresented voices", but even that's not a very good track.
Anything that doesn't have its own persistence kind of built in, recordings of life performances, 'zines, tags, brochures.
Sometimes commerciallyoriented, sometimes not, and then utilizing whatever technology we have now to make them
easy to find and retrieve or at least vaguely so, if you're able to so. For example, I've has a massive collection now of
rave flyers. I'll just use that since it kind of overflows with this group and rave tapes from both the Toronto Rave scene
and others and in all those cases another one is the DNA Lounge has been very friendly to work with us. All of the live
performances at the DNA Lounge since 2001, when it was taken over by Jamie Zawinski, are on the Internet Archive in
full. You can listen to the full performances of every live performance along with all the flyers that were made for it
and all the attendant things. Now, what people will say to me is a question similar to that which is "what do you expect
will be done with this?" or "What's the value in it? Where is it going?" That's, really seriously, not my department. A
person will come along and they will derive a value from it that I can't perceive they will ask a question that the
material itself may be able to answer. A really good example is we have the full run of the Bell Systems Technical
Journal which you was the engineering journal of the Bell Telephone system in America and somebody commented on
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one, I'll always remember this. It's completely obscure, it's like volume 67 issue 8 whatever but all they wrote at the
bottom was this is the birth certificate of the 19 inch rack. What they're talking about is the document where they first
really kind of propose 19 inches is the default for a server rack, which is now so ubiquitous you end up it could easily
have moved into the mythology of you know, how wide tracks are in railroad due to the Roman Empire and things
people like to say because it's cute here.
We have this kind of reference now, somebody might be able to debate that but the fact that by putting up all of this
technical documentation somebody is able to derive that that happens every day at the archive piles and piles of things.
There are tens of thousands of shareware CDROMs we have been grabbing, thousands of driver CDs that came with
all the machines over the course of the last 20 years, with the idea of being that somebody will dig into them at some
point automatically or not and they will find things. We didn't know they will find evidence of chicanery, approaches to
how to tell the story of a machine working. That will be amazing and I will probably be dead but every once in a while
somebody will come along, do a search find something, and bring it to me and they'll always use a phrase by the way
that drives professional archivists mad. Luckily I'm not a professional archivist, which is a phrase to say something like
it was sitting in the dusty archives and they didn't know what they had. And it's always like well, no, they don't give a
shit what they have because they know they have a whole variety of things. Right, like nobody like the purpose of an
archivist is to ensure it's persistent so that people can come and find value but their value is in keeping the the
collection such a way that it's functional and accessible and not dusty so that that's just one of those things to always
thank the staff that led you to the thing because they really did work to make it that there was a thing for you to find.
Anyway, that's that's like, I don't know if this answers the question, but I mean, I am finding I'm fascinated by people
for whom my 1980s bulletin board system life is their historical fiction and that's continuing right now. There are
people who are 18 or 19. I had a real mind below a few years ago. When the creator Christine Love created a game
called Digital: A Love Story and used textfiles.com as her primary source of material. It's an alternative cyberpunk
story of bulletin board systems set in 1988 and Christine Love was born in 1989. I am at a hacker conference, I flew
Christine in from Canada and just quizzed her because I'm like, "This was me. What did you think this was?" In the
same way we might try to imagine what living in the Civil War is like or going through the Roaring Twenties. "hat?
What was it?"
It was illuminating. She mostly thought it was very it must have been very sad and lonely and I was like, "no it's not"
but that was her impression. So she kind of put that into the work and now get rid of us people who ever touched
modems or whoever touched "vintage" equipment. What will that perception [EDIT] by you? Well, they look at it and
say back then they were really free and they'll perceive it that way and they'll go with it or they'll say "How did they
survive day to day without streaming services?" Like they'll you'll be able to tell them how you were able to watch a
movie illegally because there used to be things called multiplexes and you would go to one movie and then run into the
other after the credits for running and nobody was the wiser. They'll never understand that and it'll be portrayed as if
you're some sort of bizarre, you know dystopian hero from decades past. That's that's what excites me. Every once in a
while I see hints of it and it's it's delightful to watch. That was a very long answer, but I didn't know how many more
bites of the apple I was going to get at this event.
David Cake: I kind of I think it's I just mentioned that metaphor. The Electronic Frontiers Foundation and from it the
it's it's a sibling organizations, like Electronic Frontiers Australia, has that metaphor of the of the frontier the the wild
west of the of the as the you know, this "undiscovered country" of cyberspace and that notion of cyberspace is a very
interesting one as well, but that the way definitely feel like we have we have lived. We are the people who have lived
through that era of it being a wild undiscovered frontier and now we are in the era of the the you know civilization
rolling in and that being the the original pioneers being outdated and and turned into an anachronistic embarrassing
relic.
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Travis Johnson: Wait, wait, John Wayne at the end of the searches normally got a walk out of the fucking farmhouse
because we don't belong to us.
David Cake: Yeah, yeah, and we're living through essentially Deadwood where the railways coming to town and and
the big mining corporation either going to crush us all and that is what I mean. That is Facebook essentially and the
other world gardens are attempting to just civilize the place and get rid of it and turn it into it something that's nicely
run and where we're all this do it yourself. Anarchistic stuff is a is an awkward anachronistic rebellion that we've got to
get rid of. So in some way it can be seen as that the literature of that frontier, of the cyberspace frontier, and of course,
it will become outdated because that's what happens to the the wild frontier. It just becomes paved over.
Lev Lafayette: Way over time on this panel, but again another panel, which we could actually spend an entire day on
cultural artifacts. By the way here is a PDP 11 main memory board; you can see it individual bit there. Okay, both
technology and culture. We calculated we have had a look at cyberpunk we've gone from retro futurism. We've looked
at the slight the main components. We've combined our "cyber" and "punk" will come back in a few minutes to look at
technological trajectories, which I think this is interesting because a particularly when we talk about cyberpunk as a
subgenre. I guess a alternative take on cyberpunk that has been updated.
Travis Johnson: Walter Jon Williams, I just want to finish the two thoughts. One is that I've decided that were going
be a friends now, he's got no choice in the matter. I'm just going inflict my friendship upon him. Two if we're talking
about cyberpunk cinema. I know that Walter just joined the conversation and I still have to wonder where the fuck is
my Hardwired movie. It is a sin that that film has doesn't exist. It's my favorite fucking cyberpunk book of all time, and
there's no cinematic interpretation of it yet and it offends me on a base level.
Walter Jon Williams: Well, I I agree with you. I'm terribly offended by this too. And I I went when summer when a
Hardwired first came out, you know, it went to all the studios, and they said no. Because it would cost 50 million
dollars. Right and 50 million dollars is nothing now. But it's still on the records of all of the studios as being unmakable
because it would be too expensive.
Travis Johnson: Oh shit, no it's totally doable. It is absolutely doable. I'm not saying you're saying bullshit. Well I'm
saying I'm disagreeing with the studios interpretation.
Walter Jon Williams: No, he well I yeah, I agree with your agreeing and and here's the problem also, which has been
the problem all the way through which is that you have to find an agent or a producer. Who understands cyberpunk to
present this to a filmmaker who understands cyberpunk and who can then convince a studio? That doesn't understand
cyberpunk to finance a cyberpunk venture.
Travis Johnson: I think like Netflix is a natural home for it. But I'm worried that Netflix tends to do these 10 episodes
seasons and they tend to pad the middle and it gets really flabby and and hardwired moves like a fucking bullet man
that moves like a laser and I I am in horror of the idea of that that particular text getting fucking padded out just to serve
a required 10 episode commitment. Like that's really like, that's an anathema.
Walter Jon Williams: They know how long it's going to take when they commit to this right? So they realize that
they're in trouble and they start writing padding and it doesn't work. Sometimes the padding works and you don't even
see it. Right, you don't see it there. But the thing is that they commit to 10 episodes you're being paid for 10 episodes.
And the and the smart thing would be this and the well, the proper thing would be to say "no, it's it's only six episodes
worth of story. So we're only going to make six episodes and we're going to turn down the money for all of those extra
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four episodes".
Travis Johnson: Mmm, which is fucking tough, I saw your question there and I concur um, and I won't you want to let
me write a script for you like if what you can you can shop around if you don't.
Walter Jon Williams: I have all rights, if you happen to know film producer who's got 300 million to spare. Put him in
touch with me and we'll talk.
Travis Johnson: Let me see what I can do man. Let me see what I can.
Jason Scott: I think I think that's the number one thing that people who aren't I I've been peripherally involved with
that industry at various points and part. That's the hardest to get across to people is it's an Olympic level event that
doesn't necessarily get the best athletes or have the actual best events. Like the films when they get out the other end,
it's because this guy went to a party with this guy. And it's not because everyone looked at the great piece of work that
everyone talked about and said well obviously we'll make a movie.
Walter Jon Williams: Well, I remember what Gibson said about Johnny Mnemonic. He said that 50% of the money
was on the screen and the other 50% was graphed.
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CYBERPUNK GAMING
By Tod Foley and Daniel Tosello
Lev Lafayette: Now that was an appropriate lead into our like last main panel for the day before we go into the
auction, of course. The auction itself will have a huge variety of things. So please do consider sort of like I'm jumping
in making a prebid. I would like to take this opportunity going into the gaming panel to introduce a steadfast member
of the community and that that is a Tod Foley. I'm told by Tod he didn't make an absolute fortune from his Cyberspace
roleplaying game, but it struck a chord among a number of people, and certainly the gaming group that I was involved
in in the early 90s as we were looking at various cyberpunk roleplaying games that are available at the time. We were
looking at things, you know, there was a Cyberpunk, of course, there was Shadowrun, and everybody in their dog was
still like getting into it. It could be a fairly crunchy system based on Rolemaster and all that, but it absolutely oozed a
great deal of style and was an extraordinary consistent like piece of work. Tod also brought out Watch the World Die
(2014), and the rather remarkable Day Trippers (2015), the founder of the interactive development studio "As If
Productions", and series curator for the Ubiquicity shared speculative fiction environment. Tod has also worked for
SAMS publishing and Intel as a technical writer. You have got the floor to basically give us great and greater detail in
all these bentures and where cyberpunk and cyberpunk gaming arm is heading in your mind. Go for it Tod
Tod Foley: Okay. I have had a great time listening to the last few hours of conversations and there's been so much
touched on that I'm really glad was touched on  political angles, evolutionary angles, societal and cultural angles. It
means that despite the fact that I’d love to jam you full of all sorts of anarchist theory, I kind of don't have to because
we've already covered a lot of that ground; my brothers and sisters out there have been pretty well represented, a broad
spectrum of ideas has been represented and
it allows me to just sort of... I'm going to try
to not be too political. Although it's
impossible to be completely apolitical when
dealing with subjects like this, basically my
career as it intersects with cyberpunk as a
genre.
So I start off around 1988. I get a call from
Pete Fenlon and Terry Amthor at Iron
Crown. I've been working for Iron Crown
for a couple years at this point. I wrote some
stuff for Space Master, including the
Spacemaster Companion which later fed
into Space Master edition two. That was a
very popular thing, and I wrote a bunch of
modules for them. So I get this call one day
and they want to know if I've read any
cyberpunk. I'd read Neuromancer, but I was
not actually aware that “cyber” was like, a
word that was in general use. I needed a
little bit of updating. They wanted me to go
look at this game by R. Talsorian, this
“Cyberpunk” game  they actually sent me
a free copy, but I refused to open it because
I didn't want to look at another artist's work
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before I produced my take on the genre. So instead I started doing a hyperrealist kind of a thing. I started looking at
books that were nonfiction, presenting realistic emerging technologies. People like Arthur C Clark and Isaac Asimov
and Alvin Toffler and those kind of people  futurists looking at what they expected the future to be  and then I sort
of wove that in with what I got out of Gibson and Sterling and the other cyberpunk authors.
What I produced of course was very very clunky because Iron Crown is perhaps... aside from maybe Chivalry and
Sorcery, I think most people when you say the word "crunch", Iron Crown is very often the next thing that comes to
mind. It’s a very crunchy system, and yet I think the philosophy there is the reason I was drawn to their products and
wrote the fan letter that got me hired by them in the first place: if you have a character sheet that's so complex, no
matter what weird idea happens, no matter what the game master comes up with, there's a number somewhere on that
page that'll tell us exactly how to adjudicate the situation, and that was the goal for having all that crunch. Now... that
crunch will fade away in my design philosophy and in the industry as we move forward, but let's continue moving
forward.
In early 1989, Iron Crown became the second roleplaying game company to
produce a cyberpunk themed game. That was my own book CyberSpace. Can
you see that? [screenshare] That was the original first edition cover that was
made by Rick Veitch, the guy who did Swamp Thing. So that was pretty cool.
They changed the cover out for the second edition, I'm not exactly sure why,
but so that's 1989 and Mike Pondsmith beats me to it right and, isn't it
interesting by the way that Mike Pondsmith is both bookends of this
conversation? First in 1988 the first cyberpunk RPG to come out, and we're
going to end this conversation with Mike Pondsmith’s Cyberpunk 2077
coming out to 2020.
In 1989 we had not yet had the collapse of the Berlin Wall. Well, today if you
read the timeline that I laid out  the obligatory timeline in the CyberSpace
book I find that of the technological advances that I predicted, many of
them actually happened faster than I thought they would. Many. Not all, but
many. However the political stuff  it all went completely off the rails less
than one year later when the Berlin Wall fell. I had predicted the Cold War
becoming a threeway kind of thing with China also involved, going on all the way into the next century. Well, of
course the very next year everything political that I had said completely falls apart.
In 1989 Hardwired also comes out  Walter John Williams. We see Shadowrun and a couple other lesser known
cyberpunk games come out next, and at that point it seems like everyone has to release a cyberpunk game, and
Cyberpunk 2020 comes out because you know, Mike Pondsmith is not done owning this terrain yet. Then GURPS
Cyberpunk comes out in 1990, which has already been mentioned. So there's Steve Jackson and Loyd Blankenship, the
whole story about getting raided, I don't have to talk about that.
Okay, in 1992 Neil Stevenson writes Snow Crash. Here's the point where postmodernism in the real world catches up
with cyberpunk in the fictional world. Cyberpunk as a genre becomes a parody of itself, and it's not that long from
Neuromancer to Snow Crash. For a genre to go that quickly to a parody of itself says something about the rapidity of
the media, and the speed at which we move through what we might now call “memetic” structures. The postmodern is
catching up with itself, starting to eat its own tail. Everything is moving faster and faster. So cyberpunk becomes a
parody of itself really quickly in the same year 1992.
By this time I've decided to take roleplaying into other avenues, trying to extend it, to see where I could go with role
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playing theory and roleplaying design. So I started working on what would later be called a LARP, although at the
time we called it “HyperTheater.” We didn't know the word “LARP” yet. I produced something called Ghosts in the
Machine, that fused a sort of cyberpunk corporate dystopian world with a supernatural world, in which spirits from the
other side could be contacted through cyberspace, and they were joining up with the downtrodden in the revolution
against the elite powers that rule the world. So there I’m trying to stretch beyond the existing genre, and beyond the
existing model of what a roleplaying game could be. Ghosts in the Machine was an eighthour long experience that
presented a fictional party taking place 50 years in the future. You were given a short MyersBrigg evaluation on your
way in, and this is how you got your character, two pieces of information, a little bit of play money, and then you were
thrown into the game. Over two hundred people came through this little semiscripted party over the course of eight
hours, and then we ran it again the next day and it didn't work out exactly the same way  which is good, because the
whole point of an interactive presentation is that it can wind up differently. This is a semiscripted roleplay involving a
revolving live audience, in which you could take part in changing the end of the story, right, so there are a couple
different tiers going on in it. There's a first tier where you could have minor encounters and maybe win some money,
lose some money, pick up an interesting piece of information or an artifact. There's a second tier where there were short
story lines. What we would today call “quests,” sort of floating freely out there. Most of these were attached to one or
another NPC played by actors. They too were semiscripted: once in a while we’d do what today’s video games call a
“cutscene,” a couple actors would interface in a very loud way and drop a couple clues, and then people would start
moving again. Basically at that point both cyberpunk as a genre and roleplaying as a medium had started to feel to me
like a wellpaced cage. I was trying to find ways to get out of both of them. I got out of cyberpunk by mixing it with my
mystical spiritual ideas and pushing that genre into some other kind of hybrid genre.
I got out of the roleplaying industry and I started working first in theatre and then online, as soon as I saw that the
Internet had developed enough complexity to program virtual interactive environments that were graphical. I jumped
from BBSes to the Internet immediately. Even before the web I was building MUDs and interactive fiction branching
narratives online, and this became my new medium. For the next ten years or so I would go on building virtual worlds
and virtual spaces online. One of them I won a GII award for  a Global Information Infrastructure award  that was
The World of South Park. I was hired by Comedy Central to use The Palace software to build what eventually became a
200room virtual chat environment where you came in and you chose a head and a body and some pants and props 
yes you could play Mr. Hankey  but most people assembled a human out of hundreds of props that myself and my
team put together, and then you'd enter the world of South Park and again everything was semiscripted. I had a staff; a
staff of people running around in a cartoon world, involving people in plotlines just for the hell of it. We actually got
paid to do this! That was something that could only happen in the 90s. As soon as the dotcom crash happened, suddenly
no huge properties were willing to drop a couple hundred grand into exploring the possibilities of virtual worlds online
with their IP. What do you know? It would be a long time before you saw that sort of thing happen again.
Now we zoom back in, then zoom forward again, because stuff is going on in the culture. We see the advance of
neoliberalism from the 80s into the 90s, and a resurgence of direct action. We see activists on the ground. We see
people identifying as anarchists and socialists, publicly and openly. We see the Battle of Seattle. We see socialist
groups. We see ecoactivists. This comes along with a newly dawning postmodern mindset, which is entering the
culture both in our media and in our consciousness, and in our awareness that it's harder and harder to view politics or
grand narratives seriously with an unsuspicious eye. We've entered the age of irony. If you look at our television
commercials today, in which products mock themselves or fail to even identify themselves, we see that both in our
media and in our mindset we've entered this age where nothing is certain. The Internet has come along, and that's about
to make that even more so. You think about the Deep Fakes phenomenon and very soon you’re talking about a
cyberpunk dystopia. You're not only not going to be able to tell the difference between what's real and what's not, but
even whether the person that you're looking at using your AR goggles or VR lenses or whatever is who they say they
are, or saying what you're hearing. There's very little to prevent us from falling into just a complete, I want to say a
Baudrillardian nightmare, but something I like about Baudrillard is he has sort of gleeful positivity, like there's
something fun about the falcon not hearing the falconer, and everything’s dissolving into a revolving chaos in which we
can all be anything. It’s kinda cool.
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So all that's happening through this postmodern mindset, which comes mostly from French postmodern philosophy and
has a lot of leftist tendency to it, so critical theory begins to creep into public awareness and into the academy, which is
where a lot of roleplaying game designers come from. I mean, that's where we first play when we're in college, and
then we get out and think stupidly “I might be able to make a career out of this!” And what you see is that the theory
becomes part of the academic conversation all the way up to today's leftleaning Indie Games, the “dirty hippie” games,
and today's social justice movements. That's a continuous thread in the world of roleplaying. It would not be long
before the rules and the players, and the gamemaster, and even the whole question of what it is that we're doing when
we play a roleplaying game would come into question. The year's 1999 when The Forge is founded by Ed Healey and
Ron Edwards, and this becomes a sort of a hotbed of indie game development: new ideas about games. Sorcerer, My
Life with Master, Dogs in the Vineyard, InSpectres, and the biggie, 2010’s Apocalypse World by D. Vicent Baker.
These were games that started to break down the traditional structure of the GM, the players, and what exactly we were
here to do, and start looking at things on different levels, where the player might prefer an actor stance, or a director or
author stance, or where the role of the GM might be spread around the table. It could be done in roundrobin fashion, or
it could just be distributed as a set of general features that anyone can do at any time. So the whole hierarchical
structure of games, like the hierarchical structure of our society, begins to come into question.
In 2012 The Forge shut down, but the Indie revolution had already occurred. You can't put the genie back in the bottle.
And because the Indie revolution had infused game design theory with so much leftleaning politics again all the way
up to the present day, the reaction  which came from the OSR  tended to lean to the right. Now, I find this bizarre
because as an individualist anarchist, I kind of consider myself off that map completely. But it's funny and I've seen this
many times  maybe you have too  any time you set up a largescale roleplaying system of any kind, it could be a
LARP, it could be a roleplaying game with like ten or more people in it. It probably even happens in group encounters
sessions and things like this. Basically it really doesn't take long for any social group to break into two parts. They will
choose an issue, and they will form two groups. They will bifurcate. Then that becomes the purpose of the society: to
decide which of these two is “right.” I know this sounds like I'm talking about Left versus Right politics but it really
could be anything. It's just a tendency that social groups have once they reach a certain size. So the whole hierarchical
structure comes into question, you start seeing things spread out, you start seeing a tendency toward democracy, and
that's the whole idea of distributing the role of the GM, questioning whether or not the GM is an authority figure or
some sort of facilitator, or another word. It comes straight out of the social justice movement.
There are some of us who don't fall into this division, this conflict. There are some of us who see the entire toolbox 
that is the "left side" of the narrativist structures and shared control, and the "right side" of the toolbox with the rigid
hierarchical structure and GM control and you know, maybe even railroading. (Who knows? I think it can have its
uses.) But yet that whole spectrum is really available to any designer, any time. It's there. There's no reason to limit
yourself to one side of the toolbox or the other, and so we begin to see the first of what we now call “hybrid” games.
This is a game that fuses some traditional structure with some narrativist twist or angle or change in the player's
perspective, for instance from character stance or active stance to director stance or author stance.
In 2015 my first hybrid game was DayTrippers  the first manifestation of what today is called the CORE system (the
Creative Options Roleplaying Engine)  and it intends to aim right down the middle, fusing the traditional structuralist
approach with a hybridization of narrativist approaches, freeing up control so that both players and GMs contribute, and
more “prompting” than “adjudicating” to determine details. So it sort of shares the simplicity of a traditional structure
with the flexibility and onthespot collaborative creativity that narrativists enjoy, when you sit down on a table and
nobody really knows what's going to happen.
DayTrippers is set one hundred years in the future, and there's this piece of technology that's been invented. It's... I don't
want to get too much into it, but basically it allows you to slip into other dimensions and travel back again for up to
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twentyfour hours. These dimensions form a massive multiverse including multiple timelines, Earth’s past, Earth's
future, alternative dimensions, dream worlds, pocket realities, chaotic dimensions, you name it, it's out there. It's the
multiversal interpretation of quantum mechanics, right? It's that personified, with a vehicle that allows you to travel to
any one of these spots, map it, exploit it, and come back to Earth hopefully alive. I didn't really think too much about
what the regular world was like, but I dropped in a bunch of sardonic hints because this is the age of irony, right? This
is the Age of Suspicion. My view on the future is pretty sardonic, and absolutely anticorporate. So my idea of the dark
future where corporations rule everything is dimly appealing but it's also something I want to poke fun at, so the world
of DayTrippers is a cyberpunk dystopia but it's full of irony, just dripping with irony. It's more Stephenson than Gibson,
and painted with a very broad brush.
Around this time The Sprawl comes out from Ardens Ludere, and then The Veil comes out in 2016, by Fraser Simons.
Both are based on the “Powered by the Apocalypse” engine. This engine had helped revolutionize everything back in
the days of The Forge, and they pushed it into a cyberpunk orientation by adding some very new and very cool ideas.
Around the time Fraser's writing The Veil, I'm asking myself "What really is the world of DayTrippers like?" Because
it's fun, but now I'm actually running the game and my players, once in a while they want to do something that's not just
slipping in another dimension and coming back. Who knows, maybe they want to explore the world a little bit. So what
does that world look like? Can we ask that question realistically? Is it even a smart idea to ask that question realistically
in a game that has its tongue so far in its cheek?
But I couldn't stop gnawing on that question, so I started doing a lot of research. What were the futurists saying now?
Back in 1988 I had read everything that was available and had postulated a future based on that. So I started doing it
again. But there's a lot more going on now, and it's all so fast, it all moves so fast, we have biotech and nanotech, we
have, you know, 3G, 4G, 5G... We have the
Internet as a phenomenon. We have social
networks. We have quantum computers.
And all of these things are going to converge
in ways that quickly become too much for
one man to get handle on, so I pulled
together a team to help me build a world,
calling the genre “Fractopian Fiction” for
reasons I'll get to in a minute, and we called
the setting “Ubiquicity.” It's a city of
ubiquitous computing. One feature of this
world is that, at least in the most uptodate
zones  that is to say the most wealthy
zones  everything is automated. Everything
is assisted by AI, everyone's accompanied
by a digital system who speaks to you, either
in your head or in your glasses or through
your PDAs... These AIs are aware of you,
they know you better than you know
yourself, and can predict things you're going
to want before you actually open your mouth
and ask for them. This sort of “Mercutious
Character” rides along with you like a
sidekick. You need that because everyone's
going to be living in a different world 
because you've got an augmented display,
and the ability to choose the filters you wish,
the games you wish, the menus you wish, and the types of information you're interested in. So the person standing next
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to you is no longer living in the same world. You’re facing the same direction, but you're seeing very different things.
This is a world that becomes fragmented not only in terms of verticallystacked socioeconomic layers but horizontally
divided columns of completely separate worlds, everyone’s living atop each other or alongside each other, and the
social terrain becomes fragmented, the world is fragmented. Everyone has their own sort of personal world.
Some of the features of this Fractopian world that we came up with... I'll give you the core assumptions: We don't
destroy ourselves within one hundred years (because there'd be no point playing in that game, right? Someone already
wrote that game.) Things become more and more privatised, we get corporate charters leading to something like
corporate feudalism, with corporations usurping many of the roles once played by governments. And it happens
willingly because the market moves faster than the government, the government runs out of money but the corporations
haven't, and they persist in gaming the data which allows them to further exploit the control that they already have, and
that improves a lot...
I'll just say Huxley’s future seems much more likely to us than anything that would lead to a 1984 scenario. It's not
government control that you really have to be afraid of anymore. I think Huxley's vision was much more right on: we
will happily take the virtual worlds  the soma  you know, call it whatever you want to call it, but it's the “bread and
circuses” of the digital terrain: the flashy advertisements, the virtual worlds, the ability to not see what you don't want
to see and only interact with what you want to interact with. It's just so damn appealing and so damned convenient, you
end up with a world that Balkanizes almost all the way down to the individual level.
So this is the world we're looking at: green technology, even nano engineering for those who can afford it, ubiquitous
computing, the Internet of Things. So ubiquitous that you don't even think about anymore. Nobody says "Internet of
Things." It's just whatever you're doing. There's not even a word for it. Just a foggy movement through augmented
reality, virtual reality, AI, leading to robotics and artificial realities of all types, it’s quite complex when you take all
this stuff together. Any one of these technologies is going to change your world, your children's world, your
grandchildren's world... but the way that they converge is going to cause ripple effects that are very very hard to
foresee.
So after producing two books based in this world  and I've been working now for three years on the GameMaster's
sourcebook based on the same material  I decided in this climactic and devastating year of 2020 to open up the
Fractopia Wiki. This is actually the first public announcement, I guess I'll just paste the link, because I don't know what
else to do. There you go.
Despite the fact that most of the material I'm working with here was designed for a particular world I called UbiquiCity
(and I hope to produce a third book in 2021), it draws from a genre I'm deliberately trying to create: Fractopian Fiction,
some sort of wellinformed predictive hybrid. What I don't want to do is fall into the error that I did in ‘89 when I wrote
CyberSpace; I don't want to make any ridiculous ideological political predictions. I want to as much as possible avoid
that. So instead, I focus on social and technological issues without so much getting into the weeds about politics, and
this means I take on a sense of “Capitalist Realism,” okay? The Fractopian world is neither dystopian nor utopian; it
has aspects of both. It’s a lot like today's world writ large, and more fractionated, both horizontally and vertically.
“Capitalist Realism” (see Mark Fisher) is basically the extension of the idea that there is no alternative to
Neoliberalism. Fractopia is what you get if you take what we have now and put a layer of augmented reality on top, and
you put artificial intelligence driving the whole thing in back. Then you network all of these things together and release
human society into this augmented, digitally driven, AImanufactured world, but you keep capitalism, and you keep
automation. You come up with some sort of UBI (universal basic income)  just enough to ensure that the masses don't
revolt and overthrow the upper classes. You end up with the Fractopian world.
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So in closing I want to welcome you all to not only check out the wiki, but you can hit me with any questions, content,
or comments that you have on Fractopian Fiction as a genre, because there are lots of ways you can springboard off
Cyberpunk. We've talked about many of them in the last couple hours. The one that I'm proposing here attempts to be a
scientifically conservative and nonideological projection. If we put many minds together to try to predict the
convergence and its effect on all of us... maybe then I'll finally know what the world of DayTrippers is like.
Thank you.
Lev Lafayette: Thank you, Tod, all brilliant. That's a great contribution and what a story, what a story over the the
decades. Dan Tosello, are you around somewhere?
Daniel Tosello: I am sorry. I'm no idea how I'm going to follow that up.
Lev Lafayette: Fair enough. I was wondering if you could perhaps on a different twist we could talk about some of the
cyberpunk computer games and video games.
Daniel Tosello: Sure. I was actually going to talk about the history of those kind of games and culture and stuff. I think
we might be a little bit pressed for time. However, we want to open it up, but I would recommend. people have a look
at the way that the previously mentioned cyberpunk genre movies, you know Blade Runner and the like but also similar
series in Japan such as Cyber City or obviously Akira, stuff like that, actually influenced the games that were coming
out directly after them for a couple of years things. The obvious example examples in Japan are going to be Snapchat
police notes and Metal Gear and that kind of stuff, but in the worst things like Syndicate, Vanita, Beneath a Steel Sky.
Obviously System Shock ASX games like that.
They are all I'd say probably not only
heavily influenced by the cyberpunk genre,
but I mean the deliberately trying to be
representative of it. but we've had a lot of
discussion about what constitutes
cyberpunk today and I think that it's hard to
avoid talking about cyberpunk without
talking about the boundaries of what
constitutes cyberpunk. Something that
really stuck with me before was Travis's
comment that they basically they'll come
modify your rebellion and sell it back to
you. Given that it's always conceptually
been about class struggle and the
awareness of class struggle and using the
tools of the wealthy against the wealthy in
a sense. It's I guess it's difficult to
rationalise video games as a cyberpunk
commodity when that end the same way
that that you can. I guess it I guess it's just similar to any other kind of fictional media where you can have light pulpy
kind of stuff and you can have serious issues discussed in in the work.
Tod: Well, it's like “Avatar,” right? We're supposed to take it as an anticorporate fill, but it was like the most heavily
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financed film series of all time.
Daniel Tosello: Hahaha, I don't mean obviously this type of game is very similar in that respect where it's three
hundred million dollars worth of development. And yeah, sure it's it's a mess at the moment. But anyone who's seen a
city project red release before will know that in six months it'll actually be a fine game, but which are three [EDIT]
exact had exactly this problem and probably what we'll also see is at some point some DLC for it that everyone can
consider to be a completely new game of its own accord, "Brilliant!", and they will have by that point forgotten all of
the development problems.
But on what I was saying, I actually think that there's much and obviously there's been a lean towards this across the
entire conference with larger operations. larger productions. The tendency is always going to be towards a more
conservative product because you need to appeal to a broader audience to make up whatever you are trying to get back.
Your budget needs to be covered. So obviously you're going to end up in a in a weird situation. Everybody who is
interested in cyberpunk has a narrative, a kind of group of ideas. Outside of the novel format should probably be
looking at Indie developers, smaller studios and that kind of thing. I would probably highlight two games that came out
in 2017 as not necessarily highly cyberpunk themed oriented, but different enough in the way that they explore the
themes that are part of the cyberpunk genre and they are Tacoma, which is a story about a woman whose job is to
service AIS Traveling to a an abandoned space station to pull the AI that manages it. The other is Observer, which is a
story in which the player character plays the role of an artificial intelligence assisting a person who is in the middle of a
disaster. and You'd basically have to play around as as this person and in parts of it a video and that kind of thing. So
you actually get kind of video feedback of what they're doing. But all of your processes are limited by what the AI is
capable of doing. It's an interesting gameplay experience I recommend.
But it in modern games, I feel like the the distance the potential distance between the users, the narrative experience
and what it used to be like, it's much shorter you can you can make a much richer narrative experience just because of
the different kinds of tools and concepts that have been discussed over the last, twenty years. so. Start the package to
genre as a concept, as a series, of conventions and ideas the technologies that are discussed in it. In that way that it
approaches the concept of interface and stuff like that is a real strong precursor to real world technologies of interface
control and that kind of thing in some ways. In other ways it gets it completely completely wrong, I'd probably say that
it's important in my day job. I sometimes review automation processes and things like that and I have to say that the
term "artificial intelligence" is a narrative one, it's not a technological term really. Artificial intelligence is a basically a
form of branding and that the things that fit underneath the banner of artificial intelligence are so broad and varied that
it is very very difficult to from a technological point of view to think of them as the same kind of technology, especially
when you have ..
Tod Foley: Yeah, you know the same could be said of the word “intelligence” as a whole right? I mean I could say
Albert Einstein, that's one example of intelligence, but it's also a sign of intelligence when I point to the window and
my cat understands.
Daniel Tosello: True, that's definitely true.
Daniel Tosello: Yeah, sadly. And implicit languages are important but that's something that people who build video
games have actually come to understand over time as well. I think so you get that in the interface implicitly the
experience that the player is going through is influenced by well: "Hey, look we're looking at some sort of genre that
just capable of as you", you actually said to catching up with itself and selfparodies really quickly. So that actually
informs the development process now you end up with people playing the game, to experience the game, to make notes
about the game in a way that someone who has never played it before might experience them and then iterating on that
before anyone else ever sees the game.
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Tod Foley: Right. Let's pregenerate the ironic stance. You know what? There's another feedback loop that's going on
interestingly between the two industries right?
Daniel Tosello: Yes, certainly.
Tod Foley: Because okay, there’s the tabletop phenomenon, and then once the computers get to a point where they can
replicate a lot of the crunchy parts, they take over that role and are able to produce something approximating an RPG,
but lacking some parts of that human gamemaster element, right, that “soft” element. So then as as the computerbased
RPGs progress and get better and better, it's interesting that it's around that time you see the Indie Tabletop developers
begin looking outside of the structuralist approach at more narrativist or relativist stances, to how to evoke a narrative,
and in turn I think that is feeding back in both directions because video games allow you to take positions that aren't
necessarily bound within the head of a single character.
Daniel Tosello: Yeah, that's said I've I've been playing a game that is completely not cyberpunk recently called Hades,
which if you are into narrative exploration in a structural sense in a video game is a masterpiece. It's a Roguelike that
reveals itself, the real story to the player as they continue to play the game, but it does it in ways that appear to be
completely unscripted and it has something like threehundred lines of dialogue which the most players will see about
10% of so it actually ends up feeling unique every time you run into a new character. They have something new to say
and that kind of thing. But this is this is a super giant game and you for those who are familiar with the industry super
giant has seven employees. So threehundred lines of text, all voice recorded, and mainly most of that is done by
contractors. But some of the characters are inhouse people who have other roles in the studio threehundred throusand
lines by seven people. It's it's a really amazing effort. Anyway, I'm dancing the phrases of Hades right now. It's really
good. You should play it.
Lev Lafayette: this all off the very good question because I'm at something which is very different from paper. Where
do you think augmented reality games are going to go?
Daniel Tosello: Let's let's have a look at existing augmented reality games for the successful. So let's have a look at say
I mean the obvious ones are things like Pokemon Go and what's it called?
Lev Lafayette: Ingress
Daniel Tosello: Those are obviously the biggest the most successful ones probably and I would say that the the
problem previously that AR games really have in getting established was the the lack of ubiquity of hardware
smartphones of obviously gotten around that but that influences thing you're not you're not going to see a really well
integrated welladvertised, acknowledged, augmented reality game that uses say a VR hardware. Unless those things
also become ubiquitous as the platform already. It is my feeling that doesn't mean that you they won't exist, but the
majority of people won't hear about them until the platform becomes more widely available widely known.
Tod Foley: Right, and that means that it'll begin in the most wealthy areas in the first world and then spread out
Daniel Tosello: Of course. And and given the you know the San Francisco Paradigm, they won't be the people who do
the development in those situations, who won't really think about that in those terms. And so they'll just assume
everyone else has the same level of access that they do in the same latency and everything. And of course that means
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people in remote Australia or people in Africa or South America will have no ability to use those things because they
require latency that is shorter than what they have access to.
Well until communication gets too good and then they can't ignore it and then you get a social backlash like we've got
right now. I completely agree, but they like to find the the nail that sticks out and hit it on the head and call the job done
and there are too many nails.
Tod Foley: Mmhmm. Yeah, I found it necessary to consider that while remaining as close as possible to today's
understanding of the world, i.e. Capitalist Realism, Neoliberalism. Your economics and a growing sense of corporate
power over what once was, you know, publicly held or governmentcontrolled industries, interests, etc. I had to
introduce a UBI because of that  and because of automation. We've also talked about that. We're facing 40% of all
jobs being automated in the next 20 years. So what are you going to do? At a certain point you have to say “Okay, you
know what? We'll give you a free apartment and government cheese. Just watch the TV, please.”
Daniel Tosello: I also probably like to say just in regards to what new tool has pointed out as well with regards to the
age of narrow AI. it's possible and keeping in mind of course that I'm a computer scientist to actually build a fair
amount of what was what is the various different types of what is termed artificial intelligence is broad AI, strong AI
may never be a good idea simply because That Person has rights. at that point that person needs to be smarter than you.
because they need to be able to not only understand everything that you say and do and predict what you're going to do,
but they they need to do it faster than you. They need to do it, in advance of you and never complain about it. That's the
expectation that we haven't those systems. So it's possible that actually that's just a consumerist dream that can never
happen. for strategic reasons, conscious. We want them. We want them to be we want them to ..
Tod Foley: We don’t want them to be conscious. We want them to be fake but seem conscious. That's what we really
want.
Daniel Tosello: Yes, that's actually it. We want them to have a bunch of preprogrammed automation that allows them
to do things that we ask them to do without ever complaining about it. What we all want is in that paradigm. What we
are supposed to all want is a slave or a servant without thinking too strongly about it.
Tim Rice: A corporate person would comes down at least partly to being up then able to hold it responsible in a court
of law. So that's like when that's where corporations derive their personhood. If an AI if it belongs to a corporation and
if the corporation is taking responsibility for the AIs actions, then there is it's not necessary to ever sort of attribute
person to the AI.
Daniel Tosello: Anyway, you should play Tacoma. But yeah, that is a that is certainly a relevant point from a legal
perspective. You're not wrong.
If we were talking about a purely from a legal perspective rather than an ethical experiential one and a hundred percent,
but that person has a personality. Is the thing, you know, and we can't stop that. That's the problem with the level of
complexity that we're going to be dealing with there.
Tim Rice: In that case, like I always would fall under like so something similar to animal rights laws and we're still
allowed to experiment on animals in ways that are available really pretty cruel.
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Daniel Tosello: All I'm saying is that as soon as we get to the point where we successfully create AI with that
undeniably create a consciousness in a digital sense. We will already have made horrific things before that in
retrospect. There's there's actually no way of getting around that.
Tod Foley: Hey, you're right. And if you really think about it, the chance of us creating a consciousness that is similar
to our own are infinitesimal compared to the chance of creating something vastly different, probably more by accident
than anything else. I mean we’re already creating neural networks that we don't understand.
Daniel Tosello: Oh, and I mean, I've always been into the mind about you know' fuzzy systems or neuralbased
systems in the first place
Tim Rice: I mean for it first the court conscious it would need to exhibit properties that we wouldn't recognise as
similar to our own.
Daniel Tosello: Yeah at the age to be some kind of direct feedback loop and some kind of like platform interaction
available for them to be independent platform interaction. They have to be able to work a perceived the world in some
way that isn't limited just by our conceptualisation of software. So there's a lot of interesting hurdles.
Tod Foley: In the conceptualisation of consciousness do we mean human consciousness? Consciousness as worm
consciousness?
Daniel Tosello: very good point and it's in fact entirely possible that we've already done this and we don't recognize it.
Chances are that we haven't because when it comes down to it, Roger Penrose might even have been right, who knows
we don't actually know what structures in the human brain are the socalled seat of consciousness, and there may not be
one. As such so speculating about how we create new radically new versions of ourselves. Is a lot more speculative
than people want to believe at the moment is my opinion.
Tod Foley: Exactly. I think my point really was that if we were to rest completely on a legalistic definition of what
consciousness is, we would first have to solve the hard problem of what our consciousness is, and we don't fucking
know!
Daniel Tosello: Yeah, very true again Supreme Court definition, right? Except that in this case. There's a lot of
implications for individuals you end up with a situation where if you can't cleanly define the boundaries of what an
individual is or is not then there's a whole bunch of exploitation that immediately invokes slavery or that kind of thing.
So and considering that in again as I was saying in the majority of cases the conceptualisation of the way that we think
of AI is being Built put together. It's purpose. We want them to be slaves. So, how do we deal with that?
Tod Foley: Oh it makes perfect sense in a Fractopian scenario, if I can bump it back there for a little bit, because what
happens is that the... you know, the lower classes are trying to make their way into the middle class, the middle class is
constantly trying to emulate the upper, and the upper class is setting the standards. They're also the first ones who can
afford all this new technology and then it trickles outward or downward as it goes. So, you know, we all have  or not
all of us, but many of us in America  we have lawns. Why do we have lawns? Because a few hundred years ago it was
considered a social boon to show off conspicuous consumption, the ability to own this vast piece of land. You didn't
even use for anything, because we were all trying to look like we were the fucking king or whatever. So the lower class
wants to be the middle, middle wants to be the top, and that same kind of thing is going to lead to the acceptance of
these new technologies. “Okay, you think I'm an arsehole who treats you like shit, but I'm gonna let you buy this thing.
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It's not gonna cost you too much. And you get to be the arsehole! Now you understand. Now we can both be arseholes.
Everybody's happy. I'll give you something to Lord over, to keep you from revolting against the fact that I Lord over
you.”
That’s the freedom that we know the upper class enjoys, right? Little by little restrictions are lifted, and I think that you
know, this may be a little bit sorry not sorry. I don't think it's too far a stretch to imagine that things like the gradual
lifting of, say, marijuana laws  and then you know, psychotropics of various kinds  is an attempt to sort of slowly
adjust the release valve, you know? When they feel the pressure’s building and there's a possibility of some sort of
revolt, they give us something... some new thing. AR and VR and AI and robot slaves will be some of those things.
Lev Lafayette: Might have to wrap it up here.
Daniel Tosello: Yep, just to just before we finish. Untitled Goose [EDIT] game by house house is also a wonderful
game that has really good AI in it, really good AI and everyone should play with it. I was going to make a point about
how ubiquitous the concept of software agents was when we've started talking about this stuff in in say the early 90s,
but now we don't even think about software agents people just talk about AI because it's not so much about the the role
having a level of production autonomy the user being at the head of their corporate process or whatever. The user is
now considered to be a consumer and that is their primary role. So that's a pretty stark difference and it really really ties
into the whole cyberpunk thing. Anyway, thanks everyone.
Tod Foley: That was great. Good meeting you, good talking to you.
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YEAR OF THE STAINLESS STEEL RAT SETLIST
By Jus Godden
In between sessions and at the end of the day Jus Godden selected some awesome tracks through the ages of what
constituted "cyberpunk music". This fine selection of tunes can be used for your journeys into cyberspace, night city,
chrome and mirror shades. With youtube links!
Vector Seven  Trauma Team https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsM4yi9zJCo
Front 242 – Headhunter https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m1cRGVaJF7Y
Danger – 1:30 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lmMwjaaTbsE
Orbital  Halcyon and On and On (Hackers soundtrack) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33WuGp6fs3s
Prodigy  voodoo people (Hackers soundtrack) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5fM6WpC_nE
Infraction  cyber attack https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSqAkW5sPY
Clock DVA  Sound Mirror https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31BjwrVl_xk
Perturbator  Death Squad https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRx5M6NgDk8
Vangelis  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ccJJ0uxigVA
Insurge  Political Prisoners https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Vb_4ptJyRo
EYE – Mandate https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oYbOGAaUJbc\
Head Splitter  Welcome to Night City [Music Video] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0Ou3zvxhN0
Mick Gordon  11. BFG Division [Doom 2016 music Video] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHRuTYtSbJQ
Haujobb  Dead Marke https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUOeibCly70
KMFDM – Amnesia… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfH_jBNPRyU
Nine Inch Nails  Closer… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTFwQP86BRs
Skinny Puppy – Assimilate… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NvKTVc73Q90
Insurge  Speculator… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQzA1JG9pDs
Noise Unit – Neuron .,. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQY75ALCC20
Snog  Late Twentieth Boy… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHsPSqUMHs4
Soulscraper  Heard it all before… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sKO5urnST_8
Frontline Assembly – Mindphaser… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RWjBPIbJMzY
Chemlab – Filament… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFGH2xQaGto
Juno Reactor  God is God… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v8LY2VgiikE
Billy Idol  Shock To the System… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lx2fZU5USus
Trailer for Tetsuo: The Iron man… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ShJvheZHXdI
Front 242  Tragedy For You… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4oFcaVY8iQ
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Kraftwerk – Radioactivity… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaScyfSHcY
Funker Vogt  Subspace… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHn9f46KjOc&t=25s
Vector Seven  Trauma Team… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsM4yi9zJCo
Dance With The Dead  Horizon (no clip)… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o03AvtGTok
Daniel Delux – Darkness… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfEmH_h89oY
Oscillian  In The Company of Robots (no video clip)… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=40KXL19AY3k
Speed machine  Mechanized Dystopia (no video clip)… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4s7ZAzoQkHY
Project Pitchfork – Timekiller… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rY9eSzBKbU&list=RDfcReV3SdrDQ&index=3
Covenant – Bullet… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZihNTlw_05w
Gary Numan  The Fall… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGiuajhBv7s
Ministry – Stigmata… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VDaFJ0KJP_w
Psydoll  Xcape from Tokyo… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77UeWmgpmA
Left Spine Down (LSD) – XRay… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzWwJ8mdh94
Master Boot Loader – Doom https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HSpWQH4iRs
A SplitSecond  Mambo Witch...https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oPwJ9x7CNw
Mentallo & The Fixer – Lightyear… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JcDUqeZhWoc
Electro Assassin  Heavy Unit… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s42YlldtD24
Ministry  Show me your spine… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZflAaRrqwIM
A SplitSecond – Crimewave… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtlBaVuIF8
A SplitSecond  Flesh… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDyRVeIA
Advanced Art  Wake Up … https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCrkYqsKzn0
Laether Strip  Strap Me Down… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvJuDCIEBr8
Klangwerk  Die Kybernauten… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PO_FxYTys4U\ )
Klangwerk  Und Weiter Geht's https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsinCduOAR8
Die Krupps  Risikofaktor https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4foIeugYl8
Schnitt Acht  Rage… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWFc3oJ2YZQ
Spahn Ranch  Breath & Taxes… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=roX_YRgylwg
Nine Inch Nails  Heresy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUtyBdWboA
System der Dinge  Surface… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N71dv0FyW6k
Nitzer Ebb  Let Your Body Learn… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=627XGCfxwfM
Syntec  Puppet … https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DY0GOpuwixA
Sturm Café  Scheissnormal… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejAG7SxMwD8
The Prodigy  Baby's got a temper… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FglU0XVyrw
Prager Handgriff  Das Du… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3valfHiY_so
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Evil's Toy  Co Existence… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ClaNCyhF0Q
Melotron  Du bist es nicht wert… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jAihD3Owys
Decoded Feedback  Phoenix… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lw4igLLtwfA
Advanced Art  Lies… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntjRm9QhTkA
In Strict Confidence Engelsstaub… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pc7rK1T6zA
Sirius  Singularity https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8fC1ssM9T4
Underworld  King of Snake… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_SBPZ_pdv4
Hateclub – Pusher https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcPZ4KZbN2k&t=29s
Fool – Revenger https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uF8HSChpvCs
Owl Vision  Holy Sh*t (Official Video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8MXBQKA6oNU
Max Brhon – Humanity https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F1iSYN9PAcY
Nero – Satisfy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdpwC7j1_Ss
Infraction  Almost Evil https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=me7Ez7u5Ick
Laibach  Tanz mit Laibach (Official video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Glu9wA4HjE0
Owl Vision – Jockz https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lm_AAsL_Dhk
Cyberaktif  PARADIESSIETS (fan Video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A__mvzZqvI
Apoptygma Berzerk  Kathy's Song (VNV Nation Remix) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVFvA8dCKp4
Die Krupps  Enter Sandman https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dUAAsHRQg
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SHU CITY: A GURPS BIOTECH CAMPAIGN
By Karl David Brown
This article only requires the two books of the GURPS 4th Edition Basic Set (B) by Steve Jackson, Sean Punch, and
David Pulver (2004) and GURPS Biotech (BT) by David MorganMar and David Pulver (Version 2, 2017) for full use.
The ideas discussed within could be applied to many game systems.
Introduction
For hundreds of years colonists of various species from the Sol System have been terraforming the worlds orbiting the
star Ra and building their own nations and civilisation. Now billions of people inhabit 15 terraformed worlds,
thousands of space habitats, and hundreds of bases on hostile worlds.
This article outlines a setting, the Ra System, that makes extensive use of GURPS Biotech and describes a city within
that setting. It contains enough detail for players to understand the setting in broad terms and create characters. A new
species template, uplifted ravens, and an example character are included.
A Reaction to Cyberpunk
I started working on this setting for three reasons.

●

1.
Every time I get a new game, I learn it by making a world that plays to the game’s strengths.
I purchased some GURPS 4e material. GURPS in any edition attempts to create rules that have realistic
outcomes. It is a simulation. For this reason, I’ve always favoured GURPS 3e for gritty hard science fiction.
GURPS 4e however has yet to develop versions of key supplements I use for my hard science fiction projects
(particularly Vehicles and Robots). However, GURPS 4e does have a larger more uptodate Biotech book
than the previous edition and does an even better job of accommodating a great variety of nonhuman PCs
than previous editions.

●

2.
I’m a medical researcher who is excited about the future of biotechnology. I wanted to write
a setting where my players and I could explore the possibilities of biotechnology.

●

3.
Biotechnology is a feature of more recent cyberpunk fiction. Cyberpunk as a genre is good
fodder for RPG adventures. However, cyberpunk has several issues I wanted to avoid. Cyberpunk was a
product of the 70’s and 80’s. At the time it was a fresh take the future its technologies and people. Cyberpunk
authors tossed aside the tired old tropes of science fiction and looked at then current emerging technologies as
inspiration for their cautionary tales of a realistic future. However, over the decades these fresh ideas have
become the next generation of outofdate tropes. To be fair there are new transhumanism and biotech aspects
to many recent stories within the cyberpunk genre.
Another issue with cyberpunk is that the stories usually occur in the near future and therefore end up dated. Cyberpunk
RPGs are especially vulnerable to getting out of date because an RPG setting needs more detail than a novel and
usually includes detailed timelines. Remember the first edition of the Cyberpunk game was set in 2013!
Solutions
In this section I explain why particular choices were made in developing the background and deciding which GURPS
rules are in use.
I wanted to create a biology focused hard science fiction. This includes not only the likely capabilities of far future
biotechnology, but also the current thinking by biologists about what alien life might be like. A biological focus is in
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contrast to the early years of hard science fiction which focused on the physics and engineering. The later cyberpunk
genre tends to focus on computing. After the cyberpunk genre shook up hard science fiction, the best novels also now
talk about the effects of science and technology on culture and individuals to tell stories that are both intellectually and
emotionally engaging. I wanted to explore how biotechnology might affect cultures and individuals.
I chose a distant solar system where humanity and uplifted animals arrived a thousand years ago and set about
terraforming 15 suitable worlds. The exact location of the star is left deliberately vague. Why did I make these choices?
Being so far away in time and space prevents the setting from being overtaken by real events as would happen in a near
future biotech game on Earth. Having the colonies grow to populations of billions creates mature cultures and urban
environments.
A history of terraforming and building an economic base from nothing rationally explains an uneven technological and
economical development favouring biotech and infrastructure. Colony worlds and plenty of time also creates a blank
slate that enables the creation of cultures almost from scratch, enabling the exploration of biotechnology’s effect on
culture.
Having the population start again from a few thousand colonists explains why genetically engineered uplifted animals
and parahumans make up a large proportion of the system’s population. On Earth the existing population of billions of
wildtype humans would vastly outnumber any nonhuman persons. In our new solar system there are regions, even
worlds where the majority of people are uplifted animals.
I have included six Stone Age alien intelligent species so I can present players with plausible alien ecologies and
peoples. There are very few plausible aliens in popular culture. I have deliberately avoided speculation about life within
Earth’s solar system to avoid getting out of date soon.
History
After the tumultuous 21st century, we slowly spread into the solar system, built massive amounts of infrastructure, and
became ever more prosperous. The riches of space grew the economy to staggering size, all people were at least
comfortable. The threats of disease were all but conquered by advanced medicine and over a century of gene therapy
(BT181) to eliminate genetic disease and promote health. Once a massive space infrastructure was built throughout the
Sol System, then terraforming several worlds became feasible. A realization of this period that set off cultural
shockwaves felt to this day was that they were not rebuilding the natural ecosystems of Earth, but new designed
ecosystems and that ‘Nature’ was something of Old Earth (BT202). After centuries, the economy of the Sol System had
grown to the point where launching interstellar colony missions was affordable and the expertise to survive around new
stars existed.
The crew of the slowerthanlight fleet were mostly Spacers (BT71) and other species genetically engineered to endure
zero gravity and cosmic radiation. During the decades long journey extensive use was made of hibernation chambers
(BT147). Crew performing essential functions had their lives prolonged by mutation repair (BT182). A technocratic
social system where skill and talent are rewarded with both political power and an extended lifespan soon displaced the
hierarchy set up back in Sol. Some worlds of the Ra System still have technocratic governments to this day.
The Ra System is the most distant interstellar colony from Earth by far, chosen for the large number of worlds suitable
for terraforming. After arrival the spacer crew gradually revived colonists as habitats with spin gravity, planetary bases,
and centuries later terraformed worlds provided living space. Given a head start, spacers and the descendants of those
revived early still wield political power in many places. Today, after centuries of effort, there are 15 worlds terraformed
worlds in the system with differing degrees of habitability. Over the centuries various worlds and space stations,
separated by the politics of their founders, slow communications and slower travel, have diverged into their own
cultures. The population has grown to number 23.5 billion system wide, still small compared to the population of Old
Sol. The economy too is still growing and much of society’s wealth is poured into building habitats to sustain life and
the space infrastructure that makes terraforming possible. In the crowded cities and space stations life is often poor and
hard.
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Terraforming often started with bulk physical changes, such as crashing hundreds of comets into a world. Once all the
raw materials were in place, next came genetically engineered algae and bacteria. These do a variety of tasks such as
producing oxygen gas or sequestering gases from an atmosphere that is too thick (BT110). Many oldtimey colonial
structures were built with engineered coral (BT94, 101) which was often hauled up unto the land once growth was
finished.
During the first century political divides between worlds began to grow. The chief political issue was the tension
between the need for communal effort to survive and terraform and the enthusiasm for the freedoms and exploration a
whole new solar system offered. Some of the fleet’s technocrats formed more authoritarian regimes focused on the need
for stability. Eventually, these became oligarchies divorced from the ideal of rule by the skilled and were the beginning
of today’s noble and royal families that rule over some worlds. More than one totalitarian government took to genetic
and neuromodification of citizens to ensure compliance (BT179). So called ‘hot shotting’ of workers so that they
became happily addicted to their work was an especially effective tool of control. Even more moderate governments
treat criminals and other disruptive individuals with emotional regulation (BT182). Partially as a reaction against this
authoritarian trend other societies developed democratic governments, especially in the farflung corners of newly
terraformed worlds and frontier space stations. Some of these rebels have grown into powerful and prosperous nations.
Democracy is spreading because in the last few hundred years, when terraforming produced atmospheres of breathable
air on some worlds, controlling people leaving sealed station for empty worlds became increasingly difficult especially
as designer ecosystems including plains, forests, living reefs teaming with animals matured. The unifying goal of
terraforming is vanishing and with it the need for rigid societies focused on that goal.
These monarchies, technocracies, oligarchies, and democracies have clashed frequently over the centuries. Wars were
fought using sophisticated conventional and bioweapons (BT95) including plagues (BT102) of engineered archaea,
viruses, and antimateriel bacteria (BT118). These weapons were designed to be airborne or have vectors that ensured a
high rate of contagion (BT115) including immune carrierinfiltrators. Those using these weapons inoculated themselves
against their own diseases by vaccines, phages, or other defences. Alternatively, they targeted weaknesses they did not
share with the enemy, easier when the enemy is a different species. Many of the designer plagues did not kill but left
victims disabled overwhelming enemy healthcare and crippling their economy. The worst caused violence inducing
brain damage resulting in widespread havoc. Bioweapons also targeted crops, livestock, ecosystems, or materiel. One
long lasting effect of these wars is that many of the explosives and plastics commonly used in the Sol system cannot be
used on colony worlds because of lingering antimateriel bacteria spores.
Technology
The setting is hard science fiction, in that the technology is realistic. There is no superscience technology; there are no
forced growth tanks, reactionless space drives, downloading of consciousness, or inertial dampeners. Real physics
places some limits on biotechnology; including degree of changes to an organism’s size (BT6364) and limiting some
flying organisms to flight that requires low gravity (BT215), high pressure, or both.
The idea of recording your consciousness into a computer or downloading it into other bodies is a prominent conceit of
transhumanist tales. This idea can drive good stories but is simply not possible (see RPG Review issue 33 for an article
on this). Typically, this ability to ‘download’ is portrayed as an outgrowth of computer technology, a continuation of
cyberpunk’s obsession with computing. This technology is not part of this setting.
GURPS rules wise, most technology is TL9 with no superscience ‘^’. Some backwater worlds have fallen to TL8 or
even TL7. A few TL0 uplifted animal and indigenous alien cultures exist on preserves. There are a few rare ancient
nonbiotech TL10 items. Though some TL10 was available in rich areas of the Sol System, the original colony mission
was built with a uniform, proven, and reliable TL9.
Two things set apart that technology of this setting is the size of the engineering and advanced biotechnology.
Kilometres long space stations, huge solar shades several Earthdiameters across, and smashing comets into moons to
terraform them over hundreds of years are all examples of very large infrastructure.
Biotechnology
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The colonists have advanced biotech (TL10) incorporated into virtually every item, organism, and environment. Most
advanced biotech is essentially invisible to users. For example, most of the plastics produced are biodegradable protein
plastics (BT76) but this makes no difference to the users of items made with those plastics. Boats have coatings of anti
fouling bacteria on their hulls. The fruit a spacer eats for breakfast is genetically engineered for longer shelflife and
grown in a hydroponics bay, it tastes like a normal orange. A hypoallergenic cat is still a cat (BT88). All of the
environments people live in, even the ‘wilderness’ has been carefully designed, but someone walking through one of
the threehundredyearold forests on a terraformed world sees what looks like a natural environment.
The key to advanced biotechnology is annotated mapping of the genomes, proteomes, expressomes etc for tens of
thousands of cell types in thousands of species and from there building complex computational biology able to predict
what modification to genome would do to the cells and the organism as a whole. With this level of control even
complex traits like radically enhanced strength, matching a culture’s idea of beauty, or even gross morphological
changes like legless marine humans (BT51) can be achieved. Designs can even include psychological tendencies and
sleep patterns. However, the technology does have limits, for example you can’t adapt a human to function in the
vacuum of space without a suit. Also, sometimes with extreme designs there are unintended disadvantages (BT61) such
as low pain threshold or the stuttering of fastthinking Pandoras humans (BT69).
Another key technology, artificial wombs, are now common. In some cultures, they are a great force for equality, in
others they allow governments and other organisations to massproduce workers engineered for compliance. However,
Easy Childbirth is still a common option (BT58) harking back to the early days when artificial wombs were in short
supply. Artificial wombs though do not speed up growth or implant memories, offspring, including clones, emerge as
babies. For this reason if workers or soldiers are needed quickly then tissue engineered ‘bioroids’ (BT26) are built and
trained in a few skills with deep learning (BT143).
The electronics and computing that is incorporated into most items is a mix of regular solidstate electronics, living
chips (BT109), fungal networks (BT82), sponge computers (BT29), and older vatbrain computers (BT28). The mix of
technology determined by the intended use. Another feature of electronics, biometrics, is used everywhere and people
accept it as normal. This creates surveillance states in most populous regions.
Personalised medicine (Pharmacogenomics BT160), genetic medicine, and other approaches prevent drug allergies and
other issues. Most citizens have treatments that make them immune to influenza and many other diseases that have
plagued humanity through the ages. Other treatments directly combat ageing (BT159). Replacement organs and limbs
(BT141142) can be manufactured with tissue engineering (BT26). Brain transplants (BT143) have been completed in
laboratory animals but ethical issues have prevented the widespread use of the technique, where do you get a matching
body to prevent rejection?
Medicine shades into enhancement. Biomods are very common, particularly those that make a person’s work safer or
make them more attractive (altering mass, looks, voice, scent, and even sex). Soldiers, for example, often have muscle
grafts and adrenaline releasing ‘bioboosters’.
Ecological engineering is essential to life off Earth. From the life support systems of a spaceship to the designed
biospheres of terraformed worlds all colonials are utterly dependent on designed ecosystems for survival. Terraforming
makes extensive use of pantropy, which is engineering organisms to survive the conditions on new worlds (BT38). In
tandem with massive engineering such as bombardment with comets, pantropic bacteria and algae are typically used to
convert hostile atmospheres into ones that can sustain complex life and dead dust into soil. Once the worlds are given
life each is given its own species, including species of humanity, adapted to the imperfect Earthlike conditions.
Common pantropic modifications include adaptions to different atmospheric pressures (BT55) and higher or lower
gravity.
It’s not just the people which have been engineered, its every organism whether domesticated or wild. Wild animals are
pantropic (BT85) and created to be part of a designed ecosystem. Domestic species are pantropic and usually
engineered for a squeezed sex ratio, more females than males (BT86). Some organisms are so extremely modified that
they are in effect living tools (BT96). There are even biological vehicles, such as bioblimps (BT99), though these are
most often used for economical slow cargo shipping because machine vehicles are so much faster. The interior of cargo
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biovehicles is unpleasant (BT98). However, wholly biological spaceships are impossible (BT99 they are TL11^
superscience).
Most species have had genetic defects removed (‘genefixing’ BT64), improving health, increasing intelligence,
extending lifespan, and other effects desired by parents or designers. All design, including genetic design, has culturally
defined goals. For example, the culture of the Avatars of planet Hathor has starkly defined gender roles reflecting the
extreme sexual dimorphism chosen by their conservative ancestors (BT69).
In many instances, designers had to go beyond selecting the best traits from those seen in the wildtype organism.
Designs with too many genes from other species or designer genes can nolonger breed with the wildtype. This is often
the case with peoples from differing worlds, two humans adapted to life on two different worlds are often not inter
fertile creating biological barriers to multiculturalism.
Genetic engineering can ‘uplift’ smart animals to humanlevel intelligence (BT86). The original colonists were of many
species. A world’s cities might team with species of humans and uplifted gorillas (BT92) specific to that world and the
same world’s ocean might be home to uplifted dolphins (BT89) and sperm whales. These species of people have
existed for centuries and most worlds have integrated multispecies cultures. In some cases, species are designed with
hands and an upright posture to free up those hands (BT8687). However, most people think that as long as humans and
robots have hands then other species of people don’t need them because at TL9 most devices are voice controlled and
highly automated. Furthermore, uplifted animals have different psychologies, and often cultures, to the humans around
them, making their bodies too human can cause psychological issues.
In game terms TL is usually 9 but sometimes 8, 7 or 0. In all cases biotech TL is one point higher than general TL. No
superscience ‘^’.
Some exceptions follow.
1.
Pheromone modifications (BT48) have such weak effects on humans and ravens as to be ineffective.
This means that designs using pheromones in the book are not available to humans (eg. the Eros BT73,
Pheromone glands BT176). To get this effect a villain can slip the victim Aphrozine (BT158).
2.
‘Nanotechnology’ is assumed to be synthetic life built on the same principles as living cells rather
than tiny traditional machines. ‘Nanomachines’ resemble complex enzymes or microorganisms but are built
wholly or partially from elements and compounds not found in life from Earth.
3.

Nanostasis unlike the core rule requires the person be left in the tank.

4.
Medical and enhancement nano are limited by heat production. While two or more nanodrugs,
nanosymbiotes etc. are in effect then Nanofever applies (BT212). This is one reason why Panimmunity
(BT164) is not universal. Pore Cleaners (BT165) and Tooth Cleaners (BT165) are exempt from this rule.
Aliens
The colonists are not alone. Most worlds are sterile or have only simple singlecelled life. However, two worlds in the
Ra System had complex multicellular life. There are six species of intelligent preindustrial alien people, the first
encountered by humanity. These worlds were not terraformed or settled by the colonists. Even so contact and the
introduction of technology utterly changed life for these aliens. A chief political divide in the early decades was
whether to terraform worlds with native life. However, resolve weakened over the decades and only worlds with
advanced thriving multicellular life were preserved, others were bombarded during the terraforming process into total
mass extinction (BT202).
Alien life does not share human DNA or biochemistry. Though they are carbon based, they use different molecules.
They do have cells, but genetic information is propagated quite differently. Aliens can only eat food from their own
world and are incompatible with medicines and biotech designed for Earthlife. In game terms they have Restricted
Diet (BT212, B151) and Unusual Biochemistry (BT213, B160). The TL of biotechnology for aliens varies by species
but is 9 or lower.
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Cultures
Biotechnology is unremarkable and accepted in most
cultures. Genetic engineering is routine and accepted,
people treat clones just like other people (BT196), and
only bigots hold hatred of uplifted animals or other species
of human. Similarly, with virtually all of the population,
even the poorest, engineered for health, fitness, and
intelligence there is little discussion of the ethics of
‘designer babies’ (BT197). Where the technology exists to
alter people’s biology and create new intelligent species
culture has an even greater influence. For example, an
authoritarian regime might eliminate aggressive tendencies
in the population making those traits taboo for someone
from that nation. Even then opposing cultures are likely to
focus on the evils of authoritarian rule with virtually no
discussion of the biotechnology that produced compliant
subjects.
The first colonists created governments with an eye for
stability and safety. There are usually many laws
protecting individuals but also laws protecting life
supporting infrastructure. The governments of Old Earth
that were the most stable allowed personal freedoms,
forestalling revolution, but not so much that they
threatened society. The colonists noted that nations of Old
Earth with the highest rates of weapon ownership were the least safe and most unstable in the long term. Besides, firing
a gun in a space station could puncture the hull or otherwise compromise life support. Weapons ownership is usually
limited. In most conurbanised areas the sophistication of surveillance technology and the biotech available to forensic
pathologists keeps crime rates low. Criminals and genehackers are actually more likely to be found in frontier towns.
In game terms, CR is split (B507). CR is usually 24 depending on the culture, CR for weapons is +1 and CR for non
weapon biotech is 1.
Characters.
All characters should have at least two templates. One for species and one for culture. There are no unmodified
humans. Most characters also have an optional pantropic template and/or a career template. Player characters are built
with 140 points, typical citizens with 90. This is because the average cost of the allowed human species templates is
43.25 points, the citizens of the Ra System are more capable than late 2008 CE humans. Standard starting wealth is
$20000 lower than most TL9 civilizations because the civilisation’s wealth is mostly in infrastructure to support life in
hostile environments. Those from lower TL cultures use the same base income but generally have lower levels of
wealth (B25). Those from TL0 cultures typically have the new disadvantage Stone Age Poverty (starting wealth of $0
250 player’s choice of amount, works to stay alive [25]). All characters should have an Area Knowledge skill for their
home region and, unless TL0, Computer Operation skill. No skill can be more than its controlling attribute +10.
Disadvantages are limited to 50 pt or less (B11). However, disadvantages that are part of your species, pantropic, or
culture templates, do not count toward this limit. Culture often limits available disadvantages by genefixing (BT64).
Culture Templates
Players should pay careful attention to the culture their character was born into during character generation. Every
culture should have a template representing biological traits engineered into citizens. Culture templates are biological,
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not learned, and not more than 10pt. Most include disadvantages that are not allowed. Pantropic templates might be
limited or even mandated by culture. Cultures have a TL (B511), CR (B506), and a government type (B509). Status is
also discussed. Most cultures are TL9, but a few are TL8, 7, or even 0. For all characters biological TL is one step
higher than general TL. CR is +1 for weapons and 1 for nonweapon biotech. A single culture template is given in this
article.
An example culture template is given at the end of this article.
Species Templates
Available species for player characters can be found BT6674, BT8992, the Raven at the end of this article, and future
articles in this series. Use only TL910 templates. Most of these are descendants of less bright TL9 uplifted species that
were further improved at TL10. Substantial populations of TL9 breeds do remain. In most cases a pantropic template
should also be applied (see below). Species templates have a price and LC. Low LC might ban characters entry to some
nations, especially if customs officers decide you are a weapon. This could be a frequent problem for a Jagrilla Hound
PC (BT89). Price is rarely used except for parents who wish to modify their offspring or tankgrown workers and
soldiers created by oppressive regimes for their own use. Biologically female characters are assumed to have the Easy
Childbirth zeropoint feature (BT58).
Humans
ALL human characters should choose a gengineered human template (BT6674) of TL10 or less. The humans of
the colony are descended from relatively small numbers of people all genetically engineered to give the colony the best
chance of survival. All of the TL10 or lower human templates are available but TL9 templates are much more common.
There are no ‘wildtype’ unmodified humans in the new solarsystem. Perhaps the most numerous species of human is
spacers descended from the original crew and terraforming teams (BT71). Spacers unsurprisingly dominate the
populations of the giant space zero gravity habitats that were built during the long centuries of terraforming.
Great Diversity
As well as the species listed in the GURPS Biotech there are other species of people including uplifted ravens, parrots,
and sperm, humpback and orca whales. Some GMs might also allow artificial intelligence as characters; even though
these machines are not conscious and have no rights, they can have simulated personalities. A new species template is
given at the end of this article.
Pantropic Templates
No world is a perfect copy of the conditions on Earth. Therefore, worlds are inhabited by species designed for that
world. Rather than design hundreds of new species templates we use a combination of species from GURPS Biotech
and new pantropic templates. Pantropic templates are minor modifications (valued 10pt or less) that can be added to
any species. A pantropic template cannot alter limbs or the senses. Pantropic templates might be limited or even
mandated by culture. Only those hailing from the huge space stations spunup to 1 G or some individuals whose species
template already includes pantropic features (eg. Heavy Worlder (BT66) and Spacer (BT71) wouldn’t have a pantropic
template.
To ensure compatibility with as many species as possible pantropic templates never includes attribute adjustments,
complex variable prices, or modifications to limbs or senses. However, clashes of home gravity, advantages, or
disadvantages which cannot coexist in the rules can still occur. The player can choose between the options at character
generation. For example, the Spacer species has a home gravity of 0 G, if the High G Pantropic template is added then
the player can choose a home gravity of 0 G or one in the range of 1.5 to 2 G.
Though not strictly ‘pantropic’ Bioroid (TL10) and Chimera (TL89) (BT214) could also be used as templates.
The pantropic humans will give you some features you can use to create pantropic templates (BT6667, 7071). Look
up the components of the template in GURPS Biotech, if any have a ‘*’ indicating species modification then the adding
the pantropic template creates a new para[species] unable to breed with other similar species templates. (e.g., applying
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the Station (Spacer) template to a K10 (BT90) produces a unique species of 0 G adapted paradog unable to breed with
other dogs). Note the template creates para[species] by recording ‘*’ after the TL. Example pantropic templates are
given at the end of this article.
Modifications
As well as templates players may want to individualise their character with additional advantages and disadvantages.
Many people further modify themselves by surgery, transplantation, gene editing, nanosymbiotes etc. These should be
recorded separately under an ‘Modifications’ subheading. Record the modification it’s TL and the advantages and/or
disadvantages it grants. For example, “Jointwork TL9 Catfall [10]”.
Career Templates
A biology focused game benefits from biologyfocused characters. The career templates in GURPS Biotech are
recommended. If you take career template from another book, consider how the biotechnology of the setting might be
used in that role. For example, a soldier would be enhanced with biomods and trained to survive (or use!) biological
weapons.
Gear
Remember, biotech TL is one point higher than general TL of your culture. The CR of all weapons is +1 and the CR of
biotech is 1 (max. 4 excluding weapons). I allow illegal gear to be purchased during character generation. Players are
encouraged to purchase equipment from GURPS Biotech. Much of the equipment therein grants Advantages limiting
what a character can acquire at character generation and costs points not money. This may mean that players may load
up on TL10 drugs and nanotech that provides temporary boosts or aids healing. While character’s being walking
pharmacopoeia may seem odd, this is actually one of the effects of advanced biotechnology and is a feature of the
setting. Characters are supposed to engage with and use biotechnology.
Alternatively, canny players may instead save starting funds to buy biomods and enhancing nanotech with money
during play. Again, this is entirely within the milieu of the setting and should be allowed. However, surgical recovery
times, LC/CR legality considerations, and other reasonable barriers must be overcome slowing the rate of acquisition.
There are options for handling this in the rules (B294). I allow characters to buy biomods etc. that grant permanent
advantages with cash, they also pay in inconvenience of surgical recovery etc. However, the character also acquires a
character point debt to pay off. You may like to allow players to have two characters, but only ever one active during
each session. This allows the player to keep adventuring while one of their characters recovers from surgery. It also
means that player has a backup if their Jagrilla Hound (BT89) is stopped at the border.
Examples
Shu City (example culture) 0pt.
Since this is a cyberpunk issue Shu City is an example culture with a cyberpunk feel. It also provides a home for a
highly diverse group of PCs. There is enough happening in Shu City that a whole campaign could be set there.
Shu is a gas giant named after an ancient Egyptian god of the air. Shu City is a massive space colony in orbit around the
gas giant. The city is a cylinder 4 km long with a diameter of 1 km. The cylinder spins to provide gravity. Five hundred
years ago when the station was a new home for the rich the inner surface was dotted with open spaces and homes all at
1 g. A 200 m diameter central core provided light and the illusion of a strip of sky over a high river valley. The citizens
of Shu City enjoyed conditions much like the preindustrial Earth with gravity, clean air, open spaces, and a retreat
from the laws and taxes of governments.
Then fortunes changed and Shu City had to stop being a playground and build industries of its own. As the population
grew, mostly through poorly regulated worker immigration, buildings rose up into the ‘sky’. Today, the cylinder is a
massive city nearly filled with built spaces and cramped multilevel streets. The old forests and parks are gone replaced
by tanks of algae, fungi, and bacteria. The simulated sky is all but covered in microgravity slums and industry leaving
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citizens to provide their own light. The air is stale and clean water limited. The rich of Shu City dwell on the lower
‘Downtown’ levels at 1 g. The mansions of the richest have open sky all the way to the ceiling. However, most
residences and highclass shopping districts of ‘Downtown’ are protected by a fortified ceiling with the buildings of
‘Uptown built on it. The lowest level of Uptown are inhabited by a small middle class, many of them crime lords. As
you ascend poverty grows and gravity fades. The upmost levels are filled with hanging favelas of low gravity or ‘zero
g’ pantropes and poor 1 G types who develop health issues from the low gravity. At all levels the streets of Shu City
bustle with a great assortment of species from all over the Ra System that have now been in Shu City for generations.
Fewer regulations make Shu City a tax haven, entertainment capital, place to do questionable research, and a home for
exploitation. The divide between the rich and the poor is great. The rich live in comfortable 1G mansions with their
own private security and life support while the poor breathe stale air in dark rickety low gravity high favelas.
Regardless of wealth, typical Shus value freedom from interference, are extremely competative, and have little regard
for those beyond their personal inner circle. Willingness to do violence is seen as sometimes necessary to get things
done or survive. Visitors to Shu are advised to stay within tourist facilities protected by private security.
TL9/10, CR2/3/1, Athenian Democracy with citizenship limited to the founding ‘Old Families’ of Omega Humans.
Common languages: Aiseeish is the official language but K’rrarkoar (a raven language) is frequently heard. Almost
any language can be heard on the city’s streets. Status for most of the population is determined as for Classless
Meritocracies (B28) however members of the Old Families also have status up to 5 by birthright that always applies in
addition to any status from wealth. Regardless of source status is capped at 5.
Advantages and Disadvantages. None. 0pt. Unlike most cultures of Ra, Shu’s weak government does not enforce any
biological standards on citizens. There are not even mandated vaccines, genefixing, or legal protection for nearsapients
(BT86). No environments to marine, aquatic, or gas giant species. Shu has a history of immigration from all over the
system. The Old Families neglectfully ruling Shu City are Omega humans (BT66 no pantropic template). There is a
sizeable low G raven population.
Pantropic Templates. Any. Shu City has a history of immigration from all over the system. The nature of lowcost
housing makes the Station and Low G templates common
among the poor.
Raven (new species) TL9 11pt
Unmodified wild ravens were smaller, cheaper, and had a
shorter generation cycle than other candidate uplift
species making them better laboratory animals and
therefore one of the earliest uplifted species. They were
toolusers with a protolanguage more sophisticated than
apes that enabled them to communicate about items in the
past at a distance. They could also mimic human speech
and had welldeveloped empathy evolved from sharing
kills with wolves and other predators. Unmodified wild
ravens are extinct, outcompeted on Old Earth by their
uplifted brethren.
Although the average modified raven is a little dim by
human standards their short generation time and
adaptability has seen their populations grow rapidly, so
much so that it is suspected that ravens actually
outnumber humanity in the colonies. Suspected, because
many ravens live as their wild ancestors once did in the
cities and wild places of Old Earth.
This template assumes wildtype ravens were IQ6 as indicated by real research into corvids. Ravens are tool users, so I
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assume wild ravens have Bad Grip 3, rather than No Fine Manipulators. While technically not having a Horizontal
posture, their hands are also feet producing the same restrictions on use. The enhancements made are +1IQ and
removed a level of Bad Grip and the Wild Animal metatrait.
Attribute Modifiers: IQ 3 [60], ST 7 [70], HT +1 [+10], DX +1 [+20]
Advantages: Acute Hearing +2 [4] Acute Vision +2 [4], Animal Empathy [5], Teeth: Sharp Beak [1], Reduced
consumption 2: Cast Iron Stomach [2], Empathy [15], Mimicry [10], Perception +3 [15], Peripheral Vision [15], Sharp
Claws [5], Ultrahearing [5], Flight (winged, cannot hover and +4 flying Move) [28], Both wings are strikers [10].
Perks: Fur (actually feathers) [1], Penetrating Voice [1]
Disadvantages: Bad Grip 2 [10], Horizontal () [10], No Smell/Taste [5], Reduced Move 1 water and land [10],
Sleepy ½ of the time [8].
Quirks: Careful [1].
Features: Ravens are considered adults at age 5 (rather than about 18) but ageing thresholds (B20) are also reduced by
13 years to 37, 57, and 77 and ageing checks are made at the same frequency as humans. Ravens are typically just over
2’ tall with wingspans exceeding 4’ (1.5  4.4 lbs.). SM is 2 or 1 if flying or wings open. Sexual dimorphism is very
low; even accurate biometrics (BT24) only identifies a raven’s sex about 90% of the time. Even ravens often don’t
know each other’s sex unless they observe courtship behaviours (use of the Sex Appeal skill). Handsome (Beautiful)
ravens always have the Androgenous option (B21). Ravens can comfortably speak at yelling volume for hours because
of this coupled with their acute hearing they typically conduct conversations tens of meters apart.
TL10 variant: A rarer upgraded raven genome exists and is rapidly spreading through raven populations. Raise IQ to
2 [40] and Bad Grip 1 [5], but reduce sensory bonuses as follows: Acute Hearing to +1 [2], Acute Vision to +1 [2],
Perception to +2 [10]. Total changed to [5] and $30000
Common Options: Ravens frequently speak a human language and a raven language. Young ravens are usually
Curious [5] but older ones develop can Phobia (Neophobia [10* but see below], usually in mature ravens).
Neophobia: New things make you nervous. When you encounter anything of a kind you have not seen before including
objects, environments, noises, species of people etc. the phobia is triggered. Neophobia is usually worth 10* points but
for welltravelled character might be worth only 5* and for characters from lower TL or isolated places neophobia
might be worth 15* points.
*Modified for selfcontrol roll.
Most ravens have at least one of the following: Sense of Duty to Spouse, Ally Spouse, Allied Group Flock, Greed,
Kleptomania, low wealth, and in some cultures, low social status (only worth points if the campaign has many
adventures in that culture), and survival skill.
Availability: $25000, LC4
Apnoea (example pantropic) (TL10*) 10pt
This template represents species adapted to either water worlds or those with poisonous atmospheres. It does not let
someone survive indefinitely in those environments but being able to store enough oxygen in your tissues to hold your
breath for 16x longer provides a good safety margin. This template does not change the appearance at all.
Advantages: Breath hold 4 [8], Nictating Membrane 2 [2]
Availability: $60000, LC4
High G (example pantropic) (TL10) 10pt
There were no high gravity environments for people to live in around old Sol. The High G pantropic was developed
after arriving in the new star system. HighGs have stronger hearts and generally improved cardiovascular systems.
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This allows them to stay healthy in high gravity environments, but they lack the augmented physical strength that is
convenient under high gravity. A more extensively modified heavy worlder human species also exists (BT66).
Advantages: Improved G tolerance +0.5G (10pt).
Features: Choose a home gravity of 1.5 to 2G. Tends to be shorter and muscular but not so much so that there is a
point value.
Availability: $35000, LC4
Low G (example pantropic) (TL9) 0pt
Features: Choose a home gravity from 0.2 to 0.7 G. Tends to be taller and lighter but not so much so that there is a
point value.
Availability: $25000, LC4
Station (example pantropic) (TL9*) 1pt
The original colony fleet and the first small space stations in the new system did not have spin gravity. Your people
were designed at that time and today thrive on spaceships, asteroid bases, and small stations.
Advantages: Radiation Tolerance 2 [5]
Perks: No Degeneration in zeroG [1]
Disadvantages: Skinny [5]
Features: home gravity 0 G; increased height by up to 30% over the norm for ST, but weight is 50% of normal.
Availability: Availability: $26000, LC4

Example Character: Smif Kwai a Shu City High G Spacer Democracy Activist 140 points
Born Broan Jon, Kwai grew up off the grid in the hanging favelas of Shu City. His unusual genetic heritage, courtesy of
some forgotten great ancestor, made young Kwai useful to a boss in the local democracy movement. Starting as a child
messenger he grew up indoctrinated into the cause and learned the skillset of a rebel. Recently, the police identified
him. Jon was a wanted man. Fortunately, there are those in the business community who would like to see a change of
government including the owner of a biomod clinic. Jon got a new name and a new face, one designed to be forgettable,
and modifications to prepare him for his new role as a spy for the movement.
Height 6’2”, Weight 100 lbs, Age 20, righthanded.
Appearance: A typical spacer, tall and lean with grasping toes dressed in threadbare street clothes. Kwai’s face is
average in a harmless and forgettable way, though witnesses will disagree about whether the slim individual was a man,
woman, or androgyne. If asked, he identifies as hetromale. His skin is the most common brown same with the eyes and
hair. Kwai carries a webgun, but many people do when travelling through Uptown.
Attributes: ST10 DX13 IQ12 HT13 [130] (Note maximum HT allowed for Skinny is 14)
Secondary Attributes: Damage 1d2/1d, BL20 HP12 WILL12 PER12 (15 for vision), FP14 [0] Basic Speed 6.26,
Dodge 9, Basic Move 6, SM0. [0]
Languages: Aiseeish (native), K’rrarkoar (spoken only accented) [2]
Advantages: Ally (Kror’kahh 105pt low G raven activist NPC* almost all the time) [9], Contact Marma Lao
Democracy Movement figure (Current Affairs Shu City effective skill 12, fairly often) [1], Improved G tolerance
+0.5G [10], Prehensile Toes (BT51) [4], Radiation Tolerance 2 [5], Zeroed [10]. Subtotal [36]
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*The referee should prepare this NPC.
Modifications: Disguised Altered Appearance TL9 Androgenous [0] and Honest Face (B101) [1] and acquaintances
from before play require IQ roll to recognise (BT169) [0], Jointwork TL9 Catfall [10], Eye upgrade TL10 Acute Vision
+3 [6]. Subtotal [17]],
Perks: No Degeneration in zeroG [1].
Disadvantages: Fanaticism (for democratic movement) [15], Skinny [5] Poor [15], Status 2 [10], Overconfidence
(resist almost all the time 15) [2.5], Selfless (resist almost all the time 15) [2.5]. Subtotal [50].
Quirks: Dislikes police officers [1], never gives his name unless asked [1].
Features: Home gravity 0 G
Skills: Area Knowledge Shu City (E) IQ [1]12, Propaganda (A) IQ [2]12, Stealth (A) DX [2]1 13. Acting (A) IQ1
[1]11, Computer Operation (E) IQ [1]12, FastTalk (A) IQ1 [1]11, Lockpicking (A) IQ1 [1]11, Photography (A)
IQ1 [1]11, Observation (A) Per1 [1]11 (14 for vision), Climbing (A) DX [1]12, First Aid (E) IQ [1]11, Politics (A)
IQ [1]11, Public Speaking (A) IQ [1]11, Scrounging (E) Per [1] 12. Subtotal [15]
Equipment: loose fitting ordinary street clothes, small backpack, cell phone, nanobug (B289), night vision goggles
(B289, often left at home in case searched), Nihydrin (to detect fingerprints BT25), modified silk ballistic vest street
jacket (TL10 Torso DR 16/4 B284 BT28), biomimetic hardwood ‘brass’ knuckles (B271 BT28), web gun with belt
holster (BT227), bloodrose seed (BT80), bioluminescent fungi flashlight (heavy BT81 B288), diagnostic smart bandage
(BT124), spray on plastiskin (bandages B289), neural inhibitor (BT136).
Drugs: 1 dose Analgene (BT149), 10 doses Painaway (BT149), 1 dose Genercillin (BT150), dose Hypercoagulin
(BT151) 1 dose Ascepaline (BT152), 10 doses Superstim (BT152), 1 dose Wideawake (BT152), 1 dose Basic (a weak
combat drug BT156), 1 dose Tempo (BT156), 10 doses Gravanol (BT157), 10 doses Aware (BT157), 1 month supply
male contraceptive pills (BT158), 10 doses sobriety pills (BT158), 1 dose Focus (BT162).
Money: $11 in Shu City cash
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CYBERPUNK 2020: THE MANIFOLD
DECOMPOSITION
by Tim Rice
An MS from the front lines of a 2020 Cyberpunk 2020 campaign
In around the year 2010 or 2011, I was wandering around a Sunday market and stumbled across someone selling a
bunch of roleplaying games. To my delight, one of the games available was a used copy of Cyberpunk 2020.
Money was a bit tight in those days, and my piracyfu was nonexistent, so the opportunity to pick up this classic RPG
for the price of a beer was too good to pass up. For better or worse, the book then sat on my shelf for years without me
paying much attention to it.
But coming up to the year 2020, I kept thinking, how funny would it be run a game of _Cyberpunk 2020_ while it's the
year 2020? And not only would it be fun in and of itself, but I was also excited for the thenupcoming video game
_Cyberpunk 2077_. I thought playing the original tabletop game first would help prime me for a more immersive
experience of the video game. And perhaps other people would be interested in a similar experience!
Remember, we didn't know in advance that _Cyberpunk 2077_ was going to be a disaster. We only suspected that it
probably wouldn't be revolutionary. William Gibson's prediction seemed fair: "The trailer for Cyberpunk 2077 strikes
me as GTA skinnedover with a generic 80s retrofuture, but hey, that's just me." Other gamers assumed he was just out
of touch with modern gamers, and gave him flak for the cynical tone, but I suspected he would be vindicated.
Nevertheless, I felt optimistic that CP2077 would still be an entertaining gaming experience, despite not pushing the
envelope of cutting edge videogamesasart.
I got pumped for pushing ahead with a a CP2020 campaign. I wasn't sure if I could pull it off, as I'd never successfully
run any RPG before; but the CP2020 system is simple enough (more on that later)  so how better to dip the toes in?
Furthermore, I already had a few cyberpunkish ideas bouncing around in my head, left over from the days when I still
dreamt of becoming some kind of author one day. Then, the COVID19 pandemic came along, and gave me even more
ideas: imagine if, on the Mean Streets Of The Year 2020, there was a mysterious plague which the characters would
need to deal with?
Thus was born the campaign, _Cyberpunk 2020: The Manifold Decomposition_. Our first game kicked off in August
2020, only a few months before the deadline of 2021, when it would stop being such a cool idea.
I pitched it as a one year campaign, starting off in the traditional Night City setting, before heading internationally later
as events unfold. We ended up with a fun bunch of characters: Andrew playing the Netrunner Sally, Denzil playing the
gangsterish Solo Hemi, Lev with a mysterious ranger/mechanic Nomad, Michael C with the pluckish Rocker MaiLan
(affectionately referred to as Mulan by local Maelstrom idiots), and Michael H with the stalwart Cop known as Carlos.
Now, we're only halfway through that one year campaign. Out of my intended fouract structure, we're nearing the end
of Act II. So, some caution is called for, lest we spoil things for my players if they read this.
However, I can say that the words _Manifold Decomposition_ is a deliberate play on words about where the campaign
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is coming from, and where it's going. It not only literally means "many things decomposing". It is also a reference to a
mathematical technique for understanding certain abstract structures, such as Lorentzian manifolds ... aka ... Space
Time!
Synthesising these ideas, it then shouldn't come as a surprise that the campaign touches on themes related to immanent
contagion, chaos and decay, along with metaphysical and ontological queerness. Note that "queerness" here, while
being a loaded term, isn't only referring to something to do with human genders; instead, I am interested in generalising
nonbinary principles to universal questions: dancing between erstwhile opposites like "objectivity vs subjectivity" or
"reality vs fantasy" calls into question not only both sides, but also dismantles the assumption that either side or any
boundary between them existed in the first place.
Therefore, although I've liberally stolen key plot ideas from at least one William Gibson book, the campaign's mood
and thematic development don't have so much of WG's "hard science" flavour. Instead, in my mind, it is more of a
cross between Philip K Dick, Neal Stephenson, Michael Chrichton, Paul Feyerabend, _Mass Effect_ and _Deus Ex_.
For example, it has become evident through the campaign that psionic abilities can sometimes manifest, but they are
eldritch and uncanny, characteristic more of a broken world than of sources of power.
Now, with that context out of the way, what can I say about _Cyberpunk 2020_ which might be useful for other people
interested in trying the system? I think there are two things which I can offer: some thoughts on the system itself (and
how to work around its gaping weaknesses); and a discussion of how we successfully organised and played during
COVID19 lockdowns.
Let's focus on the logistics of lockdown roleplaying first. Fortunately, we already had an established group who
routinely meet on Sundays, and we already had a chance to experiment with Zoom and Jitsi in the first months of
lockdown, before we greenlit our CP2020 campaign.
Personally, despite the privacy issues, I favoured Zoom because I get access to fast servers as a sideeffect of
$DAYJOB. With Jitsi, I appreciate the freeandopensource ethos behind it, but the public servers are slow, and I was
routinely having audio issues. You can roll your own Jitsi server, but then that's another side project to compete with
actual game master preparation.
In future, I could be convinced to drop Zoom for something else, maybe even roll my own jitsi server, but I think
consistency is important. The confusion costs of changing platform halfway through a campaign shouldn't be
underestimated.
For roleplaying, compared to either Zoom or Jitsi, some people also like to recommend platforms such as Roll20.
Now, I don't have anything in particular against Roll20 or similar platforms if someone else is gamemastering.
The GM has to put in the most effort, so if you're the GM, and Roll20 is making your life easier, more power to you.
But for myself, I found Roll20 just wasn't useful or fun when I tried experimenting with it. My games have simple
needs: can we hear each other, or, failing that, write messages?
Instead of Roll20, I use the GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) to prepare any maps we might need, and use
screensharing in Zoom to display them. GIMP is wellsuited for this because it is able to easily hide or show layers.
I usually have a layer for the "basic map" which can be immediately shown to players; other layers can represent, say,
all the devices which will be revealed if the Netrunner runs their LOCATE REMOTE function, or any hidden storm
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drains for a possible stealthy approach.
GIMP might not be the best option for more simulationist and combatheavy campaigns. Personally, I find myself
leaning towards a more narrativist style, so a simple map without showing exact character positions is fine. I'd much
rather say "the Maelstrom thugs made some good Drive rolls so they're about two rounds from intercepting you if you
don't shake them fast" than "here is a map of all the streets and this is where each of your motorbikes are and that is
where the thugs' humvee is and you need to dodge that Ford which is 10m to your north east travelling at 52.7 mph."
Now onto the _Cyberpunk 2020_ system. The key thing to keep in mind with this game is that it is both _simple_ and
_clunky_. That is, it has both good points and bad points. You can either take the bad with the good, or you can
introduce some arbitrary number of houserules.
The core mechanic which covers almost everything in the game is, first, just add a Stat (eg Intelligence or Reflexes)
plus a Skill (eg Handgun), and then fuzz them with an extra 1D10 on top. Now compare this sum to some target
number which representing the difficulty. Eg, you have an Intelligence of 8, an Awareness/Notice skill of 6, and then
you roll a 3, to get a total of 17? Congratulations, you beat difficult 15, and successfully notice a concealed camera
monitoring the doorway which you were about to unceremoniously kick in with your velociraptor cyberlegs.
So far so good. Where the clunkiness comes in is when the game tries to penalise certain routes for creating
overpowered characters. If no costs were involved, many players would just go for infinite cyberware and infinite
armor to become unstoppable tanks. "Humanity Cost" for cyberware and Encumberance for armor are mechanisms
intended to rein in player ambitions for godlike characters.
However, if you follow the rules as written, each item of cyberware installed incurs a cost which chips away at
Empathy (EMP): so the more EMP you have, the more cyberware you can buy. The motivation for this mechanic is
clear enough.
EMP is the stat used for skills like understanding someone else's emotional state, and persuading them to help you in
some way. If you lose all your EMP, you become a dreaded "cyberpsycho". So, it makes sense that someone who trades
away too much of their own flesh in return for cybernetic empowerment starts to seem cold and monstrous.
In practice, this incentivises maximising your Empathy stat during character creation. Players like to be able to get a bit
cyberred up, and Empathy is the coin of the realm for achieving that dream. But then it starts to seems a little odd that
the most cyberred up people in Night City were all once superempathetic people.
A similar inverted incentive applies to armor. Each layer of armor imposes an encumberance penalty, which only hits
the Reflex (REF) stat. So, if you want to be the character who can lug around the most armor, the one stat which you
will want to maximise during character creation is Reflexes. Who knew that the best people for armoring up are
gymnasts, dancers and ninjas?
We work around these issues with a combination of two methods:
1. Instead of 10x EMP, every character gets 100% Humanity at the start of the game. Empathy then scales by
percentage of remaining Humanity. So, if you only have an EMP of 2, you can still afford to lose 50 Humanity before
worrying about cyberpsychosis. This is quite different to the default where EMP 2 only permits 10 Humanity worth of
cyberware.
2. A very high or low "Cool" stat modifies Humanity Costs, _before_ these costs are applied to EMP. Cool represents
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willpower and general badassitude. It makes sense that the most strongwilled and badass characters are better able to
adopt cybernetics and stave off the effects (or affects!) of cyberpsychosis; a low COOL on the other hand implies a
tendency towards neurosis. In our game, a character with a Cool of 10 only pays _half as much_ Humanity per implant;
but if your Cool is three or less, you pay _more_. So if you want to be a badass supersoldier, you better make sure
you're actually tough, instead of just some nice guy who thought they had some charm to burn.
Analogous principles apply to armor, except instead of reducing Humanity Costs with Cool, we reduce Encumbrance
with Body (BOD). If you have a BOD of 10, you don't need as much REF to effectively wear armor. Whereas, it now
makes more sense to have a sneaky ninja build with low BOD and high REF. Under our house rules, such a player will
never be tempted to armor their character up. They will really play like "the sneak" instead of "why is Paris Hilton
wearing five kevlar vests with a suit of platemail on top."
These house rules struck me as unqualified good when I first thought of them. After playing with them for six months, I
have developed a more nuanced conclusion. Let's put their pros and cons under the light of experience.
Importantly, while the maths involved in these house rules isn't especially advanced, it does require an attitude of
"maths doesn't freak me out  I'm happy to calculate some percentages and whatever." Not everyone feels comfortable
with maths, and if you're GMing, it's your job to help people feel just as comfortable _outside_ of the game as you're
making their characters uncomfortable _inside_ the game. For myself, trying out these house rules was important
enough to me that I was willing to do everyone's math for them.
On the other hand, we mostly only had to deal with the calculations near the start of the campaign. Once you know that
Hemi the Solo always wears the same two layers of armor, you just write down whatever the final encumberance turns
out to be, no more maths required. So, even if you're not happy dealing with maths all the time, you can still take the
position of, "let's invest some time early to get the scaling right, so our Solo doesn't feel the need to be a neurotic
charming weakling just to maximise their tankiness."
We thus come to two conditions for when our house rules could be suitable for your game:
* You have someone in your roleplaying group with some mathematical confidence and helpfulness.
Not everyone digs maths, and it's good to have someone available to support the people who are scratching their heads.
* You are running a longer campaign, eg at least a few months. The initial investment of working through some
calculations is soon forgotten if the calculations never need to be performed again. Don't use these rules for a oneshot
unless you (the GM) are willing to premake the characters and do the maths yourself.
If _either_ of these are true, then our house rules could work for you. If _neither_ are true, then maybe just stick to the
default rules.
In conclusion:
* Playing old school tabletop roleplaying games via video conferencing is a lot of fun during a lockdown ...
* ... so long as the tech is right.
* But once you settle on some tech, be as consistent with it as possible.
* And if you want to GM Cyberpunk 2020, invest time before the campaign in thinking through the rules and preparing
a bunch of house rules.
* Your house rules will probably make things more confusing for people who haven't put in the same number of hours
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to understand the system, so be prepared to do extra handholding ...
* ... Or just decide that nothing needs to make sense and suck up the default rules.
Characters
Hemia Te Tamira (Hemi)

Role

Age

Ethnic origin

Gender

Solo

28

Tongan

Male

BODY

COOL

ATTR

EMP

INT

REF

TECH

LUCK

MOVE

8

9

1

5 (4)

3

9

2

9

8

Derived Stats:
•Run 24
•Leap 6
•Lift 80
Skills

Stat

IP

Rank

Total

Combat Sense

INT

39/50

9

12

Authority

COOL

5/10

1

10

Interfacing

INT

5/5

LOCKED

Endurance

BODY

1/25

4

12

Intimidate

COOL

2/15

2

11

Resist Torture/Drugs

COOL

2

11

Streetwise

COOL

3/10

1

10

Human Perception

EMP

1/10

1

7 (6)

Hide/Evade

INT

9/15

2

5

Language: Tongan

INT

7

10

Shadow/Track

INT

5/15

2

5

Athletics

REF

2/15

2

11

Dodge & Escape

REF

3/15

2

11

Handgun

REF

6

15 (17)

Heavy Weapons

REF

2

11 (13)

Martial Arts (BJJ)

REF

8

17

19/45
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Skills

Stat

IP

Rank

Total

Melee

REF

9/15

2

11

Motorcycle

REF

11/40

7

16 (18)

Rifle

REF

9/25

4

13 (15)

Stealth

REF

7/15

2

11

SMG

REF

2

11 (13)

CyberTech

TECH

2

4

First Aid

TECH

3

5

Mechanics

TECH

0

2

Weapons Tech

TECH

2

4

8/15

3/5

Gear
Weapons (all wpns from blackhands streat wpns)
•Kendachi Monowhip: 350eb MEL 0 J P 2D6 NA ST 13M
•Kendachi Dragon: CB01/p48. 4m. 1D6 x2 body areas in first round; this continues on 1x body area in second
round. Only SP15+ effective defence.
•Federated Arms: 454 DA "Super Chief”: 375eb P 0 J P 406+3 (.454 ammo) 5 1 VR 50M, smart linked
•Kalashnikov ABO Heavy Assault Rifle: 550eb RIF 1 N E 6D6+2 (7.62MM AP rounds) 35 3/25 ST 400M,
smart linked
Bike
HarleyDavidson Thunderchief worth 5040 pg 20 chr book 1 Vehicle Link. Is a Hog, fully cybercapable, will run on
Chooh2 or hydro fuels SDP 35, unarmoured. Cruising range 600km.
Lifestyle
Has a 3BR apt near the CBD, close to bands/bars and public transport.
Cyberwear (Base Humanity Costs in parentheses)
Neuralware (2D6 + 1D6/2 + 5):
•Speedware (Sanderistan) +3 inti 5Turns H.L. 1d6/2 Book CP2020 1600eb
•Smartgun Link
•Vehicle Link
•Interface Plugs
Implants (3D6 + 2):
•Opti Shields, H.L: 1d6+2 book Chr 1
•Subdermal armour sp 18 H.L. Book CP2020 1,200eb
Bioware (1D6/2):
•Nanosurgeons
1x Cyberoptics (2D6 + 2):
•Colour shift
•Microoptics
•Times Square Marquee
Humanity Cost
(Raw)

Humanity Cost
(Scaled)

Humanity
Remaining

26.5

19

81
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Lifepath

•He comes from a Tongan only crime family, his mother got to uppity and Hemi’s father sold her.
•Hemi has tinted hair which he loves but it looks shocking.
•He is covered in traditional tattoos and ritual scars and yet somehow has a girlfriend (emili) in the corporate

zone he lives in thanks to his father’s money. Note Emili’s friends and family hate Hemi.
•Hemi’s personality is Stable and Serious.
•He values no one
•Hemi values his word
•Hemi thinks people are tools to be used and discarded when they have served their purpose
•Hemi enjoys participating in UFC/MMA competitions
•he has a martial arts instructor sensei, Tenyai, involved in the fight circuit
•And probaly a promotor
•street type might respect him but see him as a bit of a pretty boy

MaiLan Nguyễn
Role

Age

Ethnic origin

Gender

Rocker

21

Vietnamese

F

BODY

COOL

ATTR

EMP

INT

REF

TECH

LUCK

MOVE

7

7

7

9 (5)

5

9

8

9

6

Derived Stats:
• Run 18
• Leap 4
• Lift 70
Skills

Stat

IP

Rank

Total

Charismatic Leadership

EMP

11/45

8

13

Authority

COOL

5/10

1

8

Interfacing

INT

5/5

LOCKED

Swimming

BODY

Personal Grooming

ATTR

Posing & Making an Entrance

1

7

4/25

4

11

ATTR

2/25

4

11

Endurance

BODY

1/5

0

7

Intimidate

COOL

1

8

Streetwise

COOL

4

11

Animal Handling

EMP

1

6

Human Perception

EMP

3

8

8/25

13/20
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Skills

Stat

IP

Rank

Total

Leadership

EMP

4/5

0

5

Persuasion

EMP

3/30

5

10

Seduction

EMP

4/25

4

9

Social

EMP

5/20

3

8

Awareness/Notice

INT

24/35

6

11 (13)

Composition

INT

5

10

Cyberculture

INT

2

7

Hide/Evade

INT

2

7

Know Language: Cantonese

INT

1

6

Know Language: French

INT

1

6

Law & Criminology

INT

1

6

Literature & Criticism

INT

1/20

3

8

Athletics

REF

3/15

2

11

Dance

REF

4/15

2

11

Driving

REF

1/10

1

10

Handgun

REF

7/15

2

11

Martial Arts (Tae Kwon Do)

REF

5/60

3

12

Motorcycle

REF

10/20

3

12

Stealth

REF

3/15

2

11

Photo & Film

TECH

1/5

0

8

Pick Pocket

TECH

3

11

Play Instrument

TECH

4/30

5

13

Mechanics

TECH

5/10

1

9

2/15

Gear
Equipment
Armour:
• Kevlar Jacket (Light)
• Armored Stockings 6SP, EV0 (CB2 p28)
• Pinamonte Boots SP20, EV0 feet/ankles only (CB3 p8)
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Hit Location

SP

Base Enc

Layers

Layers Enc

Total Enc

Scaled Enc

Head

0

0

0

0

0

0

Torso

14

0

1

0

0

0

Arms

14

0

1

0

0

0

Legs

26

0

2

1

1

1

Weapons:
• BudgetArms C13 w/ Speed Holster back (CB1 p13)
• Militech Crusher SSG 1/3 3D6/1D6+2 6/2 (special range: CB1 p42)
• Nova .338 CityGun +1, 3D6, 7/3, 50m
• DrugaThug combat syringe (CB2 p45)
• Stein & Wasserman TriStar revolver (CB2): 3x 2d6 slugs, 50m
Misc:
• Clothes
• Motorcycle: Ashigaru (CB2 p93) w/ holster for Militech Crusher
• Laptop
• Guitar
• Amp
• Digital Recoding Studio
• Lifestyle: 2BR apt near CBD
Cybergear (Base Humanity Cost in brackets)
Fashionware (3):
• Light Tattoos (Arms) x2
Implants (2D6 + 0.5):
• Adrenal Booster
• Contraceptive
Cyberoptics x2 (4D6+6):
• Anti Dazzle
• Color Shift
• Image Enhancement
• Low Light
Cyberweapons (3D6+1):
• Wolvers
Humanity Cost
(Raw)

Humanity Cost
(Scaled)

Humanity
Remaining

43.5

43.5

56.5

Lifepath
MaiLan (never "Mai"!) grew up in northwest Heywood. A little too close to the growing Combat Zone, her once
upscale neighbourhood is now decaying and infested by gangs.
She is the 3rd of four daughters; parents and sisters are all as okay as anyone can be these days. Her relationship with
her sisters is varied: liked by one sister, disliked by the next, and heroworshipped by youngest sister. She has an
elderly grandmother whom she adores and is adored by, and who is the only person who can control her. She always
wears her grandmother's gifted family necklace, and is very protective of it.
MaiLan values her family and friends — for everyone else, she suggests nuking from orbit and let the cockroaches
take over. Her rebellious, antisocial and impulsive personality has gotten her in trouble more than once.
She grew up heroworshiping a major pinkrock star, and decided she wanted to get into the music scene. She dresses in
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skimpy tops and miniskirts, and has short spiky hair and several tattoos.
With the help of her local gang, by 18, she was working regularly in the lowlevel corporate clubs as a musician.
During that first year, she was sexually assaulted by one of the patrons, and blinded him in one eye during the dispute.
Nothing ever happened as the guy was too scared to do anything about it. He says he was planning to get some
cyberoptics put in that eye anyway, but when MaiLan offered to poke out his other eye too, he nervously declined.
At 19, she found a boyfriend. He was 24, in corporate management, and is rather intellectual and staid, but they are
happy and still together. She did humiliate and thus piss off his former girlfriend, who is also a corporate exec, but hey,
what is she going to do about it? The ex tried to start a smear campaign, but it didn't work — she doesn't have enough
friends!
She is now 21, and is regularly performing in the big clubs, making around $2000 per month. As a result, she has
started cutting ties with the gang that got her the start in the industry. She is now avoiding the gang, and so nothing yet
has happened.
Branca Maria (Sally)

Role

Age

Netrunner

Ethnic origin

Gender

Portuguese

F

BODY

COOL

ATTR

EMP

INT

REF

TECH

LUCK

MOVE

5 (7)

10

5

5 (3)

10

10

6

6

5

Derived Stats:
• Run 15
• Leap 3
• Lift 50 (70)
• Initiative: 1D10 + 10 (13)
Skill

Stat

IP

Rank

Total

Interface

INT

MAX

10

20

Authority

COOL

8/10

1

11

Endurance

BODY

1/5

0

5 (7)

Intimidate

COOL

2

12

Oratory

COOL

3

13

Resist Torture/drugs

COOL

3

13

Streetwise

COOL

9/20

3

13

Human Perception

EMP

1/10

1

6 (4)

Leadership

EMP

2/5

0

5 (3)

Persuasion

EMP

2

5 (3)

Awareness/Notice

INT

8

18 (20)

35/45
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Skill

Stat

Composition

INT

Cyberculture

INT

Hide/Evade

IP

Rank

Total

7

17

6/20

3

13

INT

7/30

5

15

Library Search

INT

12/40

7

17

Literature & Criticism

INT

3

13

Mathematics

INT

2/28

7

17

Physics

INT

3/11

2

12

Programming

INT

5/14

3

13

Shadow/Track

INT

4/5

0

10

Athletics

REF

0/10

1

11

Dodge

REF

2/5

0

10

Handgun

REF

3/20

3

13 (16)

Martial Arts: Boxing

REF

4/20

3

13

Martial Arts: Judo

REF

3/20

3

13

Motorcycle

REF

8/20

3

13 (15)

Pilot (Gyro)

REF

2/5

0

10

Stealth

REF

10/20

3

13

Mechanics

TECH

3/5

0

6

Systems Admin

TECH

1/14

3

9

Gear
Armour
•
•
•

Nylon Helmet (SP 20)
Light Armour Jacket (SP 14)
Light Armour Pants (SP 14)

Hit Location

SP

Base Enc

Layers

Layers Enc

Total Enc

Scaled Enc

Head

20

0

1

0

0

0

Torso

14

0

1

0

0

0

Arms

14

0

1

0

0

0

Legs

14

0

1

0

0

0

Weapons
Sternmeyer Type 35:
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•
•
•
•
•

Range 50m
Damage 3D6
8 shots, ROF 2
Concealable under a jacket
Very reliable

Vehicle
Ashigaru motorbike (p93 CB2):
• Cyberlink
• Top speed: 70mph
• Battery charge: 8hrs
• SP 0, SDP 20
• Maneuverability: +1 on all rolls
• Storage: up to 25kg
Cyberwear
Cosmetic (1D6):
• Synthskin
Neuralware (2D6 + 2D3 + 10):
• Sandevistan Speedware
• Olfactory Boost
• Interface Plugs
• Cybermodem Link
• Dataterm Link
• Smartgun Link
• Vehicle Link
• Chipware Socket
Bioware (2D6):
• Grafted Muscle 2
Cyberoptics x2 (2x 2D6+4.5 = 4D6+9):
• Image Enhancements
• Infrared
• Targeting Scope
• Teleoptics
Cyberaudio x1 (2D6 + 2)
• Radio Link
• Bug Detector
• Radar Detector
Humanity Cost
(Raw)

Humanity Cost
(Scaled)

Humanity
Remaining

63

31

69

Lifepath
Sally is the only child of a murdered arcology family. However, rather than letting this turn her downhearted or
vengeful, she adheres to the belief that people are really wonderful.
She is friends with the Brainiacs boostergang, who are amused by her pollyannaish attitude. Unfortunately, this
friendship fuelled the jealousies of one Major Curt Huntley of NetWatch, whose infatuation for Sally has been on the
stalkery side for some time.
A few months ago, this came to a head when Curt confronted her in public outside a Brainiacsmath. She humiliated
him, and thus made an enemy for life.
And then, about a month ago, the young techie she was dating (Tommy Lane) disappeared. This was right about the
time she started working at Troubleshooters. Something to do with Curt Huntley? Something to do with
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Troubleshooters?
Her favourite posession is a Sternmeyer Type 35, which she calls Phoenix. It was a gift from her mother to her father.
When her family was murdered, this was one of the only items she managed to keep.

Javier 'Carlos' Hernandes
Role

Age

Ethnic origin

Gender

Cop

22

Hispanic

M

BODY

COOL

ATTR

EMP

INT

REF

TECH

LUCK

MOVE

5

5

4

8 (7)

8

8

4

5

4

Derived Stats:
• Run 12
• Leap 3
• Lift 50
Skills

Stat

IP

Rank

Total

Authority

COOL

MAX

10

15

Interfacing

INT

7/5

LOCKED

Personal Grooming

ATTR

Posing & Making an Entrance

ATTR

Endurance

BODY

Interrogation

COOL

Streetwise

COOL

Human Perception

3

7

3/5

0

4

1/5

0

5

8

13

6/20

3

8

EMP

19/30

5

13 (12)

Leadership

EMP

1/5

0

8 (7)

Social

EMP

2/5

0

8 (7)

Awareness/Notice

INT

12/25

4

12

Hide/Evade

INT

4/5

0

8

Law & Criminology

INT

7/25

4

12

Library Search

INT

11/40

7

15

Literature & Criticism

INT

5/10

1

9

Mathematics

INT

3

11

Shadow/Track

INT

4

12
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Skills

Stat

Spanish

INT

Athletics

REF

Dance

REF

Dodge

REF

Handgun

REF

Heavy Weapons

REF

Martial Arts: Boxing

REF

Martial Arts: Wrestling

REF

IP

Rank

Total

2

10

0

8

1

9

2/35

6

14

11/40

7

15

3

11

5/20

3

11

4/20

3

11

3

11

3

11

5

13

2/5

Martial Arts: Any

2

Melee

REF

Motorcycle

REF

Rifle

REF

Stealth

REF

0/10

1

9

Mechanics

TECH

13/25

4

8

12/20

Equipment
Gear
Weapons:
• Kendachi Dragon + clip
• Colt AMT Model 2000 w/ smartlink
• Smith & Wesson Magnum w/ smartlink
• Styer Aug w/ smartlink
• Monochete (3D6)
• Knife
• Knuckledusters
• Incendiary ammo
Armour:
• Light armour jacket
• Light armour pants
• Kevlar vest
• Nylon helmet
Hit Location

SP

Base Enc

Layers

Layers Enc

Total Enc

Scaled Enc

Head

20

0

1

0

0

0

Torso

19

0

2

1

1

1

Arms

14

0

1

See Torso

0

0

Legs

14

0

1

0

0

0
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Vehicle:
•

Harley Davidson Thundergod (p20 Chromebook 1)

Misc:

Smartgoggles: +1 w/ smartlink, Times Square marquee linked to various kit, image enhancement, antidazzle.
1BR apt, furnished + utilities
Various clothing
TT acct
Nylon bag
Pocket TV
Pocket commo
Tech toolkit
Glowsticks x5
Flashlight
Breathing mask
Pocket PC
Binoculars
First aid kit
Mobile phone
Striptape binders x5
Police scanner
Pizza
Donut
Cyberwear
Neuralware Processor (1D6 + 1D6/2):
• Chipware Socket: Weapons Tech (3), Posing & Making an Entrance (3)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Humanity Cost
(Raw)

Humanity Cost
(Scaled)

Humanity
Remaining

4

4

96

Lifepath
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Call me Carlos, because I like the music of Santiago"
Lived in corporate suburbia with corporate family.
Parents killed when young.
Became a cop as a way of dealing with parent loss.
Quiet, secretive, and distrustful; inconspicuous dress; short hair and sunnies.
Unattached.
Values law and order.
Treasures last photo of parents.
Two siblings: 20yo corporate sister (neutral); worshipped by 16yo brother.
Saved another cop's life, now he's a loyal friend who taught me how to use handguns and rifles.
Once had to bust a former friend for drugs in front of all his family, so now he hates me.
Was in a relationship with a gorgeous female ganger, but she hates me now too. Fortunately she doesn't have
many friends.
Associated with Palo Alto PD.
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"The Nomad" (aka "Sue")

Role

Age

Nomad

Ethnic origin

Gender

Sudanese

BODY

COOL

ATTR

EMP

INT

REF

TECH

LUCK

MOVE

8

8

7

8 (5)

7

8 (7)

8

9

7

Derived Stats:
• Run 21
• Leap 5
• Lift 80
Skills

Stat

IP

Rank

Total

Family

EMP

20/35

6

11

Authority

COOL

9/10

1

9

Interfacing

INT

5/5

LOCKED

Endurance

BODY

1/20

3

11

Strength Feat

BODY

1

9

Swimming

BODY

1

9

Streetwise

COOL

1

9

Animal Handling

EMP

2

7

Human Perception

EMP

9/25

4

9

Leadership

EMP

6/15

2

7

Awareness/Notice

INT

27/40

7

14 (16)

Hide/Evasion

INT

3

10

Literature & Criticism

INT

2

9

Mathematics

INT

2

9

Wilderness Survival

INT

4

11

Athletics

REF

3

11 (10)

Dodge/Escape

REF

4

12 (11)

Drive

REF

6/30

5

13 (14)

Martial Arts (Boxing)

REF

4/30

5

13 (12)

Martial Arts (Wrestling)

REF

3/25

4

12 (11)

0/10

2/15

2/20
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Skills

Stat

Martial Arts (any)

IP

Rank

Total

3

Motorcycle

REF

5/10

1

9 (8)

Rifle

REF

10/30

5

13 (15)

Stealth

REF

3/25

4

12 (11)

Mechanics

TECH

MAX

10

18

Gear
Armour
•
•
•

Armoured Duster: SP 8, Arms/Torso/Legs + Hood (50% chance to protect while hood up), EV 0
Medium Jacket
Flack Pants

Hit Location

SP

Base Enc

Layers

Layers Enc

Total Enc

Scaled Enc

Head

0 (8)

0

0

0

0

0

Torso

22

1

2

1

2

1.5

Arms

22

0

2

See Torso

0

0

Legs

24

1

2

See Torso

1

0.75

Weapons
• Winchester M70: boltaction 5D6+1 500m, +3 rifle skill but no smartlink
• Sternmeyer Stakeout 10 (smartlinked): 4D6, 50m, 2 accuracy
Misc
• Tech Scanner
• Tech Toolkit
• Pocket Comm
• Sleeping Bag
Cybergear (Base Humanity Cost in brackets)
Neuralware (1D6 + 2D3 + 7):
• Olfactory Boost
• Interface Plugs
• Vehicle Link
• Smartgun Link
• Chipware Socket
Chips:
• Melee (2)
• Motorcycle (2)
• Operate Hvy Mach (2)
• Cyber Tech (2)
• Electronics (2)
• First Aid (2)
Implants (2D6 + 2):
• Adrenal Booster
• Radar Sensor
Cyberoptic x2 (2x 2D6+4.5 = 4D6 + 9)
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•
•
•
•

Image Enhancement
Targeting Scope
Teleoptics
Thermographic Sensor

Humanity Cost
(Raw)

Humanity Cost
(Scaled)

Humanity
Remaining

43

32

68

Lifepath
"The Nomad" belongs to a family of Sudanese Bedioun Arabs who would travel and trade throughout the southern and
eastcentral Saraha regions, developing a speciality in contemporary electronics and chipware, advantageous because of
their lowvolume and ease of transport. The Nomad's family had good relations with the sedentary populations of
Dafur, so when conflict broke out between the central government and Dafur rebels, they found themselves sympathic
to the rebels, putting them at odds with the rest of Janjaweed populations, resulting in a tragic battle where his father,
was killed. As a result his mother, Hana, and the extended family found themselves seeking refugee status in Chad,
and, under the United Nations HRC, eventually settling in the United States.
The Nomad's real name is "Sue", an unfortunate appelation given by his parents who, with little of the way of English
skills, thought that it was a genderneutral name that could be seen as an abbreviated interpretation of "Sufi", a tradition
that ran deeply in The Nomad's family. Like the character from the namesake song, "results in the young man suffering
from ridicule and harassment by everyone he meets. Ashamed of his name, he becomes a hardhearted nomad as a
young man". As such, he introduces himself, and is known as, "The Nomad" by almost everyone. His legal name is Sue
ibn Qamar. He has a good relationship with his sisters, Nima bint Qamar (younger, unmarried) and Noura Dawai
(older, married) but a poor relationship with an estranged brother, Ahmed, who joined the Janjaweed and is no longer
considered part of the family.
Once in the United States his extended family adopted well to the new environment, travelling between California,
Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico, Texas, and Oklahoma. The family is wellsuited and experienced in logistics and
business contracts, and has recently started to invest more heavily in automated vehicles. With a family on the move,
The Nomad was largely homeschooled, and there was some formal education as the family built up connections
among the various Islamic mosques and community centres. The notion of *ummah* is very strong in the family,
although they have been quite circumspect given their sympathies in what was sometimes interpreted as an "Muslim
Arabic" versus "Christian African" conflict from their past, and make efforts to avoid Salafi.
To others, The Nomad comes across as a serious, businesslike and distant character who has little time for small talk
or even most entertainment (poetry and great literature is an prominient exception). This have given him a significant
ability to determine the motivations of others and a superb awareness of their surroundings. On a few occassions, when
the situation demands, others have turned to The Nomad for leadership. For his own part, whilst retaining is distant
persona and a dedication to his inward struggle for honour, The Nomad cares very deeply for his sisters, and tends to be
neutral towards others.
Welcome to Night City, Nice to Meat You
MaiLan the Rocker, Hemi the Solo, and Sally the Netrunner have all been working with Troubleshooters for a month
or two. They get separate calls from Janice, the personal assistant of the Troubleshooters CEO, Frank. Janice even
speaks in perfect Portuguese to Sally, although Sally notices the voice has kind of an electronic sound.
Janice advises the trio that they have been reassigned to a new unit that will be based out of Rancho Coronado. Rancho
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Coronado is a mixed industrial and semirural area at the southern limits of Night City. Janice tells them to show up at
the Troubleshooters Rancho Coronado property the next day.
All three have motorbikes, so they ride to Rancho Coronado at the appointed time. On the way, someone tries to jack
Sally's motorbike. After failing to intimidate them, and not feeling ready for combat, she hastily revved the throttle and
roared away without getting hurt.
Upon getting to Troubleshooters, they get buzzed in at the gate. They find themselves on a general purpose work site,
about 5 acres, sporting a couple of large sheds or warehouses, an office building, a bunch of miscellaneous equipment
laying about in various states of dustiness and disrepair, long grass and chaparral.
They meet Frank in person, who explains why they've been brought here. He feels like his company is getting too
corporate and split into specialisations, and this doesn't match his vision of rugged individualism where everyone can
do everything. He is forming this new team to pull together some interesting talent who can be deployed to solve any
problem that he points them at. Pay depends on skill plus accomplishment: basically, keep earning the same rate as the
last month or two, plus additional opportunities for bonuses.
Frank takes them for a quick tour of the compound, pointing out various equipment they can use if required. This
includes various vehicles, technical devices, and a basic armoury equipped with handguns, shotguns, assault rifles,
clubs, and body armour.
He also takes them into the office building to meet Janice. She is of indeterminate age, and it is clear that she has a
certain amount of cyberware, but not excessively so. Combining the amiguity of her age and her robotic tones when
speaking Portuguese, it can be guessed that her cyberware includes cosmetics and a chipware socket.
On the wall behind Janice, photos can be seen of a younger, cheerier Frank, and someone who looks to be related to
Frank and not much older, maybe a brother. One of the photos shows them performing a joint opening of
Troubleshooters, so it might be guessed that the brother was involved in the business at some point in the past. Unlike
Frank, who comes across as quite downtoearth and no bullshit, the brother has a bit of an oily appearance and a cold
glint in his eyes.
Frank gets a phonecall and the new team take the opportunity to settle in and wander around. MaiLan eyes some of the
artwork, wondering how much it is worth, but gets bored when realising it is just cheap generic office art.
Soon, Frank finishes the phonecall and excitedly waves everyone over to him. "I just got a call for a job which will be
perfect for you to get to know each other! A cyberpsycho just took out a bunch of people up in South Night City, before
getting taken down. It's only fifteen minutes away! Lucky I know someone in that area, now we've got the contract to
clean up the bodies and, ah, repurpose the cyberware. Take the meat wagon, get up there, and grab some parts."
The meat wagon is an armoured black station wagon which has seen better days. MaiLan has the best driving and
technical skill, and while it takes some effort for her to start it, eventually the engine turns over without needing to
annoy Frank for assistance. As they drive north towards the Combat Zone, the trio get a chance to speak to each other
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in private for the first time.
They wonder why Frank chose them for this. MaiLan is completely mystified, but Sally has a hunch that Frank is just
testing them in preparation for other things.
They get to the location of the cyberpsycho without too much incident. MaiLan parks the car, but leaves it running,
nervous of the mechanical issues she encountered earler.
A spectacular number of corpses are strewn about in various states of dismemberment, and tourists are taking photos
and laughing. The corpses seem to form a trail leading from an apartment into a park, and the trio surmise that
following the trail will lead them to the cyberpsycho, who probably has the best loot.
What they find at the end of the trail is disturbing to say the least. The cyberpsycho is ... was ... a young woman in her
20s, but that's not the disturbing part. It's the cyberware, something about it is very strange. It appears organic, like it
was grown from an animal. Her wolvers, in particular, don't like like steel, but bone.
Furthermore, an odd fuzzy pink rash can be discerned on her skin. MaiLan points out that this looks contagious,
everyone better keep clear and wash their hands afterwards.
They start hastily cramming the psycho into a body bag, being careful about what they touch, but as they do so, two big
dudes rocking heavy cyberware rock up and demand to know, "what you doing with my girl?" They are easily
recognised as members of Maelstrom, a militaristic willtopower proaugmentation gang. One of them has a fuzzy
pink rash on the side of his face ...
"You might want to get that looked at," MaiLan the small Vietnamese woman said, pointing up at the rash.
They both start laughing at this, but she said it in a certain way like someone who is used to being on stage, and one of
the thugs looks more thoughtful. "Hang on ... I know you from somewhere ... Wait, I got it! Dude, it's that fucking ...
whats her face ... you know? Um ... Mulan! You remember, she played at one of our clubs a couple of times, wicked
guitar."
"Hey, Mulan, what you doing picking up corpses? You should come play at our club again, you weren't bad."
"I dunno man, I just work here," she shrugged. "Let me get back to work."
MaiLan sounded so depressed and confused at not being able to guitar her way out of this mess, maybe that's why he
let it go. "Pfft, whatever. You can have that lump of meat, I was sick of the skank anyway."
But now there was something MaiLan wasn't ready to let go of. "Hey, what's with that rash, where you get that?"
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"I dunno, it cropped up a few weeks ago. Man, it is itchy as a *mother fucker*. Maybe I should put some cream on it or
something?"
"You know anyone anyone else with this rash?" she asked.
"Like, a few people, yeah. Huh, maybe it's some kind of plague, eh?"
"When did you get it, last time you got new cyberware?"
"Yeah, not long after I got these bad boys," he says, pointing at his front optic mount: a piece of cyberware that turns
the top half of your face into spider eyes. These front optic mounts make you look butt ugly, but they are the bee's
knees for any punk aspiring to omniscience.
MaiLan persisted, "And did you get them done at the same clinic as that girl in the bag?"
"What? Nah, she gets everything done someplace else."
"And what brand are those eyes?"
"Brand?" He's starting to look exasperated with all these questions. "I dunno, I chose them because they look BAD
ASS, not because of whatever they had written on them. Anyway, you have fun with your body parts, we've got plenty
of this crap back home. And man, she was turning into a real bore anyway, so whatever, you can have her. Later,
Mulan."
They saunter off and the Troubleshooters load up the meat wagon with a few more corpses. There isn't enough for the
dozen or more strewn from the park to the apartment, so they choose the best three or four to cram into the back of the
meat wagon. Hopefully there would be enough parts here to make Frank happy.
Since they had to leave the meat wagon running all this time to stop it from breaking down again, when they went to
drive off, MaiLan noticed that it was running low on petrol. "Man what is with this Troubleshooters outfit," she
snarled, "everything so far is just shit!"
They pull up for gas; they don't worry about turning the car off, because on the mean streets of the year 2020, no one
gives a shit about that sort of thing. While filling up, they are eyed off by some rough looking locals, but the
Troubleshooters stand around flashing their weapons and looking tough, so no one makes anything of it.
… to be continued in RPG Review!
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CHROME RIOT: A SYSTEM INDEPENDENT
SCENARIO
By Gene Korolew
Background – Everyone has seen the footage. On November 1st 2099, the Zero City Police Department or Zeds as
they are lovingly referred to on the street shot a synthetic girl named Emily77 in the back for shoplifting in front of the
downtown Zippy Burger. The footage of the shooting was captured at three different angles by a smart drone and
immediately went viral all over the grid. People from all over the city have organized a mass protest outside Zero City
P.D headquarters demanding that the Zeds who shot Emily77 are arrested and immediately sent to the Mars penal
colony. The antisynthetic fascist movement The Black Vanguard has rallied to send thousands of their own counter
protestors to show their support for the police and hatred of all synthetics.
Scene 1 – The Riot
Thousands of people have gathered outside the Zero City P.D headquarters. Mostly young people from all walks of life
who are carrying holosigns projecting a young chrome synthetic hologram with the grid tag IAMEMILY77 moving
back and forth over her face. Gridfeed and police drones are circling the protest in the sky and three police skycars are
hovering ominously over the protest warning people not to approach within ten meters of the headquarter building or
they will be shot. The players can have some time here to interact with the crowd. Some of the people in the crowd
include:
DXDX – A synthetic wearing a wellworn red poncho who has blue glowing wiring crisscrossed all over his face who
is holding up a large holosign and walks with a limp from a faulty leg circuit. He is a rapid neomarxist who is
passionate about communist politics and will ask the players for their grid mail addresses so he can send them his
manifesto Red Rising  On labor and the Zero City Revolution.
Thinner – A woman in her 30’s with an orange mohawk wearing a vest with all the best underground sinmetal band
logos. She has a backpack on with four Molotov cocktails inside. She is impressed if any of the players like sinmetal
and will offer them a cocktail if she gets the impression they are willing to get violent.
Johnny H – A nomad from the wasteland outside the city. He is 17 yearsold and dressed in overalls that are covered in
grease stains. If you get him talking, he will tell the players how hard life is outside the city and warn them about void
stalkers, mutants who prowl the wastes at night looking for cybernetics to rip out of your body.
After mingling for a while, the players will suddenly hear gun fire and people will begin running wildly around them as
the Black Vanguard have arrived. Sporting tshirts or jackets with Black Sun logos and shaved heads they are armed
with a mix of melee weapons and cheap street guns. This also prompts the Zeds to start shooting with zappers and
rubber bullets. Protesters are getting injured around the players as chaos ensues. If they met Thinner she will begin
hurling Molotov cocktails. Give the group a chance to either help people, fight or run. Eventually leading them from
the protest a few streets away into the local Zippy Burger.
Scene 2 – The Zippy Burger
1 – The main dining area and ordering counter of the Zippy Burger. Holoscreens are airing ads and there is a Zippy
Synth dressed in a blue and green uniform who responds with automated responses to after receiving an order from the
players order apps. Some sample ads include:
Rylon Industries
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A boy and his dad leave port in the morning to fish. Get a bite. This looks like a big one dad. Pulls in a red centipede
looking bugfish. Montage shot of people on numerous worlds and colonies. Female voice  Only the freshest catch
from New Melbourne goes into our fish cakes. That is why when people hear it’s Rylon everyone says come on.
Synthpet
A kid missing the hoverbus, kid getting bullied at school, video message from dad “sorry champ I have to work again
tonight” shot of food in a microwave. Walks into his dark bedroom looking sad. A furry looking rat mixed with a teddy
bear glows yellow and shakes its tail. Kids eyes light up and he hugs it looking happy. With a Synthpet Biosampler
your kids are never alone. Kid is feeding the bear some white syrup “ I love you Synthy “. Voiceover “Feeding syrup
not included.”
2 – Children’s Playground. Filled with little dogbots and colorful floating drones. These can get in the way if the
shooting starts causing the security turret to deploy and start spraying the Zippy burger with automatic gunfire.
3 – Toilets. Automated cleaning drones keep the unisex toilet sparkling clean. A charge of 5 dollars is required for the
doors to open. If anyone attempts to break in the security turret will deploy and open fire.
4 – The Kitchen. Automated machines prepare Zippy food for inhouse orders and drone delivery. Multiple spiderlike
machines furiously move around the kitchen putting together hamburgers and move back and forth to the fridge. Three
scorching hot friers and active at all times that cause sever burns if used as a weapon.
5 – The fridge. Full of junk food and set to a cool 10.
6 – Servers. The central control hub of the Zippy Burger. Controls everything in the restaurant and alerts security if
there are any crimes taking place. Can be hacked by a skillful hacker but is protected by the finest black I.C.E which
appears as a giant blue and green clown with meter long fingers.
7 – Elevator to the delivery sky car which waits on the roof. Requires a hacker to break the security on the car which is
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protected by red I.C.E which appears as a floating, flaming hamburger.
Upon arriving at the Zippy Burger the players will find themselves facetoface with four Black Vanguard racists who
got there before them.
Red Jack – 24, wearing black leather overalls with a black holographic mohawk hovering over the top of his head. He
is packing a rifle and various knives are hidden in his overalls. He has terrible acne and will immediately start
antagonizing the players once they enter the Zippy Burger.
Zezo – 23, a small, hunched over figure. Zezo is overweight and hates synthetics almost as much as he hates women.
He will target any females in the group at first with taunts and then with the Pistol he has hidden in his black jacket the
second the shooting starts.
Black Mac – 25, over 6”5 tall and loaded up with cheap, street cybernetics Black Mac is the muscle of the group and
has recently begun suffering from cyberpsycosis. His left arm houses a shotgun and he will target any player who has
obvious cybernetics hoping to loot some new parts and upgrades.
Sharp Stanley – 26, rake thin and pale as a ghost Sharp Stanley spends his time online in various Black Vanguard
forums posting hate and learning how to hack. He will attempt to take cover and start hacking the players equipment as
soon as the fighting starts.
It is most likely that the players and the Black Vanguard will result in a shootout but if a player has exceptional social
skills the GM may allow him to convince the Black Vanguard members that they are fascist scum and get them to
change their political views. If not once the fighting starts the Zippy Burger security will begin firing. If the players get
into combat trouble use the turret will target the Black Vanguard. A streetwise roll will let a player know that Zero City
P.D will be on their way as the Zippy security has locked up all the doors. The only way out is through the roof by
hacking the delivery car and outrunning the police.
Scene 3 – Sky Car Chase
The police chase can be resolved using whatever rules system you choose. Some random events that can spice the chase
up include:
A transport truck is blocking the skyways. Roll to zip under or over it.
The police begin firing on the car requiring the players to either fire back or hack the cop car.
Zippy security takes control the car halfway through the chase requiring a hacking or jury rig to regain control.
The Black Vanguard got word some of their boys were attacked and intercept the car with a beatup, black Skyvan and
open fire on the players with everything they’ve got.
If the players manage to escape the cops and the Black Vanguard they make it home to the Zero City slums and have a
new story to tell their friends on the local Discordia channel. Congratulations Chummers.
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SYDNEY BRIDGE CROWD: A CYBERPUNK RED
SCENARIO
By Conan French
Art by A.Z. Volt Conan French is a member of the committee for Exiles Gaming Club in Sydney and a long term
member of the gaming community. AZ Volt is an artist and their work can be found at https://allmylinks.com/azvoltx
Introductory Cyberpunk RED encounter for 46 players with their choice of character. At least one of KOA and Dylan
Case should be taken, and if Dylan is not taken he should still be present as an NPC to provide the appropriate drive to
take the fight to Energy Oz.
This adventure centres around a biopunk community that has grown on the Sydney Harbour Bridge since it was
attacked during the last corporate war in the Cyberpunk universe and was abandoned in favour of more modern
transportation methods and new bridges. The community that has grown on the bridge have a close knit culture where
they take care of each other, living and working in a collection of altered shipping containers and prefab buildings that
were left on the disconnected bridge. They have built an extensive renewable power supply based around solar
infrastructure at the top of the bridge and hydro electric infrastructure at the base of the bridge.
The session should start with a standard meeting taking place between one of the players and Dylan Case (whether he is
a PC or not) and with the other PCs all nearby in their various residences. They should all be interrupted by an
explosion and when they arrive they should find 46 (scaled for difficulty) corporate agents in black armed with SMGs
and Assault Rifles. Their commander will send his men to hold the PCs off while he is tampering with a computer
terminal. The fight should go strongly in the PCs favour with lots of cover and a negative to the rolls of the agents from
shock of being in proximity to the explosion.
Once the fight is over, searching the commanders body will find a chip, if they investigate the chip it contains software
that a netrunner on the Bridge can decrypt and shows that is was designed to open vulnerabilities in the power
infrastructure while the system was rebooting so they would be hidden and the “sabotage” was meant to be the cover
and seem to be an effective attack to cover a plant for future nefarious plans for Energy Oz.
From here the players can either track down the leads themselves that will take them to learn the further plans of Nate
Haze from Energy Oz or if they don’t take the bait, they will start to experience auditory and visual interference in their
augmented reality equipment or mysterious messages on their agents. They will be fed information by ODEN, an AI
that formed from the abandoned hardware and software of old military energy grid defense computers. He takes the
form of the Norse god Odin, or his two birds to try and direct the players to stop the larger plan of activating a targeted,
recurring nanite attack that destroys power infrastructure on the Bridge.
The players should be lead to try and disrupt Energy Oz infrastructure in return and they will find that the plan rests in
the hands of Nate Haze who is Dylan’s long term rival in Sydney. They should have increasing difficulty and chance
for failure as they progress, but never harsh enough to cause the entire mission to fail, as this is an adventure designed
to teach the mechanics of playing Cyberpunk Red. Difficulty numbers should be split into Act 1, Act 2 and Act 3. Act 1
takes place on the Bridge Skill difficulty 1014, Act 2 takes place in their plans to thwart Energy Oz skill difficulty 12
18 and Act 3 takes place when they try to drive Nate Haze into a fury to lure him out into the open skill difficulty 16
20. For the final scene of the game, I recommend having them confront Nate at an AV launchpad getting into his luxury
air vehicle to leave or to have Nate Haze arriving at the location they have picked with his luxury air vehicle and only
one driver who he arrogantly demands to stay in the car. At this stage you should have all the players roll a d10 or
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decide an order amongst themselves and in descending order allow them to narrate a short part of the final scene that
lets each of them tell the entire story (but not to dictate the actions of any other PC, only the NPCs and their own
character.
You should aim for:
1530 minutes settling in, setting up and answering questions
45 minutes per act, with wiggle room
1530 minutes final scene, wrap up and debrief
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CYBERSPACE : THE GREAT CAMEL RACE
By Andrew Daborn and Lev Lafayette
Is there anything more Australian than an outback camel race? Well, in the world of Cyberspace in 2090, things are a
little different. Here the camel races have become a big deal for status and with excellent prize money. Camel races,
once the domain of regular people, are now corporatesponsored with cyberneticallyenhanced camels. The rules have
become a little less strict as well. Something close to mixedmartial arts but with nonlethal weapons but whilst racing a
camel. This is a singlesession scenario for 4 characters of level 5. Pick from the NPC chart (p190) if you're in a hurry.
"When I take action, I’m not going to fire a $2 million missile at a $10 empty tent and hit a camel in the butt. It’s going
to be decisive."
George W. Bush
The Camel Cup
Rules
* Only registered parties may take part in the race. Interference by any other parties is illegal.
*

The camel completing two laps of the 4km purpose built track first is the winner.

* Maximum size including camels of a registered party is eight.
*

Organizations may only sponsor one registered party.

*

Assassination of other registered parties is strictly forbidden.

* Breaches of these rules will result in the offending party's suspension from the race for the next five years.
Most of the track is adjacent to the support road, apart from the section that runs through the gorge. In recent years
large barking spiders have been spotted in the gorge. By registering with Camel Cup 2020 you acknowledge Braitling
Quadruped Racing Club takes no responsibility for harm caused by parties engaging with flora or fauna on the track.
Introductory Scene: A Town Called Alice
Alice Springs is a very different town in 2090, compared to today. With a combination of mining, military bases, and a
central point for many businesses involved in both industries, the population had quadrupled to some 100,000 people.
Even with some highrise buildings in the Todd Mall central business district the city's character is still a rather rough
frontier town with casual clothing, a multitude of bars and nightclubs of dubious repute (The Golden Springs Casino is
a popular place for all sorts of vice), and a general absence of the high arts (with the exception of indigenous arts).
Also, by 2090, the climate has changed somewhat. Whilst still a hot and dry place, Alice is now more prone to tropical
thunderstorms.
The opening scene involves Wallaroo, a corporate slave who works for Ikurkha Mining and Exploration. Wallaroo
Namatajira is in the office of Ms. Hope, head of special operations. The extraordinarily large and mostly empty office
has a massive tinted window that gives a superb view of the desert landscape. The imposing modernist aesthetics only
serves to empower Ms. Hope and belittle anyone in her presence; and that includes Wallaroo. Her message is quite
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simple; the glorious company wants to win the cup, and they don't care how it is achieved; $10,000 is paid into
Wallaroo's account. "That should cover your expenses. You get the same again when the race is won. That's a month's
pay for you and your associates for two day's work. Now, get to work".
Leaving the office Wallaroo makes a few 'phone calls to the rest of the party; "Bomber" (Jockey), Cancer (Killer),
David Jones (TechRat), and Buddha (Sneak). Quite clearly, nobody in the party is using their real name. Except for
maybe David. Wallaroo gives the party the information they have; the Company has provided the name and location of
one Mick Munro, a famous corporate camel jockey in the past. His home is "The Gap Saloon Bar". Wallaroo makes
the observation that the party does not have a camel either; a quick search of social media suggests that Zazam's Camel
Emporium is a good place to source such a creature.
Scene: Mick Munro and The Gap Saloon Bar
The Gap Saloon Bar is actually a fairly solid brick and timber building, but throughout is the style of the great
Australian outback, and that means corrugated iron sheeting everywhere, even the toilets. It is cringeworthy to the
extreme, embarrassing even to those who usually don't mind a little bit of "Australiana". Hints of what is to come
should be evident by the painted concrete aboriginal statue at the front door in "traditional dress and pose" as the plaque
states with pride. Rather inexpensive accommodation (small hot rooms with soft old beds) is also available.
The clients of said establishment are from the older, poorer, demographic. The 40+ singles night on a Friday evening is
when the place really goes off like a frog in a sock (which means that it doesn't). The slowmoving overhead fan is just
sufficient to circulate the smell of sweat around the room, and the light somehow manages to be dim and harsh at the
same time. Larger characters will look cautiously at the strength of the chairs. The plastic glasses for wine and beer and
"select spirits" are scratched and discoloured. Cheap memorabilia of local sporting heroes adorn the walls, sidebyside
with sheep and cattle skulls, dried out snakeskins, and other charming indications of the life in outback.
One such corner is full of framed photos of local sporting hero, Mick Munro who will also be found at the table under
the memories of his achievements. Mick lives a highly regulated life; he wakes up at noon, goes to the bar, quietly
drinks himself into inebriation, and then returns to his room in the hotel. His prizemoney from prior Camel Cups
(threetime winner) is carefully budgeted to keep him going for what remains of his lifespan, although he will greatly
appreciate an offer of a drink for old tales. A few drinks in, Mick may mention the cause of his malaise, and old and
true story of "the right girl, the right bar, the right group of friends" (hattip to Bill Hicks).
The reality is that Mick is simply not suitable to be the party's choice in the Camel Cup, despite his protestations and
very long stories about how he has many times in the past, partially helped by a Mk 5 Balance Sensory System (+25 to
climbing, tumbling, riding etc). His skills were good, but have long since lost their grade due the longterm effects of
alcohol in his system. If the party does sign him up as their camel jockey, it is almost certain that he'll forget to turn up
on the day. If the party takes him away prior, sobers him up, and literally puts him on the camel on the day, his Drive
(Camel) skill effectively a fairly modest +15. A more cunning ruse would be to sign him up, and change jockey on the
morning before the race which is perfectly legitimate. It would certainly mean that competitors must spend additional
energy trying to kidnap him, etc.
Scene: Zazam's Camel Emporium
Zazam's Camel Emporium is owned by one Zazam Pashtun and operated by him and his family. Zazam is a middle
aged man of thin build, dark hair with greying temples, and a slightly nervous disposition. In the course of the camel
purchasing the PCs are also likely to catch sight of his wife Alfsoon, who is of medium build and also has slighly
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greying hair. Alfsoon manages the books and the bookings and is likley to be on the 'phone. There are also two sons in
the family, both in their twenties, who do a range of tasks for the Emporium, but are currently in Darwin purchasing
new camels. A thirdgenerated Afghani family, they have an excellent reputation for being fair dealers although they
love to wax lyrical about the quality of his stock. Further, Zazam loves to bargain. His initial price will be 150% of
their actual normal price, but can be bargained down to 75% of the listed price, however he does have Administration at
+75. Play it a series of +25% increments, with Zazam only using +25 on his first roll, then +50, then +75 on the third 
he is quite OK with his camels being sold at 125%, would rather they be sold at the normal price, but will bargain hard
if someone is trying to get him at a 75% price (he'll barely be covering costs). Still, if a PC does do this, he'll earn
Zazam's great respect and will probably get a request to do commission work!
As for the Emporium itself, think of a dusty usedcar lot except with camels. Most of the camels are sold for tourist
operators who run camel treks across the desert for those who want to have an authentic Australian outback experience.
Some of the camels are actually sold for people who are using the beasts to cross the desert. In total, there's about
twenty riding camels available, although these are not really suitable for the great camel race, as an Easy Environs skill
check would ascertain. There is even a handful of milking camels, but they are so obviously not suitable no check is
required. The riding camels have a base price of $5000 each.
There are three camels that are appropriate for the Camel Cup. Each have a price of $30000 (yes, that's right), but can
be hired for the weekend of the race for a mere $5000 (plus medical and repair bills if they're damaged). There's (a)
Qalbqawiun, a very strong and powerful camel that bares a great scar on his rump, which has been patched with metal
plating, (b) Rwhalsre, who is nimble, very quick, but is certainly lacking in the muscles department, and finally, (c)
Spezala, a camel who is neither exceptionally fast nor tough, but smart.
Qalbqawiun, Level 5, Base Rate 80/round, +20 MN bonus, AT BS DB 10, Hits 160, +40 Medium Bite, +50 Large
Kick. Four Mk 2 Strong Leg implants (p113), Densiplast Body Plating (p 119)
Rwhalsre, Level 5, Base Rate 130/round, +40 MN bonus, AT LBA DB 40, Hits 100, +20 Medium Bite, +30 Large
Kick. Four Mk 2 Agile and Fast Leg implants (p113), Mk 2 Nerve Booster (p113)
Spezala, Level 5, Base Rate 110/round, +30 MN bonus, AT LBA DB 30, Hits 130, +30 Medium Bite, +30 Large Kick.
Mk 5 Neurological Activity Controller (p116)
Scene: Start of the Race
The Camel Cup is the major event in Alice Springs, and crowds in their tens of thousands gather from outlying
communities for a funfilled day that is not exactly familyfriendly, even if people do bring their families along. The
tradition of turning up in large gasguzzling vehicles in casual clothes and a very large eski of beer still continues and
indeed is larger than ever before. However, over the years the Cup has become more of a corporate and controlled event
with plenty of security guards to ensure access control to the new stadium seats overlooking the track and the licensed
bars. The hoi polloi have a rougher but traditional area.
Whilst setting up for the race the PCs should be sufficiently savvy (Streetwise check) to realise in the timehonoured
tradition of racing anything that the time just before the race is an ideal opportunity for some subterfuge. Regardless of
which camel the PCs have hired there will an attempt to drug the poor thing by the steward of an opposing team. This
provides a grand opportunity for a classic fistfight or even more if things get heated enough. The steward, being no
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fool, has brought along a couple of burly assistants. Naturally enough, if the PCs don't keep a close eye on their camel,
they'll find that the poor thing is quite sleepy and will not be suitable for racing.
To make the encounter even more colourful, the steward attempts their cameldrugging activity as close as possible to
the start of the race, after the neutral corporate medics do their final check. Which leads to the colourful possibility of a
fist, knife, or even gunfight occurring as the race itself starts. Complete pandemonium should be the GM's objective.
Scenes: The Race
The Camel Cup can be run over an abstract four scenes, each with the own opportunities for misdeeds. Each scene
should consist of a Drive (Camel) skilltest with the resulting roll indicating a relative position out of potential 200 per
tensecond round with four rolls per scene.
The first stretch runs past the hoi polloi (the corporates get the good seats for the end of the race, but can still see the
beginning). This means that there are all sorts of opportunities for thrown projectiles (beer cans, bottles, etc) to be
thrown at the camels by ruffians, or worse still, paid ruffians. A successful Streetwise check by any PC will alert them
to this possibility, and if they don't pay for their own or enact some countermeasures, their camel will be subject to a
few extra wellaimed projectiles that could cause some serious problems. The ruffians are cheap to hire, you buy them
two slabs of beer and say "one is for drinking and the other for chucking", you have them on side. (In the playtest one
PC set up a free beer trough at the end of the stretch, knowing full well that camels love a cold beer under the hot sun.
This did actually sufficiently distract one opponent's camel)
The second stretch is a particularly dusty part of the track and it is here that opponents typically let off a few rounds of
gunfire at the competing camels. The dust is especially thick and reduces visibility (Perception checks at 30) so that
the security cameras, which argue that you can't actually kill another jockey, can't quite pick up what's going on. The
spectacle is sufficiently impressive, if implied, that the organisers of the cup have quietly encouraged this opportune
moment for things to get a bit bloody.
Normally that's the end of it. This year, however, is a little different. The third stretch is through a bit of a ravine with
grasses growing next to a currently dry river bed. Unfortunately, the local science division of the armed forces have
been engaging in some genetic experiments and have bred some very large spiders with hope of military application. Of
course, they have managed to get loose, which provides a seed for a followup adventure. These large barking spiders,
are around the size of a small cat and there are a few of them per camel. They're not too tough, they do have a reduction
poison for a bite, and they'll drop and jump from various vantage points on to camel and rider.
Then there is the final stretch. If the race is particuarly close one will find that people get pretty desperate for the prize
money pool, the corporate bonus, or the side bet that they've placed. Once again, shooting an opponent's camel may not
be considered sporting, but it's within the rules. Camels have no social and political rights and animal welfare is not
exactly a big issue in this part of the world. So go down blazing  but remember, assassination is strictly prohibited!
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HUNGRY? WHAT'S FOR DINNER?
By Paddy Hutchinson
Hunger
The exile of people from their means of food production has been key to the maintenance of capitalism, and has made
the contract between human and society brutally simple: You work or you starve.
After all, a people who control their own food supply are harder to exploit, and to the oligarchs at the top of the
cannibal pyramid scheme that screams danger.
But this is cyberpunk, baby. That exploitation is everywhere, and you might rail and rage and fight against it, but it’s a
much bigger monster than you can kill on your own.
So in this fucked up future (present? What year is it again?) what does food mean to us? Here and now? The hell does it
mean?
Now like we said up top, food is a shackle. The Oppressor has a firm grip on that leash that runs straight on down
through your gut, and they are all too keen to let you feel it. You might dream of a clean metal body where that’s no
longer the case, but by the time you’ve got that much cash kicking around your already playing the game so hard that
your already neck deep in bastardy and I am sorry friend, I don’t know if I’m strong enough to fish you out.
So what has the Oppressor been feeding us?
Processed sugar and oils mostly, cooked out of the cheapest veg they can grow and calibrated to flip all those monkey
buttons in the brain to let you feel, even as you bloat and sicken and rot from the inside, just feel for a moment as long
as you’re glutting yourself that things are ok.
Good luck finding fresh fruit and veg in this shithole, but you can get those vitamins in a pill, its fine. You can afford
supplements right? Fuck that.
If you’re eating meat (somehow) you don’t want to know how that critter lived. If it ever did.
You’ll find a lot of things pretending to be other things. Soy pretending to be chicken, darkborn mushrooms as beef,
spun sugar playing the part of pigs so we can all sit on down with the fam and pretend its still like the old days you see
in the vids, the idea that our food came from some idyllic farm. It’s not bad exactly, just don’t always believe the label.
But we’re not here for that shit, are we kid? You don’t want the Oppressor choking you with your own fucking body.
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I like that you’re mad. But what are you gonna do? If you starve to death in some shithole squat they won’t even
notice. Real big difference you make that way, fuckwit.
You wanna hurt the Big Man Upstairs? You start taking some of that power back.
First you gotta start thinking about where your food comes from. Knowledge is power. Get some. Then you get
together with your crew and you start making it yourself. What does that mean in an urban hellscape like this?
Maybe it means you get hold of (you’re a smart kid, you know I don’t mean just buy) a pack of goats or pigs, happy
little garbage eaters that’ll survive and thrive from radzone to warzone, and you start picking the bones and carrion that
the city throws away every day to get ‘em good and fat. You said you’re a killer, let’s see you earn those chops.
Maybe you bust open some tarmac in the badzones and start your own little patch. Keep the gangers, crows and cops
off it and you’re golden.
Or maybe you just go fishing for rats in the old train tunnels. Don’t go after the ones near the harbour though, they’re
sick with something... look, cook it thoroughly and trust that monkey brain of yours. Your ancestors have been at this
millions of years, if it smells shit its no good.
Listen to your Elder scavs. Some of them are pretty rough, I get it, but nobody lives that long in this world without
learning something worth knowing.
The point is, every time you fill your belly on something the Oppressor didn’t sell to you, that hurts them. Only a little.
But it’s important.
And there’s another secret they never told you about food, whether it’s something you clawed out of the earth or bought
with your time labouring down the old VRcade.
You share food, you and your pack. You share it somewhere safe, all of you together. That right there is magic. It’ll let
you feel like family, and for a perfect moment you can remind each other how important that is, and there is no amount
of sugar and oil the Oppressor can pour out that’ll wash that away.
That there is what food means.
What's For Dinner?
You can tell a great deal about a place by what and how people eat. If you need a break from the “everything is soy”
future we know and love, have a roll on these randomisers to help prompt you as to what folks might be eating when
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you’re characters sit down at the table in a new community. Some parts of food culture can get pretty twisted though,
so content warning for potential animal slaughter, factory farming and some weird eating.
Food
1. Vegetables  Leafy greens, tasty beans, most of what a body needs.
2. Grains  Hard to farm, but chock full of energy. Bread, rice or beer maybe.
3. Meat  Seafood, landfood, rat, dog or lobster. It died so we might live.
4. Dairy  Milk, cheese, custard... how we can have our goat and eat of it too.
5. Fruit  Sweet sugars and vital vitamins. Or more mercifully again, wine.
6. Fungus  They need as much sun as we usually get. Fuck all.
Supply
1. Shipped in from rural desolations, convoys heavily defended.
2. Antiquated methods at odds with the sprawl of metropolis.
3. Sinister, grim factories, the extended arm of capitalist efficiency.
4. Wild forage, nature turned feral through disintegrating urbanity.
5. A laboratory product, maintained by precise, delicate, expensive equipment.
6. Fed from recycling, picking bones to grow bigger ones.
And where did we get it?
1. A grubby street vendor
2. A crowded rationing center
3. A struggling small business
4. A corporate supermarket
5. A friend with connections
6. Straight from the source
Twist
1. Toxic: the food is dangerous if improperly prepared.
2. Shelf life: the food spoils fast, and doesn't store well.
3. Damaging: the production of the food unleashes problems in the surrounding area.
4. Unpredictable: you get good seasons and bad ones.
5. Competition: someone with more buying power has taken an interest
6. Culture: the food has special significance to a local holiday
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THE REDISTRIBUTORS
By Paddy Hutchinson
People starve in this city. You know. You've seen how often your neighbours go hungry. But one of those armoured
trucks that takes food from the impoverished rural farms to the fancy supermarkets in the Exclusive Communities by
the beach. You know, one of the suburbs with the sniper towers and augmented watchdogs.
But if you can bag that truck, you and your crew can feed your tenement for a month.
Desperate times, pal.
OBJECTIVE: Take control of the armoured food van and get it back to your neighbourhood.
BONUS: If you can get the truck back to Jackdaw's workshop without a police tail, she can strip it for parts and you'll
probably never pay for auto repairs again.
Challenges
THE TRUCK: a rugged, armoured refrigerated vehicle. You'll need to either find a way to stop it or another way to
board if you're going to get it under your control.
DRIVER AND SHOTGUN: two armed security staff with light firearms. They're alert and professional, and will
ALERT THE PIGS once shit goes down if they get a chance. They are, however, very tired and not willing to die over
this.
NAUTILUS: the truck's dogbrained digital systems, that will ALERT THE PIGS if the truck goes too far off course or
the container is forced. It will continue to do so until disabled.
THE PIGS: if local law enforcement are alerted, they will pursue and try to halt the truck and arrest or kill the
characters. Pursuit cars travel in pairs, each containing two heavily armed and armoured Officers. If they get on your
tail, you'll need to shake them, trick them or drive them off.
HOSTILE GROUND: the roads around your neighbourhood have been left without maintenance for years. Expect to
have to maneuvre around wrecks, garbage and sinkholes, which is bad enough when you’re not being pursued.
Good luck kids.
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CYBERPUNK 2020 IN SPACE
By Jim Lawrie and Lev Lafayette
Cyberpunk 2020 is perfect* for hard scifi gaming. It especially lends itself to looking at scifi themes of how scientific
societies would be created and evolve.
However, The Big Black lends a problem in that realistically we're not really getting off this rock. So we have to break
a few rules, and the best way to do this is a jump drive. My personal solution to this is to meld the Battletech and
Cyberpunk Deep Space systems as follows:
Orbit is still the primary focus of space flight. However if you want to get somewhere significantly far away you have
to use the corporate Jump Frames. These are massive nuclearpowered structures (in violation of The Outer Space
Treaty) that sit at the La Grange Points (Trojan Points) where the gravity is stable. Here the Deep Space OTVs move
out from orbit and attach to the frame. Then the Jump Frame jumps out to the La Grange point of the target object.
Why all this complexity?
Well, first off it creates choke points the big powers can interdict. Most spacefaring games don't really have this and
their space combat is simply unrealistic due to it.
Secondly it constrains travel and GMs desperately need this. If a player can jump willynilly anywhere then the GM has
to literally detail entire planetary systems or otherwise just jam the mandated encounter where the players are. The
players rapidly realise their movement is meaningless and that they have lost agency in this case so it's simply not
really an option.
Finally it's more realistic; these systems are huge, complex and maintenance intensive and it's not the sort of thing some
players should have. Sure, give them an OTV if you're insanely liberal with goodies (a dropship might be better,
remember OTVs only change orbits they aren't an interface vehicle) but keep the frames the property of Arasaka and so
on.
So, what's to be done once you have this system?
Well, The Expanse gives you some great ideas right out of the box as does Elysium and so on. However it really let's
the players explore and experience what happens when the Elon Musk's of the Cyberpunk world can create when there
are literally no laws constraining them.
But that's not true, that's only if they don't get caught . . .
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The Outer Space Treaty cited above says that no state can
create a colony offworld. However it also states that states
have to exercise authority over their citizen's behaviour
offworld according to domestic law. As you can see "colonial
marshals" are actually mandated by international treaty and
therefore domestic law. So you get this great tension where
you have state oversight in varying intensities and the fact
that essentially private entities can create their own
establishments. The variety of societies are endless in this
model.
Of course the Jump Frame model means you can go
interstellar as well. Here relativity starts to become a bitch
but it also means you can create some seriously interesting
worlds and societies on them. Of course the costs for such a
trip will be, pun approaching, astronomical but plenty of
ways players can freeload onto these can be created. You
might want to look at the old 2300ad game for ideas for
interstellar colonies.
(*if you ditch Roles and Special Abilities)

The easiest 2300AD sourcebooks to be incorporated into a Cyberpunk 2020 game are those initially based on Earth as a
jumping point, so to speak. The Earth/Cybertech sourcebook, whilst sporting a brilliant cover, is very much a potted
history of the 2300 game world which, of course, is quite different to that of Cyberpunk 2020. Nevertheless, one could
make use of the Provultion scenario and make it a little more complex by presenting their ideology as something that
one or more PCs could be sympathetic towards.
A very sensible expansion – and yet stuck on Earth – is Deathwatch Program, which is a largely wilderness adventure.
To spice it up even further, I would thoroughly recommend using ICE's Death Valley Free Prison, which stylistically is
a mashup between Mad Max and Escape from New York,
Cyberpunk RED has, of course, taken the concept of the beanstalk with their own scenario Shadow of the Beanstalk
using the oldfashioned space elevator. One can shift the technology a little bit to make use of the rather good 2300AD
scenario Beanstalk along with all its corporate intrigue. Plus, it will get the PCs off Earth and actually into space, albeit
a little tethered.
Following this, it's really up to the GM where to jump to next. The stars are your limit. They always were.
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MOVIE AND SOUNDTRACK REVIEW: BLADE
RUNNER 2049
By Lev Lafayette
directed by Denis Villeneuve
When Blade Runner 2049 was first announced, the response from
longterm fans could be simply summarised as "Please don't suck".
After all, it is rare enough, if not unique, to have a film fail at the box
office only to become a cultclassic, and also to kickstart entire
subgenre of film and literature (cyberpunk). Whilst the appeal was
certainly niche, the fact that it had such dedicated fans, many of
whom quote huge slabs of the dialogue verbatim, after thirty five
years is testimony of its profound importance and influence. It is
unsurprising that when the first hints of a sequel being produced were
announced in 2011 there was both excitement and trepidation among
the fan base, which turned to some optimism when it was announced
that Ridley Scott would lead production. David Bowie would have
had a role as well, but his demise put an end to that: They never could
solve that problem. I mean cell replacement. Perpetual or anyhow
semiperpetual renewal. Well, so it goes..
After years of production, this expensive (c$150 million USD) and
long (163 minutes) certainly indicated that it was prepared to take
risks from a financial and audience commitment point of view. On the
former, it seems that the film has almost followed its predecessor,
falling short of original expectations on return, but still with promise
to be a financial success overall. With regardless to the latter it seems that the past fifteen years of certain social media
influences has seriously challenged the ability of some people to engage in concentrated immersion for more than two
hours.
For those who loved the original and craved for more however, the length of the film will be a point of enjoyment.
Despite the sheer quanity of minutes, it does not drag, with a carefully, indeed brilliantly, directed balance between
moments of visual immersion, emotional tension, and dramatic action. Visual immersion was, of course, a big factor of
the success of the original film and Villeneuve has certainly selected scenes which credit the original whilst also being
significantly different in their setting, even evident from the opening scene of farming wasteland which one of many
hattips to the original. The entire miseen scène is absolutely spectacular, and the bigger the screen one sees this the
more powerful it is. It is in fact not too daring to sugges that it is far superior to that of the original, as advanced as that
was, with Roger Deakins lighting effects in particular being absolutely superb  especially in the scenes in Wallace
Corporation.
As the name obvious indicates, the film is set in 2049 with a few hints to the events between the original's 2019
including mass failure of crops and the development of synthetic farming by the Wallace Corporation, the mass
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destruction of electronic records ("the Blackout"), a rebellion by older model replicants, and a revival of the technology
by Wallace Corporation. The plot is deeply satisfying, centred on the internal and external explorations of Agent K, a
replicant in charge of hunting down the older model replicants. Without giving too much away, Rachel's emotionally
powerful line for the original ("I'm not in the business. I am the business") is given a new life, and Agent K has the
troubling role of following a tail of clues whilst simultaneously facing off the Wallace Corporation who are also
interested in one of more unusual MacGuffins to grace the screen. It is troubling for Agent K because the target of his
investigations becomes a little too personal, whilst after meeting with Deckard, Wallace Corporation becomes personal
in a different visceral sense. The conclusion has a harsh twist, and simultaneously wraps things up very neatly whilst at
the same time leaving some unanswered questions and enormous potential for further plot development.
Likewise in terms of the major characters and the acting, there is some really impressive roles. Agent K (Ryan Gosling)
as a replicant hunter who is a replicant, requires to have a flat emotional state and is subject to a sort of reverse Voight
Kampff test with lines taken from Nabokov's Pale Fire. Gosling does a very good job of being a character who is
emotionally thrown about all over the place, yet also by design and profession, has to remain as emotionally stable as
possible. His partner, Joi (Ana de Armas), is a artificial intelligent hologram, programmed to love him, and also yet
comes across as utterly dedicated and sincere in her affections. It's like dealing with David Dennett's response to
philosophical zombies. In terms of antagonists, Niander Wallace (Jared Leto) is about as intellectually dangerous as
they come, with a positively Luciferean appearance and menacing demeanour; and little wonder he has a Godcomplex,
he saved the world through synthetic food and brought replicants back into production. His "best angel", Luv (Sylvia
Hoeks) usually has both cold and stylish professionalism and astounding levels of furious violence, as if Rachel and
Zhora were combined.
I have written about the score on Rocknerd. To express in summary, it is largely true to the style of the original,
cleverly fitting the emotional cues of the various and diverse scenes with superb atmospherics, consistent throughout
the entire album, even if lacking a sense of composed movement. The released soundtrack itself has some horribly
disruptive moments with the inclusion of Frank Sinatra and Elvis Presley  yes the songs do appear in the film, but not
as part of the immersive scenes.
Perhaps the worst thing about the film however is the dialogue. It is not terrible, by contemporary standards in film, but
it is certainly a far cry from the original by which it must surely be assessed. It is almost hard to believe that the same
people who provided the narrative provided the dialogue. There are no examples of the epic swan song by Roy Batty or
the profound and terse conversations between Rachel and Deckard. A comparison of the IMDB quotes page for this
film compared to the original makes this obvious, and it is evident from the start, comparing the interrogation between
Holden and Leon with K and Sapper. Which is a problem for the film. Blade Runner's cult status was largely due to the
fact it did get better on successive viewings, primarily due to the visuals and the dialogue. Blade Runner 2049 excels at
the former, but is quite impoverished at the latter. It is certainly worth multiple viewings, but it will not generate the
same dedicated fanbase in its own right, but rather will ride on the coat tails of a the original, which remains a
candidate for greatest film of all time.
Hans Zimmer, Benajmin Wallfisch: Blade Runner 2049 Soundtrack (2017).
Blade Runner 2049 is a film which has, almost predictably, generated a lot of “strong opinions”, and I have provided
my own contributions on this on the Cyberpunk community on Livejournal. However, the soundtrack itself is at least
deserving of a short review in its own right, not the least for its own curious development. Prolific soundtrack
developer Jóhann Jóhannsson was dropped from the project in favour of Hans Zimmer and Benjamin Wallfisch on the
basis of Villeneuve’s express desire “to go back to something closer to Vangelis”, which includes a Yamaha CS80
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polyphonic analogue synthesizer.
To the credit of the composers, they have largely done a very good job. The opening 2049 is highly atmospheric, very
reminiscent of Main Titles from the original, but not quite as grandiose, evoking both contemplative moments. It is a
style that is repeated throughout the entire album, which the various tracks creating powerful atmospherics appropriate
to the scene; Sapper’s Tree is sad and nostalgic, Flight to LAPD is downright menacing, Rain is downright beautiful,
Wallace is creepily demonic, Orphanage and Furnace have drifting atmospherics, Sea Wall is dominating with complex
instrumentation, pace, and violence, and so forth. The quality of the music by Zimmer and Wallfisch is of an utterly
consistent high grade throughout.
However, it is all not without flaws. Despite the fantastic atmospherics, the contributions by Zimmer and Wallfisch
lack a sense of consistency and movement. This is particularly evident when one compares their contributions to the
implementation of Tears in Rain, originally by Vangelis, where there is clear evolution of a consistent sound. Then
there is absolutely immersionbreaking inclusion of material from Frank Sinatra and Elvis Presley. Yes, the original
score did have One More Kiss, Dear but that actually was part of the musical narrative written and composed by Peter
Skellern and Vangelis in the style of yesteryear to fit the noir setting. In comparison Sinatra and Presley are thrown in
haphazardly and awfully (and notably, are missing from the limited edition vinyl release). Finally there is the inclusion
of Lauren Daigle’s 1980sstyle mainstream poprock track, Almost Human. Actually both in terms of style and
substance the song is not so bad if you like that genre, but it is terribly out of place.
With these exceptions however we’re dealing with an excellent soundtrack overall. Rip out the offending pieces of
immersionbreaking crimes against mimesis, and what is left is a beautiful piece of work. Whilst the lack of composed
movements in favour of atmospherics will mean that it will is far superior as aural wallpaper rather than something sits
down to listen to intently (unless they are conducting a study or review), it is nevertheless excellent aural wallpaper
both in terms of the sounds and the associations with particular scenes from the film. In terms of trying to bring
something together that was close to the original, there is no doubt that they have succeeded.
Originally published on Rocknerd
https://rocknerd.co.uk/2017/11/07/bladerunner2049soundtrack/
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CYBERPUNK 2077 REVIEW
By Anthony Edward Matthias Bell
Errors found, recovery in progress.
Why Cyberpunk 2077 can still be fun, despite its glaring flaws.
Static blue, murder red, chrome white; the colours flash on the alley wall as you pass it from the street. Emergency
lights, they flicker their warning to you. Be careful. Don’t stray. Don’t even look.
Have you been in this situation? Can you admit to the fact that a part of you wanted to investigate the hidden scene? To
stand at the sidelines of whatever accident or investigation was going on and ask questions and touch evidence and
insert yourself into the excitement under those strobing lights?
Welcome to the Cyberpunk 2077 experience, a games whose content and infamy has everyone from the fans to the
detractors to the confused onlookers jostling at the crimescene tape, ready to vault it. To get involved.
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C:\Users\You>start TLDR...
Look… The game is fine. Above average even. But that was not what was expected of its production company, let
alone what soldondayone consumers hyped. But if you want a flexible FPS shooter with a plot chock full of
engaging intrigue, you got one! Now you can either read on, or skip and get to the Black Ice, choom...

It is next to impossible to talk about this game without needing to mention events outside of it, and the borderline
poetic levels of irony they are coated in. Like a suddenly sparking data cable or a flickering screen, everyone who cares
about it seems frozen on the spot, trying to make sense of the proverbial glitches. Have we discovered something new?
Is this a horrible mistake? Who is at fault? Who should be praised? It’s created such a riot, that people have more of
less forgotten about the game itself, and what it did right.
At its core, Cyberpunk 2077 offers players a chance to be themselves. From character customisation to initial first
choices, whatever you decide you still remain an average citizen at the behest of a monolithic civilisation. Playing as
the protagonist V – perhaps a nod to the five layers of this pyramid of needs, or to the titular character in Moore’s V for
Vendetta – no matter how one builds their character, be it a meme for their streams or something closer to home, you
are playing as someone at the very edge of the bottom. You are dropped at the outskirts of a world that, like a concrete
pipe crammed with electrical and fibre optic lines, is overflowing with internal pressure. Political and spiritual strife,
socioeconomic and cultural drama, even the base needs to feed and clothe and house oneself… the Maslow Hierarchy
may as well be a red hot barrel of a combat shotgun threatening to press against your forehead.
Life as you know it could take an exceptionally bad turn. It could end full stop. That’s when the story you are following
stomps on your grip to the next rung in the social registrar. The brutal fact surrounding this event being that he was just
the wrong person in the wrong spot at the wrong time.
V is hired to steal a bioorganic CPU, within which is housed the digitised soul of a legendary resistance
fighter/terrorist: Johnny Silverhands. An unwitting sacrificial lamb even before the job is botched, you are forced to
meld with the chip, which only goes to push you faster down a transistor lane of mayhem. You’re never safe. You’re
never free. You are locked into this ride and the controls are not in your hands.
Players spec their character to thwart the ensuing challenges in ways that harken back to Cyberpunk’s TTRPG origins,
though the schematic is based on FPS action instead of pen and paper. Indeed, customisation might not be on par with
what players imagined from the titanic options that were presented to them over the old school dicebased game, but
there are plenty of opportunities to sculpt V and thus your gaming experience to whatever nich you need. Roleplay here
can be as dramatically indepth, meta oriented, or silly as you like. There is one limit, however. One thing will always
bring you back to the ground – a memento mori of silica and ones and zeroes.
You’ve got choices to make, and you’re going to die regardless.
Herein lies one of the least explored aspects of Cyberpunk 2077 and its gameplay. As numerous as the critiques are
concerning the game’s development, CD Projekt Red’s professional handling of the release, and the overall gameplay
going forwards, no one has stopped long enough to examine the story. Even before antagonistic megacorp Arasaka
Industries paints you as enemy of their feudal capitalist state, the story is – frankly – bleak. Though you are surrounded
by characters that are genuine, supportive, philosophically diverse and acceptable, and even kind hearted, the world of
Cyberpunk 2077’s night city is one of indifference at best. Johnny certainly doesn’t help paint a picture of what the
world is like, let alone what it is turning into. Such nihilistic rhetoric when seated next to the glitz and shine of a
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technometropolis can get grating.
Why play a game that depresses you? That makes you feel like no choice is worth it? Indeed, why can’t people let this
game be if it’s such a clusterfrag?
It’s only upon playing it through, or replaying key moments, desperately wanting to find and to try for a new endings or
a new relationship with an NPCs, or at least some form of closure with Johnny, that one realises something that is
bigger than the old pewpewing. No amount of defensive pessimism or a sexy kitsch designed band aids for the soul
can make up for the fact that:
Yes. Nothing matters in this game, really. So you have to make it matter.
In this way, Cyberpunk 2077 achieves something very engaging. If one wanted a dystopian science fiction GTA V,
they could play it thusly. You can turn yourself in a combat cyborg, grab some EMPinfused ammo, and start boosting
civilian vehicles. If one just wanted to cruise around a sparkling neon backdrop, with lofi on the speakers of their car,
and detach from it all, they could go ahead and digitally LARP as a doomer. In fact, thanks to the amazing skills of
code jockeys and artistic modders, one can create a wholly different experience than what CDPR designed Cyberpunk
2077 to be.
But there was another option. Players could invest in the characters, in correcting societies mistakes now that they had
been thrust into a position that held great social power. They could control the story so that it ended the “right” way, for
the “right” people. Let the collectathons and journeys to onehitcrit be damned – you could really feel like an
archetypal hero combating something genuinely chaotic and destructive.
Beyond its gameplay, and its story, everyone involved in the project has similar choices to make about the game.
Fixing the bugs, adjusting their expectations as consumers, and starving off the parasites that attach themselves to the
industry in order to leach profits from hard work – just like V must solve technopaganist crises, reflect on their
perceptions and beliefs, and bring down street gangs and corrupt megacorps alike. It’s why some of us have a problem
unplugging from this game so quickly…
It’s why we still recommend it, especially as DLC and the Modding scene begins to loom into the frame.
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Food and Drink as Plot Devices … Rat on a Stick …
Nutrition in the Apocalypse … Adventurer Recipes
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